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Abstract
 
Ventilation stacks are becoming increasingly common in the design of naturally ventilated 
buildings. The overall aim of the work described is ultimately to improve design procedures 
for such buildings. 
 
This thesis presents the experimental and theoretical investigation of unsteady wind effects 
on natural ventilation of a single envelope with multiple openings for both wind alone, and 
wind and buoyancy combined cases. There are two types of openings: namely the sharp-
edged orifice and the long opening (stacks being treated as long openings). Two methods are 
adopted: 1) direct wind tunnel measurements using the hot-wire technique; 2) theoretical 
analysis using steady and unsteady envelope flow models. For the wind alone experiments, 
the influences of wind speed, wind direction and opening configuration on flow patterns are 
studied. For the wind and buoyancy combined tests, the transitional process between wind 
dominated and buoyancy dominated states are investigated. The direct velocity measurements 
provide the criteria for testing the validity of the theoretical models, and ways to improve 
them. Additionally, improvements are made to the experimental techniques: e.g. a precise 
unsteady calibration method of the hot-wire is developed; improvements of pressure 
measurements are also investigated.  
 
The experimental technique works well with multiple stacks. Even though small openings are 
used, some dependence of the mean pressure coefficient on opening configuration is 
observed. The theoretical models also work reasonably well with multiple stacks, yet it is 
observed that the accuracy of the theoretical models decrease with the increasing number of 
openings, and is sensitive to the chosen discharge coefficient which defines the 
characteristics of ventilation openings.  
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1 Introduction
 
 
Natural ventilation for buildings is widely acknowledged to be an energy efficient ventilation 
strategy with several advantages such as popularity, lower cost than other ventilation systems, 
and minimum maintenance (Liddament, 1996). In a mild climate, such as the UK, mechanical 
systems are difficult to justify, especially in housing. For this reason, reliable and well-
controlled natural ventilation systems have important commercial benefits. The advantages as 
well as associated problems were summarised by Chiu (2004). Natural ventilation aims at 
best utilising natural wind energy and stack effect generated by the building occupants, 
heating system, office equipments, and incident gains. The aim of ventilation is to provide 
sufficient fresh air and thermal comfort for the occupants, meanwhile avoiding possible 
failures during operation like cold draught caused by reversing flow of a chimney. To achieve 
these however, there are difficulties in the design stage due to uncertainties. The uncertainties 
associated with the unsteadiness of the natural wind are what this thesis is concerned with. 
 
Starting from a simple case, to design a natural ventilation strategy for a single cell envelope 
to meet required ventilation rate, the following questions arise. Where to locate the openings; 
what are the sizes of the openings; are the pressure coefficient data source on a building 
envelope e.g. CIBSE AM10 (2005) applicable universally in practice? Having determined the 
locations and sizes of the openings, in reality will they behave as expected for the 
hypothetical condition of steady wind force? Taking into account the unsteadiness of the 
wind, the resultant airflows are influenced by the following factors (Haghighat et al., 1991): 
the resistance of the openings; the inertia of the air mass in the openings; and the 
compressibility of the room air. In terms of the wind force, the uncertainties are the wind 
direction, wind speed, the frequency characteristics of the wind pressures, their power spectra 
and the correlation between them.  
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Ventilation stacks are becoming increasingly common in the design of naturally ventilated 
buildings. They offer a method for achieving a fixed flow pattern irrespective of internal and   
external conditions e.g. upward stack flow should be maintained under all wind conditions 
and opening configurations, at least with positive buoyancy, by positioning the stack outlet at 
high level in a region of relatively low wind pressure. However, undesirable flow reversal 
may still occur due to the fluctuating wind force which yields a high pressure in the stack 
outlet region. How to characterise the resistance of a stack in the theoretical envelop model? 
What are the criteria for the occurrence of flow reversal? How do stacks interact in a multiple 
stack ventilation system? In a wind and buoyancy combined situation, how does the 
stack/stacks behave? All these questions above will be studied in this thesis.  
 
In this chapter, the background to research in this thesis is presented. Then the objectives are 
listed, followed by the methodologies. Finally, the structure of this thesis is outlined.  
 
1.1 Backgroundtoresearch
1.1.1Originalprojectproposal
The research described is a continuation of work previously carried out at Nottingham on 
unsteady flow in natural ventilation stacks (e.g. (Chiu, 2004)). The work was funded as an 
EPSRC project (responsive mode) and the project proposal formed the framework. In that 
proposal the following technical objectives were listed 
1) To improve the basic hot-wire technique  calibration, characterisation 
2) To widen the range of use of the technique  multiple stacks, buoyancy 
3) To generate data under a wider range of conditions relevant to design procedures 
4) To assess theoretical models (QT and CFD) 
5) To formulate and disseminate the results for design purposes (and PhD write-up). 
Tasks 3 and 4 will be carried out in collaboration with TPU.   
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As the project proceeded some changes were made to these objectives and the actual work 
carried out is described in Section 1.1.2 below: 
 
1.1.2Objectiveandscope
The research in this thesis is an EPSRC (Engineering and Physical Science Research Council) 
project. The overall objectives of this project are to investigate the unsteady wind effects on 
natural ventilation by experiments (hot-wire technique), to assess theoretical models and to 
formulate the results so as to improve design procedures for naturally ventilated buildings. In 
addition, it was proposed as a collaborative project with TPU (Tokyo Polytechnique 
University), therefore the author carried out part of the tests using a TPU wind tunnel.  
 
The scope of the thesis is listed as the four tasks below: 
Task 1. Improvement of hot-wire technique  calibration and configuration 
To optimize the hot-wire technique we need to know more about the characteristics of the 
technique under a wider range of operating conditions. The intention is to carry out unsteady 
calibration using a precise piston (see Chapter 8) that generates a known fluctuation of 
volume flow rate against time, as well as steady calibration using a fan across a wide range of 
resistance. A completely different type of probe configuration (e.g. split-fibre film) will also 
be tested to see if it is better than the dual hot-wire (Chapter 7). 
Task 2. Widening the scope of the technique  multiple stacks, wind and buoyancy combined. 
This is the first time that simultaneous instantaneous measurements have been made in 
multiple stacks. Firstly, undesirable interaction among multiple stacks will be detected by 
varying the geometry of the building and the stacks (Chapter 3). Secondly, the effects of 
buoyancy on stack flow will be investigated. The status of flow through multiple stacks could 
depend on the initial conditions. Reproduction of this initial condition effects are to be carried 
out using the hot-wire technique (Chapter 5).  
Task 3.  Studying the external flow effects on discharge coefficient and the effects of 
building configuration on pressure coefficient.  
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Previous research has shown that the discharge coefficient can be significantly reduced by the 
presence of cross-flow (flow component parallel to the envelope). The new tests will 
concentrate on the external flow effects on long openings (stacks) (Chapter 4). Additionally, 
the effects of opening configuration on pressure coefficient and the correlation between 
pressure coefficients are discussed (Chapter 4).  
Task 4. Assessment of theoretical models and design suggestions 
A number of test configurations (model, openings, wind, and buoyancy) will be chosen for 
assessment of steady and unsteady envelope flow models (Chapter 6). How to transfer 
research outcomes of this thesis into design guides/tools will be discussed (Chapter 8).  

1.1.3Summaryofpreviousresearch
To appreciate the above objectives it is helpful to summarise the previous research at 
Nottingham.  
 
Firstly, a novel hot-wire technique had been developed to measure the instantaneous 
magnitude and direction of the flow rate in a stack at model scale in a wind tunnel. The 
technique was then used for the case of an envelope with a single stack and a single orifice 
opening. Most tests were done with wind alone, with some preliminary tests with buoyancy. 
A key objective was to extend the investigations to an envelope with multiple stacks and 
multiple orifices, firstly for the wind alone case and then with buoyancy. Much of the 
originality of the thesis lies in this objective. As far as is known no such work has been done 
before. 
 
Secondly, in the previous work an unsteady envelope model (QT model) had been developed. 
This was compared with the wind tunnel measurements and encouraging agreement had been 
found, thus indicating that the model could be used for full-scale design. Another important 
objective therefore was to extend the QT model to multiple openings and to validate it with 
the experimental measurements.  
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A third important area in the previous research was the effect of external flow on the 
discharge coefficients of openings. Significant effects were found under certain conditions 
and these are important to design. It was therefore necessary to investigate these effects 
further. The dependency of pressure coefficient on wind speed were studied, further studies 
of the effects of opening configurations on the pressure coefficients will be carried out. 
 
Another important area was to investigate the possibility of improving the hot-wire technique. 
The technique had been shown to be very repeatable, but there seemed to be some scope for 
improving accuracy e.g. by improving the calibration or by using a different type of sensor. 
 
The underlying reason for all the above work is to improve design procedures for ventilation 
stacks. This work has been extended not only by looking at the performance of the QT model 
but also at conventional steady models. 
 
1.2 Outlineofthethesis
Chapter 1 gives a background of unsteady natural ventilation; and a brief introduction of this 
thesis. Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical envelope flow models, including the steady model 
and unsteady model (QT). Chapter 3 describes the experimental technology and the analysis 
of the results of wind alone tests, with a focus on flow reversal through stacks. Chapter 4 
discusses two important parameters in the envelope flow model: the wind pressure coefficient 
and discharge coefficient. It also presents some results of these two parameters from wind 
alone tests. Chapter 5 presents the wind and buoyancy combined tests and focuses on 
transitions between different ventilation modes and the effects of initial conditions. Chapter 6 
contains the calculations of both steady and unsteady models using data input from Chapter 3 
and 5, with comparisons between the calculations and measurements. Chapter 7 describes 
some explorations during the experiments and some improvements in experimental 
techniques. Chapter 8 gives some design suggestions based on the research carried out in this 
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thesis, summarises originality and contribution to knowledge, and provides some suggestions 
for future research. Figure 1.1 shows the structure of the thesis. 
 
There has been relatively little work done on wind-induced unsteady natural ventilation and 
much of this has been done at Nottingham. In view of this, the review of previous work is 
covered in individual Chapters as appropriate. 
 
Figure 1.1 Thesis structure 
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
2 Theoreticalmodelsofenvelopeflow
 
 
2.1Introduction
Envelope flow models solve the equations that govern the flow of air through openings in the 
envelope of a building (CIBSE AM10, 2005, pp. 39-41). Physical details of flow through 
envelope openings can be found in Etheridge and Sandberg (1996, pp. 42-48). Provided a 
pressure difference acts across the opening as a driving force, the air will be forced to pass 
through the opening. Equation (2.1) applies 
 ȁݑȁ ൌ ܥ௭ඨ ?ȁ ? ȁܲߩ  (2.1)  
where ݑ  is the mean velocity through the opening. ܥ௭  is the discharge coefficient of the 
opening, which can be measured in laboratory tests, once it is known, to calculate the flow 
rate, the left unknown term is the pressure difference. ȁ ? ȁܲ  includes two parts: one is 
contributed by the density difference between the air separated by the envelope (if the 
temperatures are different from inside and outside the envelope); the other is contributed by 
the wind approaching the envelope. At the stagnation point of the envelope, all the kinetic 
energy of the wind should turn into the static pressure, which then contributes to the overall 
pressure difference. But apart from the stagnation point, at other areas of the envelope, the 
kinetic energy of the wind will partly turn into the static pressure. Here another coefficient is 
defined, namely the pressure coefficient, which can be obtained through wind-tunnel tests. 
Mass flow rate of all the openings in an envelope should sum up to zero based on mass 
conservation.  
 
The above paragraph is a simple explanation of envelope flow model. The actual situation is 
much more complicated. It can be treated with several assumptions about the uncertain 
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factors like the unsteadiness of the wind, the applicability of the coefficients obtained from 
steady states, internal temperature distribution. The steady envelope model does not take 
account of the unsteadiness of the wind. It can be relatively easily adopted in design process, 
calculation examples can be found in CIBSE AM10 (2005); but it can only give mean values 
of flow rates, it is also not applicable when flow reversal occurs through the opening simply 
because the calculated mean ventilation rate may be zero whereas it is not in practice when 
air fluctuates through openings. Taken into account the unsteady wind effects, the unsteady 
model is more accurate, and applicable for reversing flows. It can be used to calculate both 
mean and instantaneous flow rates. However, it requires instantaneous and simultaneous 
input of pressures, which can only be obtained from wind tunnel or field tests; which gives 
difficulty in design process.  
 
Taking into account both the unsteadiness of the wind and the inertia and compressibility of 
the air, the QT (quasi-steady temporal inertia) model was developed by Etheridge (2000a; 
2000b). The set of equations of QT model were converted to nondimensional form and 
solved in that form. Nondimensional graphs are used in natural ventilation design in 
Etheridge (2002). Based on the steady model, parametric studies were carried out. Etheridge 
and Sandberg (1984) dealt with buoyancy and wind combined ventilation on a building with 
openings on two side walls. The same parametric method was used by Etheridge and 
Stanway (1988) studying the influence of the layout of the openings on a single cell envelope 
with a changing driving force (wind and buoyancy). Details of the parametric study methods 
are provided in Etheridge and Sandberg (1996, pp. 159-172).  
 
In this chapter, the steady model and QT model will be introduced respectively in Section 2.2 
and 2.3. The nondimensional unsteady model is provided in Section 2.4.  
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2.2Steadymodel
 
                             
         
Figure 2.1 shows the terms related to an envelope flow. ȡE is the external air density, ȡI is the 
internal density, z is the height of the opening, PI0 and PE0 are the internal and external 
absolute hydrostatic pressures at zero height level, Pw is the surface (static) pressure of the 
wind.  
 
2.2.1Flowratedetermination
The air flow rate through an opening ݍ is determined by the total driving force, which is the 
pressure difference across the opening,  ? ,ܲ and a nondimensional coefficient representing the 
characteristic of the opening (geometry), namely the discharge coefficient ܥݖ (equation (2.2)). ܣ is the specified geometric area of the opening.  
 ȁݍȁ ൌ ܥ௭ܣඨ ?ȁ ? ȁܲߩா  (2.2)  
The discharge coefficient is obtained from laboratory tests, by measuring the pressure 
difference across the opening and the flow rate through the opening, under a still air condition 
with no temperature difference between the two spaces, when ߩܧ ൌ ߩூ  in Figure 2.1. ܥݖ  is 
defined by rearranging equation (2.2) 
 ܥ௭ C?ȁݍȁܣ ඨ ߩ ?ȁ ? ȁܲ (2.3)  
PI0 PE0 
ȡI ȡE Pw 
z 
Figure 2.1 The envelope with an opening separating two spaces
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
2.2.2Pressuredifference
The pressure difference across the opening  ?  ܲis induced by temperature (density) difference 
between the two spaces and the surface (static) pressure generated by the wind.  
 
In the absence of wind, the outside pressure at the opening height (z) is given by the 
hydrostatic equation (2.4). The same equation applied to the internal air, gives the internal 
pressure at the opening level as equation (2.5). The pressure difference induced by density 
difference is equation (2.6). 
 ாܲ ൌ ாܲ଴ െ ߩா݃ݖ (2.4)  
 ூܲ ൌ ூܲ଴ െ ߩூ݃ݖ (2.5)  
  ? =ܲ ாܲ଴ െ ூܲ଴ െ   ?ߩ݃ݖ (2.6)  
where  ?ߩ ൌ ߩா െ ߩூ 
If the internal temperature is not uniform (e.g. stratified), the internal density will vary with 
the height ݖ, then equation (2.6) becomes 
  ? =ܲ ாܲ଴ െ ூܲ଴ െ ߩா݃ݖ ൅ ݃׬ ߩூ݀ݖ௭଴  (2.7)  
 
The pressure difference induced by the wind ݌௪ is calculated using equation (2.8), given the 
approaching wind velocity U 
 ݌௪ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ?ߩଶܷܥ௉ (2.8)  
 
The pressure coefficient ܥܲ is an important term obtained from wind tunnel tests. It varies across 
the outer surface of the envelope, and is defined by equation (2.9) 
 ܥ௣ ൌ ݌௪௠ ?Ǥ ?ߩ ଶܷ (2.9)  
where ݌௪௠ is the measured pressure at which pressure coefficient is being evaluated. In wind 
tunnel tests, it is measured by the pressure transducer against a reference pressure ܲݎ݂݁ in the 
freestream (i.e. remote from any disturbance). ܷ is the freestream velocity of the fluid. The 
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reference pressure ܲݎ݂݁ measuring point can be set at a space outside the wind tunnel without 
any disturbance (e.g. put the pressure tap in an empty box). Figure 2.2 illustrates how is ݌௠ 
actually being measured.  
1) For the measured wind pressure: 
 ݌௪௠ ൌ ଶܲ െ ଵܲ (2.10)
 ଶܲ ൌ ௪ܲ ൅ ߩா݃ሺݖ െ ݖ௠ሻ (2.11)
 ଵܲ ൌ ௥ܲ௘௙ ൅ ߩா݃ሺݖ௥௘௙ െ ݖ௠ሻ (2.12)
therefore ݌௪௠ ൌ ௪ܲ െ ௥ܲ௘௙ ൅ ߩா݃ሺݖ െ ݖ௥௘௙ሻ  (2.13)
 
In the external flow, the density is uniform and the absolute pressure is the sum of the hydrostatic 
pressure (due to gravity alone) and the pressure due to motion 
 ௪ܲ ൌ ாܲ଴ െ ߩா݃ሺݖ െ ݖ଴ሻ ൅ ݌௪ (2.14)
 ௥ܲ௘௙ ൌ ாܲ଴ െ ߩா݃൫ݖ௥௘௙ െ ݖ଴൯ ൅ ݌௥௘௙ (2.15)
where ݌௪ and ݌௥௘௙ are the pressures due to motion. As stated above, in the wind tunnel tests, ௥ܲ௘௙ is measured without any disturbance, thus the pressure due to motion is 0, i.e. ݌௥௘௙ ൌ   ? 
Substituting equation (2.14) and (2.15) into equation (2.13) gives 
 ݌௪௠ ൌ ݌௪  (2.16)
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Figure 2.2 Pressure measurement 
 
2) For the measured internal pressure: 
 ݌ூ଴௠ ൌ ଶܲ െ ଵܲ (2.17)
 ଶܲ ൌ ூܲ଴ ൅ ߩா݃ሺݖ଴ െ ݖ௠ሻ (2.18)
 ଵܲ ൌ ௥ܲ௘௙ ൅ ߩா݃ሺݖ௥௘௙ െ ݖ௠ሻ (2.19)
therefore ݌ூ଴௠ ൌ ூܲ଴ െ ௥ܲ௘௙ ൅ ߩா݃ሺݖ଴ െ ݖ௥௘௙ሻ (2.20)
 
 ூܲ଴ ൌ ாܲ଴ ൅ ݌ூ଴ (2.21)
 ௥ܲ௘௙ ൌ ாܲ଴ െ ߩா݃൫ݖ௥௘௙ െ ݖ଴൯ ൅ ݌௥௘௙ (2.22)
where ݌ூ଴ is the internal pressure due to motion, ݌௥௘௙ the reference pressure due to motion, 
which can be ignored (݌௥௘௙ ൌ   ?). 
Substituting equation (2.21) and (2.22) into equation (2.20) gives 
 ݌ூ଴௠ ൌ ݌ூ଴ ൌ ூܲ଴ െ ாܲ଴ (2.23)
 
z=0 
z 
P2 P1 
U 
Pw 
Pref 
PE0 
z0 
zm zref 
z 
ȡE 
PI0 
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To sum up, the pressure difference induced by both density difference and wind force, the resultant 
pressure difference across the opening is given by equation (2.24), where ாܲ଴ െ ூܲ଴ is the hydrostatic 
pressure difference at zero height level, which is the measured internal pressure. 
  ? =ܲ ாܲ଴ െ ூܲ଴ െ   ?ߩ݃ݖ ൅ ݌௪ (2.24) 
  ? =ܲെ݌ூ଴௠ െ   ?ߩ݃ݖ ൅ ݌௠௪ (2.25)
 
It should be noted that equation (2.24) is based on two assumptions:  
1) Density is uniform in the exterior space so that wind pressure adds to hydrostatic 
pressure. 
2) Ignore the effect of internal air motion. However there are exceptions, when the 
overall pressure difference  ?  ܲis very small, the effect of internal air motion is not 
negligible (see Chapter 7, Section 7.4) 
  
2.2.3Massconservationofanenclosedenvelope
Assume that there are N openings on the envelope, the total mass flow rate of all the openings 
should sum up to zero, which gives: 
 ෍ߩ௜ݍ௜ ൌ   ?௡௜ୀ଴  (2.26) 
The term ݍ௜  includes the flow directions. The flow entering the envelope is defined as 
positive, the flow sign ௜ܵ ൌ   ?; and the flow exiting the envelope is defined as negative, the 
flow sign ௜ܵ ൌ െ  ?.  
 
In the context of ventilation design, the variation of densities can usually be ignored, so 
equation (2.26) can be simplified to  
 ෍ݍ௜ ൌ   ?௡௜ୀ଴  (2.27) 
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2.2.4Solutionofsetofequations
The set of equations for an enclosed envelope with N openings are: 
 ݍ௜ ൌ ܥ௭ܣ௜ ௜ܵඨ ?ȁ ? ௜ܲȁߩா  (2.28) 
  ? ௜ܲ=െ݌ூ଴௠ െ   ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅   ?Ǥ  ?ߩଶܷܥ௣௜ (2.29) 
 ෍ݍ௜ ൌ   ?௡௜ୀ଴  (2.30) 
The equations can be solved by two methods. 
1) Implicit method ܥݖ and ܥ݌݅ are obtained from laboratory tests. For steady model, in the design process, if the height 
and area of the openings are known, given the wind speed, there are N+1 unknowns, which are ݍ݅  and  ? ଴ܲ . Substituting equation (2.29) into (2.28) for each opening, there will be N+1 
equations. The final solutions are obtained by iterations, adjusting  ݌ூ଴௠ by steps till the mass 
conservation equation is satisfied. 
2) Explicit methods 
This method is only applicable for a single cell envelope. If ݍ݅  are known (e.g. based on 
ventilation requirements), and ݌ூ଴௠ is specified corresponding to a given flow pattern, the purpose is 
to determine the area of each opening (ܣ݅ are the unknowns). Given the wind speed and the heights of 
each opening, the set of the equations can be solved directly without iterations.  
 
2.2.5UncertaintiesaboutCzandCp
There are two important parameters in the envelope flow model which associate some 
uncertainties. For example 
1) Cz is determined in still air cases; could it be affected by the wind? 
2) Cp provided in design books are measured in the absence of openings; will they 
affected by the presence of the openings? 
Theses issues are investigated in more detail in Chapter 5. 
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
2.3QTmodel
In the steady model, it is assumed that the approaching wind is steady, thus the external 
surface pressure and the internal pressure do not fluctuate. In the unsteady model, the 
unsteadiness of the air through the opening and the compressibility of the internal air are 
taken into account. QT model is short for quasi-steady temporal inertia model.  
 
2.3.1Envelopeflowequation
The quasi-steady assumption is that at each instant of time the flow behaves as if it were 
truly steady (Etheridge, 2000a) apart from the inertia term. Thereby the momentum equation 
will include two terms: the steady term and the acceleration term 
  ? ሺܲݐሻ ൌ ௦݂ሺݍሻ+ߩߙ݈௘ (2.31) 
where  ? ሺܲݐሻ is the pressure difference across the opening at time ݐ 
            ݂ݏሺݍሻ is from the steady flow equation (2.2) , expressed by equation   (2.31) 
 ௦݂ሺݍሻ ൌ ߩݍଶ ? ௭ܿଶܣଶ (2.32) 
            ߙ is the acceleration of the air through the opening 
            ݈݁ is the effective inertia length  
Since ߩߙ݈௘ ൌ ߩ ௗ௨ௗ௧ ݈௘ ൌ ߩ ௗ௤ௗ௧ ௟೐஺, equation (2.31) becomes 
  ? ሺܲݐሻ ൌ ௦݂ሺݍሻ ൅ ߩ ݀ݍ݀ݐ ݈௘ܣ  (2.33) 
The distance over which the inertia is significant should include the distance at the inlet and 
outlet of the opening, and the distance along the opening ܮ. The former is empirical, and it is 
expressed by the diameter ݀ of the opening times a constant factor obtained from experiments, 
which is  ?Ǥ ? ?  ݀ (Etheridge, 2000a). So the expression of the effective length of the 
acceleration distance is  
 ݈௘ ൌ ܮ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ݀ (2.34) 
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For a sharp-edged orifice, the length along the opening is zero, so the effective length will be ݈݁ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?.݀ 
As stated in Section 2.2.1, the discharge coefficient is obtained from laboratory tests. For a 
sharp-edged orifice, it is a constant, so equation (2.32) can be expressed as  
 ௦݂ሺݍሻ ൌ ܽݍଶ (2.35) 
 ܽ ൌ ߩ ? ܿݖ ?ܣ ? (2.36) 
 
For a long opening, ܥ௭  has dependency on the flow through the opening, which is expressed by 
equation (2.37), where  ܥ and ܦ are constant factors obtained from laboratory tests  
 
 ?ܥ௭ଶ ൌ ܥ ܮܴ݁௦௧݀ ൅ ܦ (2.37) ܴ݁݋ is the opening Reynolds number 
 ܴ݁௦௧ ൌ ݑɋ݀  (2.38) 
where ݑ is the average velocity through the opening, ɋ (m²/s) is the kinematic viscosity of the 
air. Equation (2.37) can be equally expressed by equation (2.39).  
 ௦݂ሺݍሻ ൌ ܽݍଶ ൅ ܾݍ (2.39) 
 ܽ ൌ ߩܦ ?ܣଶ (2.40) 
 ܾ ൌ ܥܮߩ߭ߨ ?ܣଶ  (2.41) 
The steady slow equation of ௦݂ሺݍሻ can also be expressed in a power law form. But it was 
found that the quadratic equation performs better than the power law (Chiu and Etheridge, 
2002). The quadratic equation is used in this thesis.  
 
Equation (2.39) applies when the flow is laminar over the length of the long opening. 
Transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs when  ? ? ? ? ൏ ୣ୭ ൏  ? ? ? ?. The model 
scale tests in this thesis are laminar flows. For the cases with completely turbulent flow in the 
opening which may occur at full scale, equations (2.42) and (2.43) (Etheridge and Sandberg, 
1996, pp. PP.86-87) apply. 
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 ?ܥ௭ଶ ൌ ܥ ܮܴ݁௦௧଴Ǥଶହ݀ ൅ ܦ (2.42) 
 ௦݂ሺݍሻ ൌ ܽݍଶ ൅ ܾݍଵǤ଻ହ (2.43) 
 ܽ ൌ ߩܦ ?ܣଶ (2.44) 
 ܾ ൌ ܥܮߩ߭଴Ǥଶହߨ଴Ǥ଺ଶହ  ? ൈ   ?଴Ǥ଺ଶହܣଶǤଷ଻ହ (2.45) 
 
To sum up, for laminar flow, the flow equations are: 
Long opening  ? ሺܲݐሻ ൌ ܽݍଶ ൅ ܾݍ ൅ ߩ݀ݍ݀ݐ ݈௘ܣ (2.46) 
Sharp edged opening  ? ሺܲݐሻ ൌ ܽݍଶ ൅ ߩ݀ݍ݀ݐ ݈௘ܣ  (2.47) 
N.B. long opening and sharp-edged opening have different ܽ values. 
 
2.3.2Pressuredifference
The pressure difference across an opening is the same as that in the steady model (equation 
(2.25)), but in an instantaneous form 
 ȟܲሺݐሻ ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ   ?ߩ݃ݖ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ (2.48) 
 
2.3.3Massconservation
For the air contained within an envelope with ܰ openings, the mass conservation equation is 
 ܸ ݀ߩூ݀ݐ ൌ෍ߩ௜ሺݐሻ௡௜ୀ଴ ݍ௜ሺݐሻ (2.49) 
The individual density depends on the flow directions.  
For the air within the envelope (Etheridge, 2000a),  
 
ூܲ଴ሺݐሻߩூሺݐሻ௡ ൌ ܭ (2.50) ܭ is a constant, ܲܫ ?ሺݐሻ is the absolute pressure of the internal air, whose differential is the 
same as the differential of the measured internal pressure ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ ൌ ܲܫ ?ሺݐሻ െ ܲܧ ? , i.e. 
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ௗܲܫ ?ሺ௧ሻௗ௧ ൌ ௗ݌ܫ ? ሺ݉ݐሻௗ௧ . ݊  equals to 1 for a constant temperature process and equals to ߛ  for an 
isentropic process, where ߛ is the ratio of the specific heat of the air.  
 
 ?ߩூ ܸ ݀ߩூሺݐሻ݀ݐ ൌ ܸ݊݌ூ଴ሺݐሻ ݀݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ  (2.51) 
 
ܸ݊  ?݌ூ଴ ݀݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ൌ෍ݍ௜ሺݐሻ௡௜ୀ଴  (2.52) 

2.3.4SolutionsofsetofequationsofQTmodel
Substituting equation (2.51) into equations (2.46) and equation (2.47), the set of equations of 
the QT model for an enclosed envelope with N openings are 
 
ܸ݊  ?݌ூ଴ ݀݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ൌ෍ݍ௜ሺݐሻ௡௜ୀ଴  (2.53) 
Long opening ߩ ݀ݍ௜ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ݈௘௜ܣ௜ ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ  ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ െ ܽݍ௜ሺݐሻଶ െ ܾݍ௜ሺݐሻ (2.54) 
Sharp-edged opening ߩ ݀ݍ௜ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ݈௘௜ܣ௜ ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ  ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ െ ܽݍ௜ሺݐሻଶ (2.55) 
 
At each instant of time, there are N+1 unknowns are ݍ݅  and ݌ூ଴௠ , and N+1 differential 
equations, which are solved numerically in their non-dimensional forms. One needs to give 
the initial values of ݍ݅ሺ ?ሻ and ݌ூ଴௠ሺ ?ሻ, which are the values of the first time step; the initial 
values of the next time step are the solutions from the previous step. Matlab is employed 
(Matlab programme attached in Appendix I).   
 
Here raises questions again, the factors ܽ and ܾ are obtained from steady states tests when 
there are no unsteady wind effects. It comes from the quasi-steady assumptions. In other 
words, the time-averaged discharge coefficients obtained in steady states for both types of 
openings are used in QT model regardless of the external flow effects on the discharge 
coefficients. The wind effect on discharge coefficient will be discussed in Chapter 5. Tests 
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carried out in still-air cases for hot wire calibration, and the obtained factors ܽ and ܾ are used 
for both opening types in the theoretical calculations. Details will be provided in Chapter 6.  

2.4NondimensionalQTmodel
The nondimentional equations are (for the dimensionless process, see Appendix II) 
Long opening 
݀ݍ௜N?݀ݐN?ൌ ܨ௜ ?ܥ௭௜ஶ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ   ?ܤ௜ ൅ ܥ௉௜ െ ௜ܵݍ௜N?ଶെ ܾܷ ඨ  ?ߩܽ ݍ௜N?ሻ (2.56) 
Sharp-edged opening 
݀ݍ௜N?݀ݐN?ൌ ܨ௜ ?ܥ௭௜ஶ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ   ?ܤ௜ ൅ ܥ௉௜ െ ௜ܵݍ௜N?ଶሻ (2.57) 
 
݀ܥ௣ூ݀ݐN?ൌ෍ܦ௜௡௜ୀ଴ ݍ௜N? (2.58) 
where ܥ௣ூ is the internal pressure coefficient ܥ௣ூ ൌ ௣಺బ೘଴Ǥହఘ௎మ 
           ௜ܵ is the flow sign, ௜ܵ ൌ   ? for inward flow, ௜ܵ ൌ െ  ? for upward flow 
The nondimensional terms are: 
Nondimensional flow rate ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ C? ݍ௜ሺݐሻܥ௭௜ஶܣ௜ܷ (2.59) 
Nondimensional time ݐN?C ? ܷݐܪ (2.60) 
Buoyancy ܤ௜ C?ܣݎ ݖ௜ܪ (2.61) 
Inertia ܨ௜ C?݈ܪ௘௜ (2.62) 
Compressibility  ܦ௜ C? ?ܥ௜ஶܣ௜ܪܿଶܸܷଶ  (2.63) 
where ܥ௭ஶ is the discharge coefficient at high Reynolds number 
             ܪ  is the reference height which is chosen arbitrarily, e.g. the height of the 
model/building 
             ܸ is the volume enclosed by the envelope 
             ܿ is the speed of sound 
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             ܣݎ is the Archimedes number, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 
 
N.B. for long openings, the discharge coefficient against opening Reynolds number curve 
fittings are different for different directions, i.e. ܥ and ܦ in equation (2.42) have different 
values for inward and upward flow. Thereby one should use individual ܥ௭ values for different 
flow directions through the stack in theoretical calculations. In Appendix II, the equations are 
provided.  
 
2.5Summary
The envelope flow model was explained in this chapter. Both the steady model and QT model 
were introduced specifically, and their solution methods. The equations were provided for a 
single-cell multi-opening envelope; for multi-cell buildings, the same theory applies yet with 
a group of equations for each cell. There are two important coefficients introduced in the 
envelope flow model, which are the discharge coefficient and the pressure coefficient. They 
are investigated in more detail in Chapter 5.  
 
Examples of solutions for both steady and unsteady models will be provided in Chapter 6, 
with comparisons to the wind-tunnel measurements.  
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
3 Experimentswindalonetests
 
 
3.1Introduction
For the purpose of natural ventilation design, the wind tunnel tests usually include three 
techniques. The tracer gas technique, pressure transducers for pressure measurement, and the 
hot-wire technique for air velocity measurement. The tracer gas technique (Etheridge and 
Sandberg, 1996, pp. 591-626) can be used on its own to measure the ventilation rate (Kato et 
al., 2006). The pressure measurements can also work on its own to obtain the pressure 
distribution on the model surfaces, obtaining pressure coefficients which can be used as 
inputs for envelope flow model calculations. Coupling tracer gas or hot-wire technique with 
pressure measurements, one can obtain the opening characteristics, i.e. the discharge 
coefficient. Using visible tracer gas can visualise flow patterns. There are examples of using 
three techniques together to study cross ventilation (Sawachi et al., 2004; Kobayashi et al., 
2006). The hot-wire technique is commonly used for single-sided or cross ventilation with 
large openings (Nishizawa et al., 2004; Eftekhari et al., 2003). The direct measurement of the 
flow fluctuation through long openings (stacks) was first developed by Chiu and Etheridge  
(2004). The investigation in this thesis is a continuation of the work reported in (Chiu and 
Etheridge, 2007; Cooper and Etheridge, 2007; Costola and Etheridge, 2007). In those 
investigations a single stack and orifice were tested. 
 
In this chapter, the experimental details are introduced in Section 3.2, including model 
description, calibration of instruments, measurement description, data acquisition and 
similarity analysis. There are two models used in this thesis, a two-stack model and a four-
stack one. The former was only used for preliminary tests to check the flow balance and 
consistency of velocity and pressure measurements. Two wind tunnels are used, one is the 
IBT (Institute of Building Technology, the University of Nottingham) wind tunnel, the other 
is the TPU wind tunnel. All the wind alone tests are carried out in the TPU wind tunnel with 
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the four-stack model. The preliminary tests using the two-stack model and the wind and 
buoyancy combined tests using the four stack model were carried out in the IBT wind tunnel. 
 
In Section 3.3 of this chapter, the testing scope of wind alone case is introduced. The testing 
results of flow balance, and flow reversal are presented in Section 3.4. Results of ܥ௭ and ܥ௣ 
are investigated separately in Chapter 4. Conclusions of this chapter are in Section 3.5.  
 
3.2Experimentaltechniques
3.2.1Modeldescription
3.2.1.1TwoǦstackmodelandIBTwindtunnel
As shown in Figure 3.1, the dimension of the rectangular model is 500 mm×250 mm×200 
mm. There are two stacks fixed on the roof of the box: stack 1 is a circular one whose length 
is 188 mm and internal diameter is 16.8 mm; stack 2 is a rectangular one whose length is 80 
mm and internal dimension is 9.5 mm×30 mm. The direction of the incoming wind is varied 
by rotating the turntable of the wind tunnel. The wind direction is defined as the angle 
Iҏwhich can be seen in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 Two-stack model and wind direction I 
Pressure tapping 2 
Hot-wire probe1 
Pressure tapping 1 
Hot-wire probe 2 
Internal pressure 
I = 0 
I = 45 I = 90 
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Figure 3.2 Plan view of IBT wind tunnel (source: (Chiu, 2004)) 
 
The IBT wind tunnel (Figure 3.2) is of the open-circuit type and the working section is 1 m 
wide, 0.75 m high and 2.25 m long.  A turntable is in the centre of the working section and 
allows wind direction to be adjusted.  The suction mode wind tunnel has a maximum wind 
velocity of approximately 6 m/s generated by a fan. The air enters the wind tunnel through a 
bellmouth, shaped so as to minimise uncontrolled turbulence in the inlet section.  It 
immediately passes through two layers of honeycomb for straightening the flow and a 0.5 
mm mesh to further reduce turbulence. The upstream velocity profile is generated by a 50 
mm fence and horizontal slats placed at the entrance to the working section.  The entrance 
dimensions are height, 0.78 m, width, 1.07 m, and the dimensions of the room containing the 
working section are height, 2.14 m, width, 3.21 m and length, 2.25 m.   
 
Wind 
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3.2.1.2FourstackandfourorificemodelandTPUwindtunnel 
As shown in Figure 3.3, the dimension of the rectangular model is the same as the two-stack 
one, which is 500 mm*250 mm*200 mm. There are four identical circular stacks fixed on 
each corner of the roof. The total length of the stack is 188 mm, the diameter of the stack is 
16.8 mm and the venturi diameter is 10 mm. The diameter of the sharp-edged orifice is the 
same as the stack. Most tests were done with the stack boxes; otherwise it is stated without 
the stack boxses.  
 
  
Figure 3.3 Four stack model shown with and without stack boxes 
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Figure 3.4 Stack geometry and hot-wire probe    
 
In each of the stack a dual hot-wire probe is fixed in the center of the venturi area (see Figure 
3.4). Details of the hot-wire technique are introduced in (Chiu and Etheridge, 2004), here a 
brief description is presented. The basic working principle of a single hot wire anemometer is 
the heat equilibrium between the wire and its surroundings in such a way that the temperature 
of the wire is kept constant.  When a current is passed through a wire, heat is generated and it 
is then balanced by the heat loss.  The change of flow velocity around the wire will change 
the convective heat loss of the wire, resulting in a changed current to keep the wire 
temperature constant. Therefore, the flow velocity can be calculated by the known voltage 
applied to the wire to maintain its temperature.   
 
For a dual hot-wire, by operating it with one wire upstream of the other, the downstream one 
is measuring the flow heated up by the upstream one, causing less heat loss of the 
downstream wire therefore it will generate a relatively lower voltage. This means that at any 
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instant the upstream wire can be identified and hence the direction and magnitude of the 
velocity can be obtained. The direction of the stack flow is determined by comparing the 
voltage outputs of the two parallel hot-wires within each one of the stacks. The upstream wire 
should give higher voltage output. The magnitude of the stack flow is calculated using the 
higher voltage given by the upstream wire.  
 
A plan view of stack and orifice positions relative to the wind direction,I , is shown in Figure 
3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5 Plan view of stack and orifice positions, with wind direction 
 
The TPU environmental boundary layer wind tunnel (Figure 3.6) is an open-circuit low-speed 
wind tunnel designed for wind environmental assessment and ventilation studies. It has a test 
section of 1.2 m wide, 1.0 m high and 14m long (Figure 3.7). This low speed wind tunnel is 
capable of investigating a wide range of different flow fields with wind speeds from 0.2 to 15 
m/s. The blower is on the left hand side and the wind is moving from left to right. The test 
section on the right hand side is equipped with the turntable (marked with dashed line). 
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Figure 3.6 Section of the environmental boundary layer wind tunnel.  
 
 
Figure 3.7 Photos of the TPU wind tunnel working section and the four stack model 

Figure 3.8 Wind profile at working section 
The wind profile was calibrated against a reference point, which is the highest edge (facing 
the approaching wind) of the model placed in centre of the turntable. Figure 3.8 shows the 
wind profile of 5 m/s at the reference point (height 300 mm). The velocity profile equation is: 
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 ܷ ൌ ௥ܷ௘௙ ൬݄ ݄௥௘௙ൗ ൰଴Ǥଷଷ (3.1)  
 
where ௥ܷ௘௙ is the setting velocity (m/s) (marked with dashed lines in Figure 3.8) 
           ݄௥௘௙ is the height of the setting velocity (mm) 
 
3.2.2Calibrationofinstruments
3.2.2.1CalibrationofhotǦwire
The methodology of hot-wire calibration is given in Chiu and Etheridge (2004). It is adopted 
in this thesis and is described as follows. The calibration of the hot-wire is comprised of two 
parts, steady calibration and unsteady calibration. The reason for doing unsteady calibration 
is that the shape of velocity profile in the stack will change unpredictably while fluctuation 
(e.g. flow reversal) occurs, causing uncertainty in measuring the instantaneous flow rate. 
Therefore, by using an oscillating piston which can generate known (nominally sinusoidal) 
fluctuation of volume flow rate against time to get unsteady calibration factors, the 
uncertainty in measurement could possibly be minimized. The steady calibration, which is a 
traditional method, is carried out as a complement of the unsteady calibration (higher 
velocity). Additionally, the steady calibration also gives accurate measure of the still air 
discharge coefficient ܥ௭ of a stack. One can also measure the ܥ௭ for the sharp-edged orifice in 
this way (seal all the openings apart from the sharp-edged orifice being measured). 
 
For both of the unsteady and steady calibration, the driving force of the air movement (piston 
or fan) is connected to one of the sharp-edged orifices. While one of the hot-wire probe is 
being tested, the outlet of the other stacks and sharp-edged orifices are covered to stop the air 
flow.  
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1) Steady calibration of hot-wire
 
 
As shown in Figure 3.9, the steady calibration was carried out using a gas meter (U6 type) 
and a fan. The gas meter was used to measure the time averaged volume flow rate, and the 
fan was used to provide constant inward or upward flow (sucking or blowing) in the stack. 
The data points used for curve fitting was time-averaged values of velocities (calculated from 
gas meter) and voltage outputs of the hot-wire. The two parallel hot-wires of one probe were 
calibrated separately. A fan was used to suck air into the stack to calibrate the upper wire, and 
to blow air out of the stack to calibrate the lower wire.  
 
2) Unsteady calibration of hot-wire 
For unsteady calibration, the two parallel hot-wires of one stack are calibrated at the same 
time. The instantaneous flow direction in the stack is detected by comparing the 
instantaneous voltage outputs of the two hot-wires. Each of the hot-wires was calibrated 
using the instantaneous higher voltage output, which means this hot-wire is the upstream one. 
Quartic curve fitting was done to each of the hot-wires using instantaneous data points: 
velocities (the volume flow rate is calculated from the frequency and stroke) against voltage 
outputs of the hot-wire. Ideally, the oscillating piston would be able to generate a range of 
volume flow rates which could mostly cover the rage of air flow rate over which flow 
Stack Pressure 
Internal Pressure
U6 gas meter
PT 
  Fan
PT
Pipe
Adjustable valve 
Hotwire probe
Reference Pressure
Figure 3.9 Arrangement for steady calibration and Cz measurement 
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reversal occurs. To achieve this, two frequencies were used (0.716 Hz and 1.546 Hz). Yet a 
more precise piston which can provide higher frequencies might be desirable (for reasons of 
this and descriptions of the unsteady calibration using a precise piston, see Chapter 7). 
 
Figure 3.10 Arrangement of unsteady calibration 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Photo of the piston 
 
3) Final curve fit of hot-wire calibration 
The final curve fitting was carried out using a combination of the unsteady curve and the 
steady data points. Example of calibration results (upper wire of one probe) are shown 
Hot-wire 
Pipe 
Oscillating piston 
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in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 in terms of velocity 
௤஺ against voltage. N.B. the term ܣ is the 
area of the stack, not the venturi area. 
 
Figure 3.12 Combined steady and unsteady calibration 
 
Figure 3.13 Final curve fitting 
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3.2.2.2Calibrationofpressuretransducer
 
 
Figure 3.14 Calibration of pressure transducers and digital anemometer 
 
Connections of the pressure transducers and the digital anemometer for calibration are shown 
in Figure 3.14. One of the pressure transducer (PT6) was used as the reference. Using the 
calibration results of PT6 provided by Furness Controls Ltd, the other pressure transducers 
and the digital anemometer were calibrated against PT6 so that they give consistent results 
during tests. The transducers were connected in parallel to a pitot-static tube in the wind 
tunnel. The procedure was to do a zero run before switching on the tunnel to eliminate the 
zero shift when the measured pressure is zero Pa, then gradually vary wind speeds from low 
to high to control the dynamic pressure. A linear curve fit was obtained for each transducer 
and the digital anemometer. Figure 3.15 shows the linear curve fit of PT1 as an example. The 
digital anemometer displays the dynamic pressure (Pa), it was also calibrated against PT6 
(Figure 3.16). 
PT1 PT2 PT3 PT4 PT5 PT6 
(Ref) 
Digital 
Anemometer 
Total Pressure 
Static Pressure 
PT7 
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Figure 3.15 Linear fitting of PT1 (pressure against voltage output) 
 

Figure 3.16 Linear fitting of digital anemometer using reference PT6 
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
3.2.3Stackflow&pressuremeasurementsanddataacquisition
 
Figure 3.17 Stack flow and pressure measurement; data acquisition 
 
1) Stack flow measurement 
Since the interest here is with stacks, it is necessary to determine the direction as well as the 
magnitude of the flow through each stack. The concept of a time-averaged flow direction is 
valid, e.g. it is defined as upward flow when this occurs for more than 50% of the time and 
vice versa. But it is not very meaningful in the sense that a so-called upward flow stack that 
has reversed flow for 49 % of the time clearly is not performing satisfactorily. It is therefore 
necessary to consider the reversal percentage, r %. To determine r it is necessary to record 
instantaneous flow rates. 
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Laptop 
௥ܲ௘௙ (box)
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     Connector 
 
CTA 
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As shown in Figure 3.17, a hot-wire probe (Dantec 55P71s) was mounted in the middle of 
each stack. The standard 55P71 probe consists of two parallel hot-wires. Each hot-wire was 
connected to a Dantec MiniCTA anemometer. The direction of the stack flow is determined 
by comparing the voltage outputs of the two parallel hot-wires within each of the stacks. The 
upstream wire should give a higher voltage output due to the downstream wire receiving heat 
from the upstream wire. The magnitude of the stack flow is calculated using the higher 
voltage given by the upstream wire. Prior to each measurement, the zero flow voltage is 
measured and this is used to account for any changes in tunnel air temperature. i.e. the 
calibration is in the form of ܧ െ ܧ௢ ?ݍ, where ܧ௢ is the voltage for ݍ ൌ   ?. 
 
2) Pressure measurement 
Three pressure tappings were used on the two-stack model, one for each stack and one for the 
internal pressure (Figure 3.1). Nine pressure tappings were used on the four-stack model 
(Figure 3.17): one for each of the stacks and the orifices and one internal tapping. Each 
tapping was connected to its own pressure transducer (Furness FC044), with the other side of 
the transducer connected to a reference pressure. The reference pressure was taken within an 
empty box in the still air of the wind-tunnel laboratory. Due to the limited number of pressure 
transducers, a maximum of seven pressure tappings could be used simultaneously. A pitot-
static tube was mounted in the upstream of the wind tunnel to measure the dynamic pressure, 
displaying on the digital anemometer, from which the reference wind speed Uref was obtained. 
 
3) Data acquisition 
The measured physical quantities (velocity and pressure) are transferred into analogue signals 
(voltage) in the Mini CTA and the pressure transducer. The analogue signals are transferred 
into the 68-pin E series connector, then through the pin cable, they are transferred to the 
PCMCIA A/D converter. The converted digital signals are placed into the cells of an Excel 
worksheet by a data acquisition software DAS-Wizard (Figure 3.17). Readings are taken at a 
sampling frequency of 120 Hz for periods of 34 s.  
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
3.2.3Similarityanalysis
In terms of wind alone ventilation, the basic similarity requirement is that the model and 
prototype flows should be dynamically similar, which means that fluid elements which are 
initially at corresponding points in the two systems will follow corresponding paths, i.e. the 
mean streamlines are geometrically similar (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996, p. 649).  
 
The prerequisites are satisfaction of geometrical similarity and boundary condition similarity.  
1) Geometrical similarity: the prototype building is accurately reproduced at model scale, 
the length scale is 
 ߣ௟ ൌ ݈௣݈௠ (3.2)  
where ݈݌ is the length of prototype building, ݈௠ is the corresponding model length 
2) Boundary similarity: the boundary layer of the prototype building is reproduced in the 
wind tunnel.  
In terms of dynamic similarity, it means that at the corresponding points of the two systems, 
every force component acting upon the corresponding particles of the two systems should 
maintain the same scale factors. For wind alone cases, the two relevant forces are inertial 
force and shear force. The ratio of inertial force and shear force is defined as Reynolds 
number. To meet dynamic similarity, the ratio of the two forces at all corresponding points of 
the two systems should be the same, i.e. their Reynolds number should be the same 
 ܴ݁௣ ൌ ܴ݁௠ (3.3)  
 
ݑ௣݈௣߭ ൌ ݑ௠݈௠߭  (3.4)  
Where ݑ is the wind speed, ߭ is the viscosity of air 
However it is almost impossible for the model tests to achieve the prototype Reynolds 
number. For example, if the length scale ߣ݈ ൌ  ? ? ?, the velocity in the wind tunnel should be 
100 times of the prototype to meet the prototype ܴ݁. Due to the limit of the speed range in the 
wind tunnel, ܴ݁݉ is usually much smaller than ܴ݁݌. Then is wind tunnel test still useful? The 
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answer is yes. First let us talk about what parameters are dependent on Reynolds number.  
Referring to the envelope flow equation (equation (2.3)) 
 ȁݍȁ ൌ ܥ௭ܣඨ ?ȁȟܲȁߩ ൌ ܥ௭ܣ ௥ܷ௘௙ටหȟܥ௣ห (3.5)  
 
The flow through openings are related to ȟܥ௣ and ܥ௭. If they are independent of ܴ݁, then 
there is no need to achieve the prototype Reynolds number at model scale. For sharp-edged 
structures (sharp-edged orifices, rectangular buildings, etc.), the flow pattern is primarily 
determined by flow separation, thus sharp-edged structures are insensitive to Reynolds 
number except at very low wind speed when separation is hard to occur. In that sense, ȟܥ௣ 
and ܥ௭ of sharp-edged orifices are independent of ܴ݁ above a critical Reynolds number. For 
example, if ߣ݈ ൌ   ?  ?, to achieve the critical  ൌ  ? ? ? ?, the required wind speed is about 0.5 
m/s (Etheridge and Sandberg, 1996, pp. 674-676). The required minimum speed varies with 
the length scale ߣ݈.  
 
Figure 3.18 Dependence of Cz and Cp on Re 
 
Nevertheless, for long openings, because their geometry (length) makes the viscous shear 
force more important, the ܥ௭  of long openings has a dependency on ܴ݁  over the whole 
Re 
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velocity range. Therefore, there is no critical ܴ݁ for long openings, neither could the wind 
tunnel generate a wind speed high enough to meet the prototype Reynolds number. However 
there is a approximate solution, to compensate for the ܥ௭ error of long openings at model 
scale by modifying the opening area. For example, if value of ܥ௭ at full prototype ܴ݁ is 10 % 
greater than that of model scale, we can enlarge the opening area by 10 % as a solution. This 
is not an accurate compensation; it depends on the slope of the ܥ௭ curve (Figure 3.18) (Chiu 
and Etheridge, 2007). But due to other uncertain factors like wind direction and fluctuation, 
the solution may be good enough, thus the nondimensional graphs plotted using model scale 
data can be used at full scale.  
 
To sum up, the requirement is to meet the critical Reynolds number at model scale, i.e. using 
a wind speed grater than a certain value of course within the wind tunnel speed range. One 
may also wish to modify the long opening area to compensate for the ܥ௭ error. Since the 
models used in this thesis are not representing a particular building, there is no such issue of 
changing the opening area of long openings. However ܴ݁ effects are important for design and 
need to be considered. For the purpose of validating the QT model with measurements, ܴ݁ 
effects are not important.  
 
3.3Experimentscope
For the two-stack tests, a wooden box was placed on top of the model between the two stacks 
to generate flow reversal (see Figure 3.19); reversal percentage varies with the changing 
separation distance of the wooden box. Two reference wind speeds were used: ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ ( ௗܲ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ?ܲܽሻ; ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ ( ௗܲ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ?ܲܽ). At each wind speed, three wind 
directions were tested: ׎ ൌ   ?, ׎ ൌ  ? ?ǡ and ׎ ൌ   ?  ?. 
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The scope of the four-stack model tests are shown in Table 3.1 
Table 3.1 Experiment scope of four-stack model 
No. 
 
Stacks Orifices Wind speed 
(ܷ) Wind direction  (׎) Stack boxes Identifier 
1 1 2 3 4 0 range 0 Yes S1234_׎_ܷ 
2 1 2 3 4 0 max 0, 45, 90 Yes S1234_׎ 
3 1 2 3 4 1 2 range 0 Yes S1234_O12_׎_ܷ 
4 1 2 3 4 1 2 max 0, 45, 90 Yes S1234_O12_׎ 
5 1 3 0 max 0, 90,180 Yes S13_׎ 
6 1  2   range 67.5 Yes S1_O2_׎_ܷ 
 1 2 max 0, 22.5, 45, 67.5, 90 Yes/No S1_O2_׎ 
7 1 3 1 2  3 4 max 0, 45, 90ˈ135 Yes S13_O1234_׎ 
8 3 4 1 2 range 67.5 yes S34_O12_׎_ܷ 
9 3 4 1 2 max 0, 45, 90, 270, 315 Yes/No S34_O12_׎ 
10 3 4 3 4 max 0, 45, 90, 270, 315 Yes S34_O34_׎ 
11 3  4 1 2 3 4 max 0, 45, 90, 270, 315 Yes S34_O1234_׎ 
12 1 4 1 2 max 0, 45, 90, 135, 180 Yes/No S14_O12_׎ 
13 1  4 3 4 max 0, 45, 90, 135, 180 Yes S14_O34_׎ 
14 1  4 1 2 3 4 max 0, 45, 90, 135, 180 Yes S14_O1234_׎ 
15 1 2 3 4 1 2 max 0, 90, 180, 270 Yes/No S1234_O12_׎ 
16 1 2 3 4 1 2 3*4 * max 0, 90, 180, 270 Yes/No S1234_O123*4*_׎ 
17 1 2 3 4 1*2*3 4 max 0, 90, 180, 270 Yes/No S1234_O1*2*34_׎ 
 
 
 
 
Notes for the table: 
1) max means 5 m/s at model height above turn table, the corresponding ௥ܷ௘௙ of the 
upstream wind is about 6.5 m/s; range means speed at model height varied from 1 
m/s to 5 m/s by a step of 1 m/s. 
2) Stacks and openings are sealed when not listed in Table. 
3) When a stack is used always use a pressure transducer. 
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4) When four openings and four stacks are used, use pressure transducers for two 
openings, marked by * in the identifier. 
5) If wind direction ׎ is not specified in the identifier, the default value is 0 degree. 
6) Identifiers are used in this thesis for simplicity.  
e.g. S1234_O12_45_2 means an opening configuration of stacks 1,2,3,4 and orifices 
1,2. The wind direction is 45 degree, and the wind speed ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ   ?݉Ȁݏ. 
S13_O12 means an opening configuration of stacks 1 and 3, orifices 1 and 2, the wind 
direction is 0 degree, and the wind speed ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ?݉Ȁݏ. 
 
3.4Experimentresultsandanalysis
3.4.1Meanflowbalance
Simultaneous hot-wire measurements on multiple stacks with no other openings, provides a 
stringent and unique check on the overall accuracy of the technique, in the sense that the 
measured volume flow rates should satisfy the continuity equation (conservation of mass). 
Preliminary tests were carried out on an earlier model under flow reversal conditions. They 
were prompted by a concern that the model was not sufficiently rigid, leading to the 
possibility of volume changes.  
 
1) Two-stack model 
The preliminary tests were carried out at the IBT wind tunnel on a relatively simple two-stack 
model which has the same external dimensions as the four-stack model (Figure 3.19). A 
wooden block (370 x 126 x 200 mm) was used to generate different reversal percentages of 
the two stacks by changing the separation distance S between the block and the circular stack. 
To check the accuracy of the technique, the sum of the volume reversal percentages of the 
two stacks should be 100%. The flow reversal percentage was calculated in two ways, one 
was based on flow direction, calculating the percentage of time that flow reversal occurs, r %; 
the other was based on flow volume rate, calculating the percentage of volume that reversed, 
rv %. (N.B. r % needs not necessarily sum to 100 %) 
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Figure 3.19 Wooden box between two stacks and the separation distance 
Table 3.2 Reversal percentages of two-stack model 
I 45, ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉ȀݏG
Time reversal percentage (r % ) Volume reversal percentage (rv %) 
S (mm) Stack1 Stack2 Sum S (mm) Stack1 Stack2 Sum 
No Block 0.12 94.04 94.17  No Block 0.01  97.49 97.50  
110 99.73  0.10  99.83  110 99.94  0.01  99.95  
140 62.70  33.59  96.29  140 64.87  17.68  82.55  
145 58.54  36.94  95.48  145 59.54  20.58  80.12  
150 13.62  76.76  90.38  150 5.15  79.89  85.03  
180 99.73  0.10 99.83  180 99.94 0.01  99.95  
0 
45 
90 
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Figure 3.20 Variation of r and rv with the separation distance 
 
As shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.20, when flow reversal (fluctuating flow) occurs, for 
most of the cases, the sum of the reversal percentage (both of the time reversal percentage 
and the volume reversal percentage) of the two stacks is less than 100 %. The nearer the 
reversal percentage is close to 50 %, the lesser is the sum of the two stacks.  
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Since the velocities of the stacks are very low, and hence sensitive to the vibration of the 
model, especially for cases of reversal percentages around 50%, a rod was fixed into the 
model between the two parallel walls to make the box more rigid (Figure 3.21).  
G
 
Figure 3.21 Rod fixed inside the model 
 
 
Table 3.3 Reversal percentage with and without the rod  
Time reversal percentage ( r% ) Volume reversal percentage ( rv%) 
S (mm) Stack1 Stack2 Sum S (mm) Stack1 Stack2 Sum 
45e, ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ 
140 62.70  33.59  96.29  140 64.87  17.68  82.55 
Rod 140 82.20 20.60  102.80 Rod 140 89.99  8.11  98.10 
45e, ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ 
140 75.98  22.34  98.32  140 72.15  9.88  82.03 
Rod 140 94.40  5.80 100.20 Rod 140 96.79  1.36  98.15  
90e, ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ 
230 22.71  70.02  92.73  230 8.85  77.91  86.76  
Rod 230 14.20  85.20  99.40  Rod 230 8.95  93.00  101.95  
90e, ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ 
210 44.02  49.32  93.34  210 31.84  39.71  71.55  
Rod 210 19.00  80.70  99.70  Rod 210 3.60  88.32  91.92  
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Table 3.3 shows the comparisons of reversal percentages before and after the rod was fixed 
inside the model. One can see obvious improvements in the sum of reversal percentages of 
the two stacks; the errors are less than 3% for r and less than 9% for rv. In view of this the 
model used for the TPU tests was made more rigid, by using thicker material and by fixing 
the side walls to a base plate. 
 
2) Four-stack model 
Figure 3.22 shows results for a symmetrical configuration, where the flows through stacks 1 
and 4 were inward at all times (and virtually equal in magnitude). Similarly for stacks 2 and 3, 
except the flows were outward. The sum of the flow rates is also shown. Relative to the total 
outflow, the sum ranges from 5 % to 8 % of the total ventilation rate. In a truly steady flow 
the sum should be equal to zero and this is clearly not so. However, an error less than 10 % in 
the measurement of ventilation rate is not bad. It compares favourably with other techniques, 
such as tracer gas techniques. The most likely cause of the error lies in the calibration of the 
hot-wires. The systematic nature of the error (increasing with Uref ) is consistent with this. On 
this basis, an uncertainty of +/- 10 % in the mean flow rates is probably a reasonable estimate 
of the accuracy of the technique. 
 
 
Figure 3.22 Mean flow rate balance of (S1234)G
1 2 
3 4 
Wind 
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3.4.2Instantaneousflowbalance
In Section 3.4.1, the mean flow balances were examined for two-stack and four-stack cases 
(with no orifices). As a result of the two-stack tests, the structure of the four-stack model was 
strengthened. In the following the instantaneous flow balance for the four-stack case is 
considered. It is the same case as that shown in Figure 3.22, for the highest ௥ܷ௘௙. It is of 
course to be expected that that the instantaneous imbalance will at times be greater than the 
mean imbalance. 
 
Figure 3.23 Instantaneous velocity of (S1234) 
 
Figure 3.23 displays instantaneous velocities of the four stacks over a period of six seconds, 
for the case of 0 degree, Uref = 5 m/s. The flows through stacks 1 and 4 were inward at all 
times and outward for stacks 2 and 3. The important point to note is that the instantaneous 
sum of the velocities has a discrete frequency component. This can be clearly seen in the 
power spectrum of the velocity sum, as shown in Figure 3.24, the spectra of the stack 
velocities (Figure 3.25), and the spectra of pressure measurement (Figure 3.26). All figures 
show results for a wind speed Uref  = 5 m/s, but Figure 3.24 also shows results for Uref  = 2 
m/s. 
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Figure 3.24 Spectral analysis of velocity sum of (S1234); with wind speed of 5 m/s and 2 m/s 
 
 
Figure 3.25 Spectral analysis of velocities of stack 1 and 2 for (S1234), with a wind speed of 5 m/s 
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Figure 3.26 Spectral analysis of pressure of Orifice 1 for (S1234), with a wind speed of 5 m/s 
 
The fact that a frequency of around 22 Hz is clearly apparent in all results of velocity and 
pressure measurements shown in Figure 3.24, Figure 3.25 and Figure 3.26, implies that the 
phenomenon is independent of wind speeds. In which case, a likely explanation is that a 
resonant frequency of the box structure is excited. However, at the low wind speed, there is 
also evidence of resonance around 11 Hz. The resonance can be eliminated by software 
signal filtering. The results imply that the stiffening of the box was not entirely successful. 
However, there are limits as to what can be achieved, because only an extremely small 
change in volume is required to generate the observed changes in pressure. 
 
3.4.3 Investigation of flow reversal
A simple parameter is used to characterize flow reversal of the stacks. i.e. the percentage of 
time that the flow is reversed, r. The results are presented below in the form that might be 
appropriate when the technique is used as part of a building design exercise i.e. as plots of r 
against wind direction I. The comments are based on the assumption that, when orifices are 
present, upward flow is to be maintained in the stacks. Results for several different stack and 
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orifice configurations are presented. Where the opening configuration has symmetry, it has 
been assumed that symmetry with wind direction applies, so some results are repeated. 
 
3.4.3.1EffectofBuildingReynoldsnumberonr
The building Reynolds number is defined as  
 ܴ݁௕ ൌ ߩ ௥ܷ௘௙ܪߤ  (3.6)  
where ߩ  denotes the density of air (kg/m3), ܪ  the height of the building (m), and ߤ  the 
viscosity (Ns/m2).  
 
Previous investigations (Cooper and Etheridge, 2007) with a single stack and orifice have 
shown that the degree of flow reversal r is closely related to the properties (mean and 
standard deviation) of the instantaneous pressure difference across the two openings. The fact 
that there were only two openings for those investigations makes interpretation and analysis 
of results easier. The present investigation is concerned with flow reversal with multiple 
stacks. Figure 3.27 shows the dependence of r on Reb of two opening configurations, e.g. two 
stacks, two orifices (S34_O12_67.5) and four stacks, two orifices (S1234_O12_0). One can 
see a dependence of r on Reb, which indicates that higher r is expected at full scale. 
Calculations of this effect using the unsteady QT model are given in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 3.27 Variation of r with Reb (S34 O12 S3 denotes stack 3 for the case of S34_O12G

3.4.3.2Effectofwinddirectionandopeningconfigurationonr
 
 
Figure 3.28 Variation of r with wind direction – two stacks, four orifices (S13_O1234) 
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Figure 3.29 Cp variation with wind direction – two stacks, four orifices (S13_O1234)G
 
Figure 3.28 shows the variation of r with wind direction for the two stacks and four 
orifices case, Figure 3.29 shows the corresponding Cp variation. Whether or not flow 
reversal occurs depends primarily on the relative values of Cp at the openings and on the 
relative sizes of the openings. For the wind-alone case, it is a relatively simple matter to 
calculate the flows with an envelope flow model. When buoyancy is involved, the problem 
is more difficult, since account needs to be taken of the dependence of stack temperature 
on flow direction (wind and buoyancy combined cases are in Chapter 5).  
 
Simply using the values of Cp can be misleading, as shown by the fact that flow reversal 
was observed in Stack 3 for I = 0, 90 and 180, but no flow reversal was observed for I = 
45 and 135.  The stack Cp values are close to the orifice values for the first three wind 
directions of Stack 3, whereas the most negative stack Cp values were observed for the 
second two directions.   
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To maintain upward flow within the stacks, the pressures at the stack outlets are supposed 
to be lower than those at the orifices. Yet for all the wind directions above, there are 
certain orifice pressures lower than the stack outlet pressures by a small value, and the 
orifices which have lower pressures are mounted on the leeward wall, e.g. for the case of I 
=135, pressures of orifice 2 and 3 are lower than the stacks. However, neither stack 1 nor 
stack 3 have reversal at I = 135. There were three cases when flow reversal occurred in 
one of the stacks:  
i) I =0, r=100 % for stack 1 
ii) I = 90, r=100 % for stack 3 
iii) I = 180, r=100 % for stack 3 
For all the cases above, the pressures of the stack outlet which maintained upward flow 
were more than twice as negative as those of the other stack which had reversed flow. 
From Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29, one can see that the pressure differences between the 
stack outlets and orifices are the most important determinants of flow reversal, however 
pressure difference between stack outlets also play a role. A question arises: is it possible 
to predict flow directions using opening pressures? This is answered in Chapter 6, Section 
6.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.30 Flow reversal variation with wind direction for Stack 3 (S34_O12) 
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Figure 3.31 Stack Cp variation with wind direction and stack geometry 
 
Figure 3.30 gives the reversal percentage of stack 3 for the case of (S34_O12). The figure 
also shows the effect of removing the stack boxes. It can be seen that, with the boxes, 
significant flow reversal occurs around I = 90, with some reversal at other wind directions. 
Removing the stack boxes improves the situation overall, but reversal (ݎ ൌ  ? ? ?) is still 
significant around I = 90. The reduction of r at this wind direction is consistent with the more 
negative Cp values (Figure 3.31). The velocity fields at the top of the stacks will be affected 
by the removal of the boxes, and this could affect the pressure fields around the stack outlets.  
 
It is discovered from Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.30 that all the stacks in which flow reversal 
occurs are the downstream ones. We should explain why the pressures around downstream 
stacks are higher than those around the upstream ones. The indication is that the velocity 
fields around the downstream stack outlets are influenced by the upstream stacks which act as 
shelters of the downstream ones. The downstream stacks are in the wakes of the shelters, the 
mean wind speeds in the wakes are less than the approaching wind speed. This situation 
generally affords the shelters (upstream stacks) in terms of lower mean pressures (Cook, 1985, 
pp. 184-185). However without the stack boxes, the thinner body of the upstream stacks have 
less effect on the mean wind speed in the wakes, thus less influence on the downstream. 
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Another possible reason is that the upstream stacks may cause flow separation and the down 
stream stack outlets are located in the flow reattaching zones (downward flow component). 
 
Figure 3.32 shows the results of (S1234_O12). These results can be compared with Figure 
3.33 which is for (S1234_O1234). Increasing the number of orifices has some effect (ݎ 
reduces from 40 % to about 30 % at wind directions of 0 and 180), but it is not large. 
However there is not a particularly large increase in the effective area due to the small areas 
of the orifices. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.32 Flow reversal variation with wind direction for stack 1,2,3 and 4 (S1234_O12)G
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Figure 3.33 Flow reversal variation with wind direction of stacks 1,2,3 and 4 (S1234_O1234)G
 
Figure 3.34 shows the reversal percentage of Stack 3 for different wind directions and 
opening configurations. Moving away the stack boxes reduces the reversal percentage, e.g. 
for the wind direction of 90 degree, comparing cases of (S34_O12) and (S34_O12 no box), ݎ 
reduces from 100 % to 62 %. Increasing the orifice number also reduces the reversal 
percentage, e.g. for the wind direction of 180 degree, when the number of orifices increases 
from two to four (S1234_12) and (S1234_O1234), ݎ decreases from 36 % to 22 %. However, 
the orifice area used in this research is very small, one should expect a higher decrease of ݎ 
with a larger orifice area.  
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Figure 3.34 Flow reversal of Stack 3 for different wind directions and opening configurations 
 
3.4.3.3Reversaland'Cp/V'Cp
 
Figure 3.35 Variation of r with 'Cp/V'Cp  (“Ref” is (Cooper and Etheridge, 2007)) 
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Figure 3.35 shows r against pressure parameter across the stacks. 'Cp/V'Cp is an important 
pressure parameter which should describe whether or not reversal occurs, e.g. for 'Cp/V'Cp ൏ െ  ?, no reversal occurs. The upward flow results (ݎ ൏  ? ? ?) of four-stack cases show 
agreement with the results of two-stack cases. Yet for r above approximately 30%, there are 
some disagreements. For a certain number of downward flow results, the value of 'Cp/V'Cp 
distribute between -1 and -0.5, which in theory should be positive. 'Cp is defined by 
25.0 ref
inst
p
U
PP
C U
 ' , where stP  is the measured stack pressure and inP  is the internal pressure. 
The investigation of this phenomenon is discussed in Chapter 7.  
 
3.5Summaryandconclusions
In this chapter the experimental techniques have been described and results for the wind 
alone case are presented. The main conclusions are as follows: 
1) An uncertainty of less than 10 % in the measurement of ventilation rate is probably a 
reasonable estimate of the accuracy of the hot-wire technique. The most likely caused of 
the error lies in the calibration of the hot-wire.  
2) The observations of the resonant frequency in the velocity and pressure for the four-stack 
model imply that the stiffening of the box was not entirely successful. The resonance can 
be eliminated by software signal filtering. 
3) A dependence of r on Reb was observed, which indicates that higher r is expected at 
full scale. 
4) The most important determinants of flow reversal is the pressure differences between 
the stack outlets and the orifices, but the pressure difference between stack outlets also 
play a role. One can not totally rely on wind pressures to predict flow directions. 
Theoretical calculations are needed (see Chapter 6, Section 6.2 and Section 6.3). 
5) All the stack reversals happen in the downstream stacks, indicating an influence of the 
stack geometry in the upstream. 
6) Increasing the number of orifices has some effect in reducing the reversal percentage, 
yet it depends on the size the orifices relative to the façade area (porosity). 
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
4 ImportantparametersCzandCp
 
 
4.1Introduction
The applicability of the equation (2.3) to envelope flow models is based on certain 
assumptions: 1) The pressure distribution on the building envelope is not affected by the 
presence of the openings; 2) The discharge coefficient obtained from still-air tests (no wind 
present) can be adopted for unsteady cases; 3) The dynamic pressure in the room can be 
neglected, which means the kinetic energy induced by the approaching wind passing through 
the opening is dissipated downstream of the opening (Heiselberg and Sandberg, 2005; 
Sandberg, 2004). These assumptions have an indication that the envelope flow model is 
meant to be used for small openings, when there is no stream tube within the envelope (e.g. 
cross ventilation). Therefore about the two parameters ܥ௭ and ܥ௣ of the envelope equation, 
these assumptions should be treated differently for small openings and large openings. N.B. 
only small openings are investigated in this thesis, discussions about large openings is 
presented in literature review (Section 4.4). 
 
Assumption 1): It is generally accepted that the influence of the presence of small openings 
on the pressure distribution can be neglected (Karava et al., 2006). Yet, is the pressure 
distribution affected by small openings distributions? There will be some insights into this 
question based on wind tunnel testing results. If the answer were yes, then the ventilation 
flow pattern will be affected, although this is not an issue related to the validity of equation 
(2.3).  
 
Assumption 2): The method used in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.2.1 is to measure ܥ௭  of small 
openings and long openings during the process of steady calibration i.e. the still-air case. But 
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in reality, the wind fluctuates and changes directions. Will the wind fluctuation and direction 
affect the ܥ௭ of small/long openings?  
 
Assumption 3): Heiselberg and Sandberg (2005) suggested that the assumption regarding 
dissipation of kinetic energy is fulfilled for opening ratio of less than 1 %. The test models 
used in this thesis are equipped with small openings with porosities (ratio of opening area and 
façade area) less than 1% and long openings, thus assumption 3) is valid. For large opening 
cross ventilation, there is a stream tube within the envelope, thus the flow is not only driven 
by static pressure difference (the term ȁ ? ȁܲ in the envelope equation), the dynamic pressure 
should also be taken into account. The contribution of the dynamic pressure of the stream 
tube could be considered in the definition of ܥ௭ for large openings.  
 
In this chapter, investigations of ܥ௣ and ܥ௭ will be presented separately. For each parameter, 
the discussions about the assumptions will be presented in the literature review, including 
both small/long openings and large openings. Then the testing results for ܥ௣  and ܥ௭  for 
small/long openings will be presented. Particular attention is paid to the questions in 
assumption 1) and assumption 2). 
 
4.2CpǦliteraturereview
Wind pressure coefficients are influenced by a wide range of parameters, including building 
geometry, position on the façade, the degree of exposure, and wind direction and possibly 
opening configurations. Costola et al. (2009) stated that the results from wind tunnel tests or 
CFD (Moeseke et al., 2005; Yuan, 2007; Costola and Alucci, 2007) could show large 
variations with databases in software even for simple building shapes. This is the first stage 
of uncertainty. Given the correct ܥ௣  database from wind-tunnel tests, there are still other 
uncertainties coming from the presence of the openings (since data was obtained from solid 
model without openings), and the location of the openings. Costola et al. (2010) provides 
information about the uncertainty in the calculated air flow rate due to the use of surface-
averaged pressure coefficient data. The pressure coefficient database they used was from 
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wind tunnel tests. They calculated the error between using the localised and surface-averaged 
pressure coefficient for 15 different building shapes and a large number of opening 
configurations (locations on the envelope) and different wind directions. Apart from the 
opening locations associated with the highest error (i.e. openings located in the corners of the 
envelope are not considered), the error come from the majority of opening locations is still 
about 50%. Therefore one should use local values rather than the average values. One should 
expect a higher error when using secondary databases source such as design guide or 
database in software.  
 
In addition to the mean pressure distribution, correlations between the unsteady wind 
pressure coefficients can also be important, because they can lead to errors in unsteady 
envelope flow models, particularly when mean pressure differences are small (Etheridge, 
2000). If two surface pressures tend to increase and decrease at the same time (positively 
correlated), this will reduce the influence of fluctuation on flow rates. There are researches 
about pressure correlations on buildings but more to do with the approaching wind rather than 
the influence of the building configuration which is important in terms of natural ventilation. 
For example, Tieleman et al. (1998; 2003) talked about influence of surface roughness and 
velocity vibration on surface pressure correlations, which decrease with the increasing 
influencing factors. Another literature (Beste and Cermak, 2007) studies the pressure 
correlation between building surface pressures and internal pressure of a fixed building 
configuration.  
 
What is more, pressure coefficients on building surfaces could also be affected by ground 
surface roughness and surrounding buildings (Tieleman et al., 2001; Chang and Meroney, 
2003), which should be taken into account for design purposes. This is an additional source 
of uncertainty.  
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4.3Cpresultsandanalysis
In the following, the effects of building Reynolds number, wind direction, stack geometry 
and opening configuration on mean pressure coefficients will be presented. 
 
4.3.1EffectofbuildingReynoldsnumber
Ideally the nondimensional pressure results should be independent of building Reynolds 
number for buildings with small openings. Building Reynolds number is based on building 
height and wind speed, and is defined by equation (3.6). Figure 10 illustrates the dependence 
of ܥ௣ on reference wind speed for the case of (S1234_O12). Independence of both opening 
and internal ܥ௣ on ܴ݁௕ can be seen for Uref  higher than about 4 m/s.  
  
Figure 4.1 Variation of Cp with Uref (S1234_O12)G

4.3.2Effectofwinddirection
Wind direction and the shape of the building and stacks are the main determinants of ܥ௣. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show respectively the variation of the pressure coefficients with 
wind direction for the (S1234) and (S13_O1234) cases at ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ?݉Ȁݏ. One would expect 
the ܥ௣ values for the stacks to be equal at certain wind directions by virtue of symmetry. For 
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example, at 0 degree wind direction in Figure 4.2, ܥ௣௦ଵ ൌ ܥ௣௦ସ and  ܥ௣௦ଶ ൌ ܥ௣௦ଷ. Figure 4.3 
also displays reasonable symmetry. One would also expect the ܥ௣  values for orifices on 
windward faces to be more positive than others, and this is evident in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Cp variation with wind direction (S1234) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Cp variation with wind direction (S13_O1234)  

4.3.3Effectofstackgeometry
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considerably for all wind directions. The stack boxes decrease Cp for windward stacks, 
whereas they increase Cp for leeward stacks (for explanations of this phenomena, see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3.2).  
 
 
Figure 4.4 Stack Cp variation with wind direction and stack geometry 
G
4.3.4Effectofopeningconfiguration
In principle one would expect the opening configuration to have little effect on the mean 
wind pressures, because the openings are flush and their areas are small in relation to the 
areas of the surfaces in which they lie (porosity less than 1 %). Now answering the question 
in assumption 1), most of the results satisfy this expectation, but not all, with exceptions of 
some stack ܥ௣ (e.g. some cases in Figure 4.5 presented as follows). 
 
Table 4.1 shows values of stack ܥ௣  obtained with different opening configurations at two 
wind directions. Figure 4.5 shows the results for I = 0 in graphical form. For I = 180, when 
the orifice number increases from 2 to 4, no obvious changes in stack  ܥ௣ are observed. For I 
= 0, it can be seen that Cp1 and Cp4 change considerably when two orifices are added, but not 
when a further two orifices are added. At this wind direction, stacks 1 and 4 are located at the 
leeward side.  
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Table 4.1 Pressures of stack outlets with different orifices 
Wind direction 0 0 0 180 180 
Opening 4S 4S  2O 4S 4O 4S 2O 4S 4O 
Cp1 -0.32 -0.17 -0.16 -0.55 -0.52 
Cp2 -0.54 -0.53 -0.54 -0.18 -0.16 
Cp3 -0.55 -0.55 -0.56 -0.18 -0.15 
Cp4 -0.30 -0.17 -0.16 -0.52 -0.50 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Stack Cp variation with increasing number of orifices, I = 0 
 
Results for I = 90 are given in Figure 4.6 for stacks and orifices. It can be seen that none of 
the orifice Cp are affected, but only one of the two stacks (Stack 3).   
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Figure 4.6 Stack and orifice Cp with increasing number of orifices, I = 90 
 
Results for I = 0 are given in Figure 4.7 for stacks and orifices. It can be seen that none of the 
Cp are affected.   
 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Stack and orifice Cp with increasing number of orifices, I = 0 
 
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 show for orifices and stacks respectively, the effect of opening 
configuration over the range of wind directions.  
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Figure 4.8 Orifice Cp with increasing number of orifices in the cases of different wind directions 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Stack Cp with increasing number of orifices in the cases of different wind directions 
 
There is a clear indication in the above results that orifice Cp are not affected by the opening 
configuration, but the stack Cp can be affected (Cps3 and Cps4 for I = 45 and I = 90). The 
results for the orifices display very good repeatability, and any changes that occur are so 
small that they can be ignored in the design process. 
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The changes that have been observed for the stacks are significant, in the sense that they are 
not due to poor repeatability. Two possible explanations are as follows.  
 
In terms of the flow around the exterior of the model, the presence of an opening corresponds 
to a source (outward flow) or a sink (inward flow). If the opening lies in an attached 
boundary layer, the flow through the opening will lead to a change in the local displacement 
thickness of the layer. The disturbance to the pressure distribution will be localized. However, 
if the opening lies in a separated flow region, with reattachment, the presence of the opening 
flow could change the shape of the separated region (and the nature of reattachment). A 
change in shape of a separation region is effectively a change in shape of the model, so the 
effects could be more far-reaching. Another possibility lies in the position of the tapping used 
for the stack Cp (for studies about this possibility, see Chapter 7, Section 7.4). 

4.3.5Cpcorrelationsbetweenopenings
The correlation between two pressures (time serial values) is calculated by 
 ܥ݋ݎݎ݈݁ሺ ଵܲǡ ଶܲሻ ൌ  ? ሺ ଵܲ௜ െ ଵܲሻሺ ଶܲ௜ െ ଶܲሻ௡௜ୀ଴ට ? ሺ ଵܲ௜ െ ଵܲሻଶ  ? ሺ ଶܲ௜ െ ଶܲ௜ሻଶ௡௜ୀ଴௡௜ୀ଴  (4.1)  
 
As stated in the literature review, correlations between the unsteady wind pressure 
coefficients can be important, because they can lead to errors in unsteady envelope flow 
models, particularly when mean pressure differences are small. The observed influence of 
wind speed (building Reynolds number), wind direction and especially the opening 
configurations on the correlation between selected stack pressures are described in the 
following for selected stack outlet pressures. 
 
1) Influence of wind speed  
Figure 4.10 shows the pressure correlations for the case of (S1234), 0 degree wind direction, 
with increasing wind speed from 1 m/s to 5 m/s by a step of 1 m/s. (e.g. P1 & P4 means 
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correlation between P1 and P4). There is no clear trend with ܴ݁௕ , but the influence is 
relatively small compared to the following. 
 
Figure 4.10 Variation of stack pressure correlations with Reb for I =0 (S1234) 
 
2) Influence of wind direction 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11 Variation of stack pressure correlations with wind directions (S1234) 
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Figure 4.11 shows the effect of wind direction. When the wind direction changes, the 
separation distance of the stack also changes. For wind direction of 0, stacks 2 and 3 are in 
the windward side of the roof, the correlation of P2 and P3 is 0.6; for wind direction of 90, 
stacks 1 and 2 are in the windward side, but the correlation of P1 and P2 decreases to less 
than 0.1. In other words, with a longer separation distance between stacks 1 and 2 than that 
between stacks 2 and 3 (while they are the ones facing the wind), the correlation of P1 and P2 
decreases. Qualitatively, this is not unexpected. 
 
3) Influence of opening configuration 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Variation of stack pressure correlations with the increasing number of orifices for I =90 
 
Figure 4.12 shows that increasing the number of orifices has some effects on pressure 
correlations, but not large. There is an obvious difference between correlation of P1 and p2 
and the others. When the wind direction is 90, stacks 1 and 2 are in the windward side of the 
roof. The results are consistent with Figure 4.11, which shows the effect of separation 
distance between stacks.  
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As stated in Section 4.3.4, orifice Cp are not affected by the opening configuration, but the 
stack Cp can be affected. For example, in Figure 4.5, Cp1 and Cp4 change considerably when 
two orifices are added. The corresponding changes of Cp correlations for the case in Figure 
4.5 are shown in Figure 4.13. Apart from the pressure correlation between Cp2 and Cp3, all the 
others are affected by the increasing number of orifices, which is consistent with Figure 4.5. 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Variation of stack pressure correlations with the increasing number of orifices for I =0 
 
 
4.3.6Cpcorrelationsbetweenopeningpressureandinternalpressure
When there are multiple openings, the flow rate through openings are calculated using the 
differences between the outlet pressures and the internal pressure. If the opening outlet 
pressure and internal pressure tend to increase and decrease at the same time (positively 
correlated), this will reduce the influence of external fluctuations on flow rates. The observed 
influences of opening configurations are described in the following for selected stack outlet 
pressures. It is difficult to explain these observations because the instantaneous flow rates 
through the openings have a significant influence on ௜ܲ௡ (see equation (2.49)). The QT model 
is intended as to model these effects. Thus this section is presented as a record of preliminary 
studies.  
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Figure 4.14 Stack pressure correlation with internal pressure with increasing number of orifices, I  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Stack pressure correlation with internal pressure with increasing number of orifices, I  
 
Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 show the influence of increasing number of orifices for wind 
direction of 0 and 90 degree. Increasing the number of orifices perpendicular to the 
approaching wind (adding windward and leeward wall orifices 1 and 2 in Figure 4.14) has a 
significant effect on stack pressure correlation with internal pressure; whereas, openings on 
the side walls have less effect (adding side wall orifices 1 and 2 in Figure 4.15). Except for 
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the case of (S1234_0), when all the orifices were sealed, both graphs show that, the leeward 
stack pressures (stacks 1 and 4 in Figure 4.14, and stacks 3 and 4 in Figure 4.15) are more 
correlated to internal pressures. This phenomena is not consistent with that stated in Beste 
and Cermak (2007): pressures located at windward wall corner on the roof, above the 
dominant opening, which are in the high-suction zones are more correlated to internal 
pressure. Corresponding case is S1234_O12_0, in which P2 and P3 are less correlated to PI. 
The possible reasons are: in Beste et al. (2007), there is a flat roof, thus one would expect the 
windward wall corner (in separation zone) to be more correlated with internal pressure. For 
the case in our research, there are four individual roofs of the stack boxes. The leeward stacks 
are located in the wake of the upward ones, which may be the reason why they are more 
related to the internal pressure.  
 
4.4CzǦliteraturereview
The still-air discharge coefficient is the characteristic of an opening: given a still-air 
pressure difference across an opening, ܥ௭ should only be determined by its geometry (and 
flow through the opening for long openings). In presence of the wind, the discharge 
coefficient is a result of the interaction between the approaching wind and the flow through 
the opening. Thereby ܥ௭ is also related to the building, e.g. porosity, and inlet area to outlet 
area ratio. In terms of the effects of the wind, three parts should be taken into account: 1) the 
presence of cross flow (flow component parallel to the wall); 2) unsteadiness of the external 
flow; 3) non-uniformity of the external surface pressure field around the opening (Chiu and 
Etheridge, 2007). It should be noted that it is the small sharp-edged orifice and the long 
opening that are studied in this thesis. Review of other type of openings (e.g. large opening) 
are presented for interests. 
 
4.4.1SharpǦedgedopenings
There is a review about ܥ௭ (Karava et al., 2004), summarising the up to date literature on 
discharge coefficients of orifices. They compared different studies considering different 
influencing factors on ܥ௭, such as opening porosity, configuration, wind direction. Since then, 
there have been some new developments.  
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1) About opening porosity, Chu et al. (2009) studied the effects on small sharp-edged 
orifices. It was found that the ܥ௭ is a function of Reynolds number, and wind direction, 
but independent of external turbulence intensity and wall porosity (porosity less than 
7%). Larger range of porosity was tested (Kurabuchi et al., 2006) in the wind tunnel, 
when the porosity is greater than 46%.  
 
2) Inlet to outlet ratio (the ratio of inward flow opening area and outward flow opening 
area). Karava et al. (2005; 2007) studied the influence of inlet to outlet ratio on ܥ௭ and 
the internal pressure coefficient. It was observed that ܥ௭ increases with the increasing 
inlet to outlet ratio. Similar phenomena were discussed by Sandberg  (2004). 
 
3) About wind direction, there have been many studies, as summarised in Karava et al. 
(2004). With the increasing wind angle, typically there was a slightly increase in ܥ௭, 
then a decrease to a much lower value till the minimum value when the wind is 
parallel to the wall. Among those studies, Kurabuchi et al. (2004) quantified the 
influencing factor of wind direction into a local dynamic similarity model, and put it 
into experimental investigations (Ohba et al., 2004). The dynamic pressure of the 
wind is decomposed into two parts: one parallel to the wall, one perpendicular to the 
wall. The discharge coefficient is defined as the square root of the ratio of dynamic 
pressure component perpendicularly entered the opening and the total pressure 
difference across the opening. Since the two components of the dynamic energy of the 
wind is a function of the wind direction, ܥ௭ can also be defined using the ratio of 
dynamic pressure parallel to the wall and the total pressure difference.  
 
Chiu and Etheridge (2007) defined the ܥ௭  of a sharp-edged opening in terms of ܥ௭ ൌ ݂ ቀ௏௨ቁ, where ܸ is the wind velocity component parallel to the wall. This is of the 
same physical principle as that stated above but in a different form. CFD simulation 
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and wind tunnel tests were used to obtain the ܥ௭ value. When ௏௨ ranges from 0 to 9, ܥ௭ 
varies between 0.68 and 0.3. A lower ܥ௭ is expected with a greater ௏௨. It was noted that ௏௨  is a function of wind direction I, independent of wind speed. Thereby, one can also 
use ܥ௭ ൌ ݂(I, which is more convenient for design process.  
 
4) Unsteadiness of wind. With sharp-edged orifices, the flow pattern is primarily 
determined by the flow separation; thus the fluctuation of the wind has less effect on ܥ௭ than wind direction, and it can be neglected. There are CFD predictions to support 
this (Chiu and Etheridge, 2007). 
 
5) ܥ௭  of outward orifice in the leeward wall.  Most studies have treated the opening 
facing the wind. For cross-ventilation with two orifices, it is reasonable to consider  ܥ௭ of the windward orifice, and take into account the leeward orifice in terms of inlet 
to outlet ratio. The exception is ܥ௭ of small openings, which should not be affected by 
other openings. However, if there are more than two openings, the orifices need to be 
treated individually. What  ܥ௭ should be used for the leeward wall (outflow) orifice? 
Only a few results were obtained in Chiu and Etheridge (2007), finding that the 
outflow orifice exhibit lower ܥ௭ than the inward flow cases. During the theoretical 
process carried out in this thesis (Chapter 6), the author found that one should use a 
lower ܥ௭  for the outflow orifice in the leeward wall to obtain the flow pattern 
matching the measurements. Further studies are desirable.  
 
6) Applicability of the envelope flow model. When there is a stream tube connecting the 
inward and outward orifices (this could only happen for very large openings located 
within limited distance), the driving force is no longer the static pressure difference, 
but also including the dynamic pressure. Therefore large opening cross-ventilation can 
not be treated with the conventional envelope flow model (Etheridge, 2004).  
However Sandberg (2004) stated an alternative view of using a contraction 
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coefficient in place of ܥ௭, to make the static pressure difference as the driving force 
still applicable. This is based on shaping the stream tube within the envelope. 
Nevertheless, in practice cross-flow tube connecting the inward and outward orifice is 
not easy to occur, since there are obstacles in the building like partitions. Additionally, 
if the outward orifice locates at the side wall, the dynamic pressure may dissipate at 
the internal surface of the leeward wall, which may also increase the applicability of 
the conventional model.  
 
4.4.2Longopenings
1) Chiu and Etheridge (2007) stated that ܥ௭ of long openings should be less affected by 
external flow conditions. Because for inflow ܥ௭ of long opening depends on the flow 
inside the opening; for outflow when the outlet lies in the external flow, the boundary 
condition of importance is the pressure around the outlet, rather than the velocity field. ܥ௭ was found to be dependent on the opening Reynolds number. 
 ܴ݁௢ ൌ ߩݑ݀ߤ  (4.2)  
where ߩ denotes the density of air (kg/m3), ݀  the diameter of the opening (m), ݑ the 
mean velocity in the opening (ݑ C ?௤஺) and ߤ the viscosity (Ns/m2). If the opening is 
not symmetrical, ܥ௭ also depends on stack flow direction. The reversed inward flow 
has a larger ܥ௭ by about 10% than the outward flow. By putting a cover over the stack 
outlet, this 10% was eliminated for the wind on inward cases. In another study 
(Cooper and Etheridge, 2007), a peak of ܥ௭ value up to 2 was observed for the inward 
flow stack in a low Reynolds number range (500-1000). Similar phenomena are 
observed in this thesis, they will be compared with each other in Section 4.5.  
 
4.4.3Specialopenings
1) ܥ௭ of special openings were also studied. For example, Heiselberg et al. (2001) tested 
the discharge coefficient of hung windows. The external flow and installation effects 
on ܥ௭  of sharp-edged orifice and long openings were also tested (Etheridge et al., 
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2004). It may be reasonable to put the factors like opening shape and attachment (e.g. 
a cowl) into a empirical term to modify ܥ௭  definition for design purpose. What is 
more, full scale ܥ௭  were also studied, Nishizawa et al. (2004) tested a full scale 
building model with large openings, and focused on the discharge coefficient changes 
with the wind directions. However wind direction is not the underlying cause of 
changes to ܥ௭. 
 
To sum up, the unsteady wind effects can be ignored for ܥ௭ of sharp-edged orifice. When 
there is no stream tube connecting inward and outflow orifices, ܥ௭ is only a function of wind 
velocity component parallel to the wall. For long openings, ܥ௭  is a function of opening 
Reynolds number; external flow affects ܥ௭ of inward flow stacks but not outward flow. By 
putting a cover over the stack outlet could reduce this effect. Additionally, definition of ܥ௭ is 
difficult with fluctuating flow of a long opening.  
 
4.5Czresultsandanalysisܥ௭ of a sharp-edged orifice was generally investigated in Chiu and Etheridge (2007). Similar 
investigations are carried out here, in order to provide further information for the multiple 
stack case. For long openings, still-air ܥ௭  values of different flow directions were also 
investigated in Chiu and Etheridge (2007). It was found that ܥ௭ of inward flow show greater 
values than outward flow by about 10%. Therefore in this section, it is focusing on the 
repeatability of long opening ܥ௭, and study the phenomena of the peak values occurring with 
downward flow. The only left remaining concern is about outflow orifice at leeward wall. 
Unfortunately it is not measured in this thesis, only indication is from theoretical calculation, 
a lower estimated ܥ௭ value of outflow orifice could make the flow rate results matching the 
measurements (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3.1). 
 
4.5.1Observedeffectofwindspeedondimensionlessflowrate
Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 illustrate the observed dependence of dimensionless flow rate 
u/Uref on wind speed for two cases i.e. (S1234) and (S1234_O12). Flow into the box 
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(downward stack flow) is defined as positive. When the Cp are independent of wind speed, 
one would still expect to see a dependence of u/Uref , due the dependence of Cz on Reo. 
Rather surprisingly this is more evident in Figure 4.17 than in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.16 
corresponds to the case where there are no sharp-edged orifices, so one would expect Reo  
effects to be greater. However there is another factor at work, namely that the orifice Cz is 
also a function of V/u, so the windward orifice may have an unknown dependence on Uref. 
This can lead to spurious indications of the effect of Reb. The quantity V is the crossflow 
velocity in the external flow (parallel to the wall) close to the opening. These results were 
obtained with a fixed wind direction, so V/Uref should be nominally constant. 
 
Figure 4.16 Variation of ust/Uref with Uref (S1234) 
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Figure 4.17 Variation of ust/Uref with Uref (S1234_O12)G
 
4.5.2StillǦairCzvalues
As stated in the literature review, for a stack it has been found that the external flow has little 
effect on stack ܥ௭  for upward flow, and a significant effect for reversed flow. The basic 
reason for this is that with upward flow, the external flow only affects the outlet boundary 
condition. The present results for multiple stacks are examined in the light of the earlier 
findings and it will be seen that they are in agreement. 
 
The still-air discharge coefficient ܥ௭ of an opening is defined in terms of the time-averaged 
values of the volume flow rate and the pressure difference across the opening.  
 ܥ௭ C?ݍܣඨ ߩ ?ห ? หܲ (4.3)  
where ݍ is the time-averaged value of flow rate  
           ?ܲ  is the time-averaged pressure difference across the opening. The pressure 
difference between stack outlet and internal pressure is  
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  ?ܲൌ ܲ௦௧ െ ܲூ  (4.4)  
 
Figure 4.18 shows results obtained from steady still-air calibration in the form of ܥ௭ against 
Rest.  The results are very similar to the earlier results, namely ܥ௭ is a function of Rest and ܥ௭with inward flow is greater than that with outward flow, due to the fact that ܥ୮ is obtained 
with one pressure tapping inside the stack (Chiu and Etheridge, 2007). 
 
Figure 4.18 Still-air Cz against Rest for inward and outward flow 
 
4.5.3UnsteadyCzvaluesǦexternalfloweffects
Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 show the observed variation of stack ܥ௭  with Rest for two 
opening configurations: (S1234) and (S1234_O12). In Figure 4.19 stacks 2 and 3 have 
outward flow and there is close agreement between them and with the still-air case (Figure 
4.21). This reflects the fact that the outlet conditions have little effect on ܥ௭ of the upstream 
stacks. Stacks 1 and 4 have inward flow and their curves lie above the corresponding still-air 
curve. The high ܥ௭  values suggest that there is a downward momentum component in the 
external flow that contributes to the total driving force of the flow in the stacks. For these two 
cases a different definition of ܥ௭  would probably be appropriate i.e. one based on a total 
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pressure containing  ?Ǥ ?ߩ ଶܸ  i.e. replace equation (4.4) by (4.5). In practice, this is not 
possible, because V is not known. 
  ?ܲൌ ܲ௦௧ ൅   ?Ǥ  ?ߩଶܸ െ ܲூ (4.5)  
 
The results for stacks 1 and 3 are not identical. This can probably be explained by differences 
between the external flow conditions at the stacks, although calibration errors may play a role. 
 
  
Figure 4.19 Variation of Cz with Rest wind on case obtained from (S1234) 
  
In Figure 4.20, all the stacks have outward flow, with reversal percentages less than 50%. 
There is some scatter, probably reflecting the fact that  is not zero in some cases (e.g. less 
than 10%).  
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Figure 4.20 Variation of Cz with Rest wind on case obtained from (S1234_O12) 
 
Figure 4.21 compares the results in Figure 4.19 with still-air results (Figure 4.18). The 
underlying reasons for the behaviour in Figure 4.19 can be seen i.e. the good agreement 
between the unsteady and steady results for outward flow, and the differences that occur 
when the flow is inward. The significant differences between the ܥ௭ values of stacks 1 and 4 
are not due to differences in the stack Reynolds numbers. They are probably caused by 
asymmetry of the external flow field, but slight differences in the stack box shapes and in the 
positions of pressure tappings may be contributory factors. 
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Figure 4.21 Variation of Cz with Rest compared with still-air results 
 
Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 show ܥ௭  against Rest compared with steady data and some 
unsteady data from other references. One can see that for outward flow, ܥ௭  values are always 
consistent with steady cases; however, for inward flow, ܥ௭  values can go as high as 2.5, 
which makes it difficult to provide a fixed value for designing purposes.  
 
Figure 4.22 Variation of Cz with Rest compared with still-air results of inward flow; Ref 1 (Costola and Etheridge, 
2007), Ref 2 (Cooper and Etheridge, 2007) 
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Figure 4.23 Variation of Cz with Rest compared with still-air results of outward flow 
 
There are two possible reasons for the occurrence of the ܥ௭ peak values. One is due to the 
reattaching of the separation flow, i.e. the reattaching distance from the upper edge of the 
stack box increases with the wind speed. The peak values occur when the reattaching distance 
is just about at the stack outlet. The other reason could be due to the position of the stack 
pressure tapping, and this is investigated in Chapter 7, Section 7.4.3. 
 
4.6Summaryandconclusions
In this chapter, the up to date literature about pressure coefficient and discharge coefficient is 
reviewed and discussed. Testing results are presented respectively. The former focuses on the 
influence of opening configuration on ܥ௣ and the correlations among them. The latter focuses 
on  ܥ௭ of long openings, especially the effects of external flow.  Main conclusions are as 
follows. 
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4.6.1Cpconclusions
The main result relates to the effect of opening configuration on the external wind pressure 
coefficients. Some of the mean stack pressures showed a dependence on opening 
configuration, even though orifice pressures showed no dependence. Similar results were 
found for the correlations between stack pressures. This is important for envelope flow 
models. It implies that wind pressures should be measured with opening present to reduce 
errors.  
 
4.6.2Czconclustions
The present results for the ܥ௭  of stacks confirm the observations of Chiu and Etheridge 
(2007). ܥ௭ of stacks is a function of opening Reynolds number (ܥ௭ depends on flow through 
the openings). The external flow affects the ܥ௭ value with inward flow, but not with outward 
flow: with inward flow the ܥ௭ values increase by 10% compared to the still air values, except 
at a lower Reynolds number range where much higher peak values occur.  This is probably 
not a ܴ݁ effect, but an external flow effect associated with downward momentum.  
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5 Experimentswindandbuoyancycombined
 
 
In Chapter 3, the experiments of wind alone cases were described. Yet in reality, there are 
usually wind and buoyancy driving forces working together in buildings (Awbi, 1991, pp. 
p.87-89), providing a pressure difference across the openings of a building, especially for 
ventilation stacks, which are usually designed to utilise buoyancy forces, such as chimneys of 
dwelling houses and atriums of non-domestic buildings (Liddament, 1996, pp. 77-80). It is 
important to study the buoyancy effects with the model, especially focusing on when and 
how flow reversal occurs.  
 
There are several works described in the literature, both theoretical and experimental as 
discussed in Section 5.1. To get some insights of buoyancy effects on stack ventilation, a 
heater was fixed onto the bottom of the model used in Chapter 3; specific descriptions of the 
experimental methodologies will be provided in Section 5.2. Since air was used as the testing 
medium, similarity analysis will be provided in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 and 5.5 present the 
testing results and conclusions. 
 
5.1Literaturereview
When buoyancy exists, in theory the flow condition within a single zone space can be 
classified into two categories, which are 1) buoyancy alone; 2) buoyancy and wind combined.  
When buoyancy is acting alone, or wind is assisting buoyancy source; it is relatively simple. 
This thesis will focus on wind apposing buoyancy cases. When wind is apposing buoyancy, 
different ventilation modes could occur; transitions between different ventilation modes could 
exhibit hysteresis; multiple solutions of three steady-state buoyancy opposing wind 
conditions exit theoretically, but only two of them can occur practically.  
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5.1.1Buoyancyandwindopposingventilationmodes
There are two types of buoyancy source: localised heat source and area heat source (e.g. a 
heated floor). Linden et al (Hunt and Linden, 1999; Hunt and Linden, 2001; Hunt and Linden, 
2004) studied the localised heat source buoyancy ventilation. A Series of buoyancy 
ventilation cases were studied by Woods et al (Gladstone and Woods, 2001; Lishman and 
Woods, 2006); but their laboratory work was using a heated floor which was an area heat 
source. Multiple local heat sources and different heights of heat source were also studied 
(Chenvidyakarn and Woods, 2010; Fitzgerald and Woods, 2004; Livermore and Woods, 
2007).  
For cases of area heat source, the room temperature will achieve uniformity as a steady state. 
Thermal stratification occurs with localised heat source when air enters in a lower opening 
and exits from an upper opening. This is defined as displacement ventilation or buoyancy 
domain ventilation. When the opposing wind is strong enough that pressure difference due to 
wind across openings are greater than that due to buoyancy, mixing ventilation will occur, 
which is also called wind domain ventilation (Hunt and Linden, 2004) (see Figure 5.1). 
 
Figure 5.1  Localised heat source ventilation: (1) displacement ventilation driven by a localised heat source alone; (2) 
displacement ventilation driven by buoyancy and opposing wind; (3) mixed ventilation driven by buoyancy and 
strong opposing wind. 
 
A theoretical model was developed to estimate the steady-state interface heights, stratification 
profiles and ventilation flow rates for this kind of heat source. It was found that the interface 
height is independent of the strength of the buoyancy flux from the source, but decided by the 
effective opening area. An increase in the heat flux will increase the upper layer temperature 
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but not change the height of the layer. With a fixed heat flux, the weak apposing wind will 
increase the thickness of the upper layer, yet decrease its temperature. Information of details 
of heat and mass transfer between stratification layers can be found in the literature (Turner, 
1973). CFD modelling was studied by Ji et al. (2007), in which a localised heat source was 
used; thermal stratifications were predicted. The effects of size and location of ventilation 
openings, distribution of heating sources and wind strength on flow rates and temperature 
distribution were studied.  
 
5.1.2Multiplesolutionsofsteadyventilationmodes
5.1.2.1Explanationsofmultiplesolutions
Multiple solutions of steady states when buoyancy opposes wind were studied by several 
researchers (Lishman and Woods, 2006; Li and Delsante, 2010; Li et al., 2001; Hunt and 
Linden, 2004; Yuan and Glicksman, 2008). It should be noted that, multiple solution occur 
for both localised heat source and heated floor. The multiple solution of the nonlinear curve 
can be drawn in two forms (see Figure 5.2): (1) is in terms of dimensionless heat input 
against dimensionless temperature, (2) is in terms of gradient of dimensionless temperature 
with time against dimensionless temperature. The difference is the zero point of y axis. The 
solid line represents wind domain (mixing ventilation) state, the dashed line represents 
buoyancy domain (displacement ventilation) state. In theory, there are three steady state 
multiple solutions, which are corresponding to points a, b, and c in graphs (1) and (2), 
however, point b which is located on solid the line between point A and B is impossible to 
exist in practice. The explanation is: if there is a small perturbation of room temperature at b, 
the gradient of temperature will have the same sign as the perturbation, that is to say, if there 
is a small temperature increase, simultaneously a small decrease in flow rate (wind domain) 
will occur, resulting in a decrease in heat loss, which in return will enhance the temperature 
increase, and finally shift to steady state c. It is the same theory, but the opposite way, when 
there is a small temperature decrease, which will make it shift to steady state a. Therefore, 
there are only two steady states existing in practice, which are a and c. It should be noted that, 
the theoretical analysis for multiple solutions was based on the assumption that the room 
temperature is uniform, which will occur with a heated floor. However, laboratory work 
shows that multiple solutions also exist for localised heat source when stratifications happen. 
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Nevertheless, Etheridge (2009) claimed that the behaviour described is not of practical 
relevance, because steady states do not occur in practice due to continuously varying 
temperatures. Furthermore the above analysis ignores ventilation heat loss arising from wind 
turbulence.  
 
5.1.2.2Conditionsfortheexistenceofmultiplesolutions
 
Figure 5.2 Multiple solutions of steady states when buoyancy opposes wind (solid line: wind dominated ventilation; 
dashed line: buoyancy dominated ventilation) 
 
The curves shown in Figure 5.2 represent ideal cases, e.g. the building envelope is adiabatic 
(Yuan and Glicksman, 2008); there is no fluctuation of the wind (Etheridge, 2009); and the 
opening sizes are small enough not to affected by the mean wind speed changes (Hunt and 
Linden, 2001). If the building envelope is not adiabatic, the curves in (2) Figure 5.2 will shift 
in the y axis direction, multiple solutions exist when y(A)>0 and y(B)<0. In terms of mean 
wind speed changes, Lishman & Woods (2006) stated that if there is a second downwind 
opening and it exceeds a critical area, then the multiple steady states are eliminated. This is 
simply because when the window is sufficiently large, the change of wind speed will cause a 
smooth shift from wind dominated to buoyancy dominated flow state, sizes of opening for 
this phenomena were quantitatively studied. The strength of turbulent wind fluctuations 
required to eliminate multiple solutions was quantitatively studied by Etheridge (2009). It 
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was stated that the coefficient of the difference between the time-mean external pressures at 
the openings, divided by its standard deviation, should not exceed a certain value. That is to 
say, the fluctuation factor of the wind should be great enough so that it could eliminate the 
multiple solutions. 
 
Assume that all the conditions are satisfied the multiple solutions, how realistic is it in 
practice? Yuan and Glicksman (2008) provided an example of a hypothetic full scale single 
zone building. It was given that with a typical wind speed of 3 m/s, a typical environment 
temperature of 280-300 K, and a typical room height of 3 m, the inside air temperature must 
exceed the outside temperature by at least 30 degree.  Otherwise, if the room height is 
increased to 10 m to enhance the buoyancy effect, the room temperature should be at least 9 
K above the ambient. That is to say, for a typical building, buoyancy domain solution is hard 
to occur unless the wind speed is very low, or the room height is intentionally increased to 
enhance buoyancy effect, like an atrium. In other words, for a typical building, only one 
solution in Figure 5.2 (point a) exists in practice. That is why ventilation stacks are used in 
natural ventilation design to better utilise the buoyancy force to enhance the ventilation rates. 
Stack involved buoyancy ventilation was studied by Woods et al (Chenvidyakarn and Woods, 
2005; Livermore and Woods, 2006); multiple steady states were discovered for a model with 
two stacks of different height and a low level opening; when there is buoyancy alone, flow 
direction through the stacks are different between those steady states. When there are 
multiple stacks, similar phenomena (different flow directions through stacks occur when 
there is buoyancy alone) was found in the experiments carried out in this thesis, which will be 
described in Section 5.4.  
 
5.1.3Transitionsbetweenmultiplesteadystates
Hunt and Linden (2004) also investigated in the transitions between two ventilation flow 
patterns: buoyancy domain/displacement ventilation and wind domain /mixing ventilation. A 
localised heat source was used in this study theoretically and experimentally. Both buoyancy 
and wind forces were adjusted to generate different steady states. A dimensionless parameter 
F was defined, which is the relative magnitudes of the wind-driven velocity component and 
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the buoyancy-driven velocity component within the enclosure. It was found that transitions 
between the two flow patterns exhibit hysteresis. The tests carried out in this thesis also 
exhibit hysteresis, which will be discussed in Section 5.4. In terms of transition requirement, 
it was discovered that mixing to displacement ventilation occurs at a fixed value of F, 
whereas the opposite transition from displacement to mixing ventilation is not solely depend 
on the value of F but also on some other details such as time history of the flow and the 
geometry of the openings.  
 
Similar results were discovered by Lishman and Woods (2009). The differences are: area heat 
source was used; only wind driving force was changed to generate different steady states. 
Again, it was stated that the transition from the wind dominated to buoyancy dominated 
mode occurs as the wind force decreases below a critical value, which is corresponding the 
fixed value of F in Lindens study. Similarly the opposite transition from buoyancy 
dominated to wind dominated mode occurs if there is a sufficiently large and rapid increase 
in the wind force.  
 
Yuan and Glicksman (2007) theoretically investigated the transition between the two steady 
modes, in terms of perturbation of both heat source and wind source. It was found that a 
minimum perturbation magnitude and minimum perturbation time should be satisfied to 
make the transition happen. It was also suggested that special attention should be paid to 
wind perturbation which is more likely to occur in practice.  
The transition studies in literature were all based on a typical building with two sharp 
openings. In this thesis, transition on a model with long opening will be studied, in which the 
process of transition can be slowed down. This will be discussed in Section 5.4. 
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5.2Experimentdescriptions
5.2.1Temperaturemeasurements
The same model used in Chapter 3 was used for buoyancy and wind combined tests. A heater 
was fixed in the centre of the bottom (see Figure 5.3), the dimension of the heater is 12 cm 
wide, 12 cm long and 2.5 cm high. With a manually controlled power supply of 110~250 V, 
the heater generates a heating range of 60~200 W. There is a temperature probe (Dantec 
55P33) fitted below the hot-wire in one of the four stacks (stack 3), to measure the ambient 
temperature of the hot-wire for instantaneous temperature corrections.  To measure the box 
temperature, there are two thermocouples fixed within the space. One is 0.8 of the box height, 
the other is 0.25 of the box height, and both of them are half way distance to the centre in 
opposite corners. There is third thermocouple located under the turntable of the wind tunnel 
to measure the ambient environment temperature. The data acquisition of the temperature 
probe in the stack is the same system with the hot-wires, thereby the velocity and correction 
temperature measurements are synchronized. The data acquisitions of the three 
thermocouples are using a data logging system. The temperature measurements of the 
thermocouples were recorded simultaneously with the hot-wires, the error of the 
synchronization is up to one second. The temperatures measured by the three thermocouples 
and temperature probe are called ଵܶ , ଶܶ , ௥ܶ௢௢௠  and ௪ܶ௜௥௘ . It should be noted that no 
correction is required for detecting flow reversal, correction is only required for calculating 
the magnitude of the flow rate. Temperature correction methods are given in Section 5.3.1.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Model with heater and temperature measurements 

5.2.2Similarityanalysis
There are certain dimensionless parameters regarding similarity requirements, namely 
Reynolds number and Archimedes number (Carey and Etheridge, 1999). The two relevant 
Reynolds numbers, namely building Reynolds number and opening Reynolds number, are 
defined by equation (3.6) and equation (4.2) 
 ܴ݁௕ ൌ ߩா଴ ௥ܷ௘௙ܪߤ  (5.1)  
 ܴ݁௢ ൌ ߩா଴ݑ݀ߤ  (5.2)  
The Archimedes number is defined by  
Thermocouple 2 
Thermocouple 1 
Temperature Probe 
Heater 
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 ܣݎ ൌ  ?ߩ݄݃ߩா଴ ௥ܷ௘௙ଶ ൌ  ?݄ܶ݃ாܶ଴ ௥ܷ௘௙ଶ (5.3)  
where ߩா଴ is the external air density at 0 height.  ?ߩ is the density difference at a specified 
opening height, and  ?  ܶis the temperature difference at the specified opening height.  
 
A dependence of envelope flows on Reb can be considered in two parts i.e. dependence of 
external pressure coefficient, Cp on wind tunnel speed (Reb) and dependence of the discharge 
coefficient on flow rate (Reo). For a long opening, Cz is dependent on Reo especially at low 
flow rate. From the results in Chapter 3, we know that Cp is independent of the wind speed 
when ௥ܷ௘௙  is greater than 3 m/s at model scale. Assume that one knows the dependency 
equation for Cz and Reo for full scale. Also, Cp values at low wind speed for full scale 
buildings could be provided, or the dependency on wind speed is small enough to be ignored. 
There left only one important requirement for buoyancy and wind combined ventilation 
especially during the transition processes. To give the required ratio between buoyancy and 
wind forces, a prototype Archimedes number has to be achieved. In other words, to apply 
model scale results to full-scale, it is necessary to achieve full-scale values of ܣݎ. 
 
The advantage of using the salt-bath technique is that there is no problem achieving high 
Reynolds numbers and also satisfying the prototype Archimedes number. But the problem is 
with boundary conditions. The main advantage of the direct wind tunnel technique is that the 
atmospheric boundary layer can be more accurately modelled in an environmental wind 
tunnel than in a water channel (Carey and Etheridge, 1999). By using air, one has to use a 
high temperature difference and/or a low wind speed to achieve full-scale ܣݎ. An example of 
applying model scale results to full-scale is given as follows. Assume there is a geometric 
scaled building 50 times of the height of the box; the temperature difference between the 
inside and outside of the building is 5 Ԩ; full scale wind speed is 3m/s. At model scale with a 
temperature of 30 Ԩ,   22 300 130/3300 505 UK gKsmK gK u uu u uu , the wind speed ௥ܷ௘௙ has to be as low 
as about 1 m/s to satisfy the prototype Archimedes number.  
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5.2.3 Experimentscopeandprocedure
The aims of the experiments are: 1) to investigate the transitional processes between wind 
dominated and buoyancy dominated states, and to study the hysteresis effects; 2) to 
investigate the effects of turbulent wind pressure fluctuations on stack flow rates; 3) to 
investigate the initial condition effects on the final flow pattern through multiple stacks. 
 
5.2.3.1Experimentscope
As stated in Section 5.2.2 for similarity, the temperature difference between the box and 
ambient room temperature should be as large as possible. Although the working environment 
of the hot-wire can be as high as 150 Ԩ, the precise range of the temperature probe is below 
60 Ԩ, and temperature is also limited by the power of the heater. The tests carried out in this 
chapter are all below 65 Ԩ. There are four sets of tests of multiple stacks, and one set of tests 
with one stack and one sharp edged orifice. In the first two tests, the wind speed was set 
constant, and the heater was adjusted up and down to produce the transitions from wind 
dominated ventilation to buoyancy dominated ventilation, and then back to wind dominated 
ventilation again. In the third and fourth tests, the two measured temperatures from the 
thermocouples (the temperature within the model was stratified) were set constant, and the 
wind speed was adjusted to produce the transitions the other way round. Similar tests of 
transitions from wind dominated ventilation to buoyancy dominated ventilation were done on 
the opening configuration of one stack and one orifice. What is more, stacks alone tests were 
carried out to investigate the initial condition effects. Details of experimental scope are 
shown in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Experimental scope of wind and buoyancy combined tests 
1. Fixed Wind Speed  
Uref  (m/s) T2 range (Ԩሻ Openings Identifier 
1.2 15 ~ 57 Stack 1 and 3, Orifice 1 2 3 4 S13_O1234_U1.2 
1.4 16 ~ 60 Stack 1 and 3, Orifice 1 2 3 4 S13_O1234_U1.4 
2. Fixed temperature in the box  
T1, T2 (Ԩሻ Uref  range (m/s) Openings Identifier 
60, 40 1.2 ~ 1.7 Stack 1 and 3, Orifice 1 2 3 4 S13_O1234_T57 
57, 42 1.2 ~ 2.1 Stack 1 and 3, Orifice 1 2 3 4 S13_O1234_T60 
3. One stack and one orifice, fixed wind speed  
Uref  (m/s) T2 range (Ԩሻ Openings Identifier 
0.6 16 ~ 60 Stack 3, Orifice 1 S3_O1_U0.6 
4. Initial condition effect tests 
T2 (Ԩሻ Uref  (m/s) Openings Identifier 
60 1.7 Stack 1 and 3 S13_T60 
60 4 Stack 1 2 3 4 S1234_T60 
60 4 Stack 1 2 3 4, Orifice 1 S1234_T60 
 
5.2.3.2Experimentprocedures
For the first two sets of tests, procedures are: 
1) Set up the model with the required opening configurations.  
2) Start the data logger recording for three thermocouples, synchronize the time record 
with the laptop.  
3) Do a zero run for the hot-wires and the temperature probe.  
4) Turn on the fan of the wind tunnel; adjust the wind speed to the required value 
referring to a digital pressure meter measuring the dynamic pressure of the wind. 
5) Turn the heater on, with a power supply of 250 V. 
6) Do a run with each increase of about 5 Ԩ of  ଵܶ, ଶܶ , till the transition of the flow 
mode (flow directions in certain stacks totally changed) 
7) Switch off the heater, do a run in a step of a corresponding temperature decrease, till 
the flow directions changed back to their original ones. It should be noted that the 
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heater is still heating up the air after being switched off, in other words buoyancy 
force still exists.  
 
For the next two sets of tests, steps 1) 2) 3) are the same. 
1) Turn on the heater to the maximum power (250 V), when ଶܶ is about 5 Ԩ lower than 
the targeted value shown in Figure 5.3, slowly adjust it to a lower power supply (110 
V ~ 150 V) to obtain a relatively steady buoyancy driven state of the box.  
2) Turn on the fan of the wind tunnel, slowly increase the wind speed to 1.2 m/s, adjust 
the heater to make ଵܶand ଶܶ stay at the targeted values, do a run. 
 
3) Increase the fan speed by a step of 0.5 ~ 1 m/s, repeat adjusting the heater in each run; 
the maximum was decided when the transition of flow mode (flow directions in 
certain stacks totally changed) was finished. 
4) Decrease the fan speed by similar steps, and repeat the runs till the flow directions 
turn back to their original ones. 
 
For the initial condition effect tests, repeat steps 1) 2) and 3) 
4) Turn on the heater to the maximum power, slowly adjust the power supply when ଶܶ 
comes near to the targeted value, to produce a steady buoyancy dominated ventilation 
state. 
5) Turn on the fan, increase the wind speed to the targeted value (this value was decided 
when flow direction totally changed in certain stacks), wait 5 minutes till the system 
reaches another steady state, do a run.  
6) Turn off the fan, wait about 10 minutes, do another run. 
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5.3Resultsandanalysis
5.3.1Transitionsbetweendisplacementventilationandmixingventilation
5.3.1.1Fixedtemperature,changingwindspeed
The first two set of tests were the transition processes from mixing ventilation (wind 
dominated) to displacement ventilation (buoyancy dominated). Tow stacks (1 and 3) and four 
orifices were used. The changing of flow directions are shown in Figure 5.4. Starting with 
only a fixed wind force, the flow direction in stack 3 is downward, i.e. the reversal percentage ݎ of stack 3 is 100%. By gradually heating up the air within the box, the flow through stack 3 
starts to fluctuate; r starts to decrease from 100% till 0% (flow direction sign from + to -), 
when the buoyancy force is great enough to make the flow direction of stack 3 totally change 
to upward. After the heater was turned off, the flow direction of stack 3 gradually turned back 
to downward again to its original status (flow direction sign changes from  to +).  
 
Figure 5.4 Transition from wind dominated to buoyancy dominated, and then back to wind dominated ventilation for 
two-stack case (stacks 1 and 3) 
 
The quantitative results are shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, in the form of time plots of 
temperature measurements and reversal percentage of stack 3. The fixed wind speeds in the 
two figures are ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ and ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ respectively. The environment 
temperature in the wind tunnel ௥ܶ௢௢௠ was constant. There are several phenomena shown in 
these two figures. In the following, process one refers to the change from wind dominated to 
buoyancy dominated, and process two to the return to wind dominated.  
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x During the process of increasing box temperature, the temperature difference between ଵܶ  
and ଶܶ is greater than when the temperature is decreasing.  
x ௪ܶ௜௥௘ (ambient temperature of the hot-wires in stack 3) is more close to ଵܶ (lower layer 
box temperature) in the first half process (process one), and more close to ଶܶ  in the 
second half process (process two). 
x The flow through stack 3 fluctuates more during the first process.  
 
 
Figure 5.5  Variation of temperature and reversal percentage of stack 3 for Uref=1.2 m/s (S13_O1234_U1.2) 
 
Figure 5.6  Variation of temperature and reversal percentage of stack 3 for Uref=1.4 m/s (S13_O1234_U1.4) 
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For both fixed wind speeds, there is obvious stratification within the box during process one. 
It also can be seen that the reversal percentage fluctuates more during process one. This 
might because the heat convection of the internal layers causes more uncertainties of the flow 
through the openings. It is hard to tell if there is a hysteresis effect (see Figure 5.7, in which ݀ܶ is the temperature difference between the averaged box temperature ்ଵା்ଶଶ  and ௥ܶ௢௢௠ ) 
between the two processes, again because there are more uncertainties during process one. 
 
Figure 5.7  Reversal percentage against difference between the averaged box temperature and Troom 

5.3.1.2Fixedwindspeed,changingtemperature
The changing of flow directions are shown in Figure 5.8. Starting with only a fixed buoyancy 
force, the flow direction in stack 3 is upward, i.e. the reversal percentage r of stack 3 is 0 %. 
By gradually increasing the wind speed of the wind tunnel, the flow through stack 3 starts to 
fluctuate; r starts to increase from 0 % till 100 % (flow direction sign from - to +), when the 
wind force is great enough to make the flow direction of stack 3 totally change to downward. 
After the fan was switched off, the flow direction of stack 3 gradually turned back to upward 
again to its original status (flow direction sign from + to -).  
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Figure 5.8 Transitions from displacement ventilation to mixing ventilation, and then back to displacement ventilation 
 
The quantitative results are shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. The main y axis shows the 
temperatures and reversal percentage, the secondary y axis is the wind speed. Since the wind 
speed was increased manually, the results are not presented in the form of time slots. The x 
axis is just a number of records; the time interval is about three minutes. Figure 5.9 shows the 
results of fixed upper layer model box temperature measured by thermocouple 1: ଵܶ ൌ ? ?Ԩ; Figure 5.10 shows the results of ଵܶ ൌ  ? ?Ԩ. One can see that with a higher ଵܶ by  ?Ԩ, 
the wind speed has to reach 2.1 m/s to cause 100% flow reversal in stack 3, whereas it is 1.7 
m/s in Figure 5.9. 
 
Figure 5.9  Variation of temperature and reversal percentage of stack 3 for T1 =57 Ԩ (S13_O1234_T57) 
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Figure 5.10 Variation of temperature and reversal percentage of stack 3 for T1 =60 Ԩ (S13_O1234_T60) 
 
Figure 5.11 shows the results of reversal percentage changes with increasing and decreasing 
wind speed for the above two cases of ଵܶ ൌ  ? ?Ԩ and ଵܶ ൌ  ? ?Ԩ (- to+ means the change 
of flow sign in stack 3). Again, no obvious hysteresis effects could be observed between the 
two processes. Lishman and Woods (2009) stated that , for the typical one zone building with 
two openings, transition from the wind dominated state to buoyancy dominated state occurs 
as the wind force decreases below a critical value. However they stated that the reverse 
transition (from buoyancy dominated to wind dominated state) occurs only if there is a 
sufficiently large and rapid increase in the wind force. In this thesis, the two transition 
processes happen with a gradually changing wind speed. The possible explanation could be 
that the long stack slows down the transitional process, thereby mitigating the need of the 
sudden jumping of the wind force to transit from buoyancy dominated state to wind 
dominated state.  
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Figure 5.11  Reversal percentage against wind speed 
 
In addition, from Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, Figure 5.9, and Figure 5.10, one can see that when 
buoyancy force was fixed, in the stacks through which flow direction change, the fluctuation 
through the stack is more severe when the wind force was increasing; the reversal percentage 
changes more smoothly when the wind force was receding. Yet this phenomenon was not 
observed when the wind force was fixed and buoyancy force was changing, in which case the 
reversal percentage changed relatively smoothly during both processes of increasing and 
decreasing buoyancy force. 
 
5.3.1.3Transitionfromwinddominatedventilationtobuoyancydominated
ventilationfortheopeningconfigurationofonestackandoneorifice
The aim of these tests was to provide confirmation of the effect of turbulence as described in 
Etheridge (2009). As shown in Figure 5.12, a wooden block was put on top of the model to 
generate an initial downward flow in stack 3, a wind dominated ventilation state, with ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ. After the heater was turned on, the flow direction in stack 3 started to 
change from downward to totally upward.  Temperatures and reversal percentage change 
with time can be found in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.12 Transition from wind dominated ventilation to buoyancy dominated ventilation 
 
 
Figure 5.13   Temperatures and flow direction change with time 
 
To give the correct velocity through the stack, temperature corrections are made to hot-wire 
calibration equations. The corrected voltage ܧ௖௢௥௥ used to calculate velocities are obtained 
using equation (1.4) (Jorgensen, 2002, p. 29) 
 ܧ௖௢௥௥ ൌ ൬ ௪ܶ െ ଴ܶ௪ܶ െ ௔ܶ൰଴Ǥହ ൈ ܧ௔ (5.4)  
where ܧ௔ is the acquired voltage. ௪ܶ is the sensor hot temperature, which is 250 Ԩ in for the 
tests in this thesis. ଴ܶ is the ambient reference temperature related to the last overheat set-up 
before calibration, which is around 16 Ԩ in the tests. ௔ܶ is the ambient temperature during 
acquisition, which is measured by the temperature probe in stack 3.  
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For the other stacks, ଶܶ is used when it is upward flow, ௥ܶ௢௢௠ is used when it is downward 
flow, averaged ଵܶ and ଶܶ is used when it is fluctuating, based on the trend shown in Figure 
5.5.  
 
Figure 5.14 shows the reversal percentage, flow rate of stack 3 and total ventilation flow rate 
against temperature difference between the box and the room. Assuming that the flows 
through the two openings (stack 3 and orifice 1) are always equal and opposite, and also the 
air coming in each of the opening will mix entirely with the air inside the box, the fresh air 
ventilation rate is given the absolute value of either one of the two openings. Thereby the 
fresh air flow rate ݍ௙  used here is the mean absolute flow rate ݍ of stack 3. However, in 
practice, the air coming in the opening will not entirely mix with the air inside the box, 
especially when it is fluctuating (when r is around 50 %) through the long opening (stack 3). 
Therefore the total ventilation rate with r around 50 % should be lower than that shown in the 
figure, but still not reaching zero. This is caused by the nature of the unsteadiness of the wind 
force. If one assumes that there is no fluctuation of the wind, the total ventilation rate would 
be zero when r = 50 %, which could not happen in practice.  
 
Figure 5.14  Reversal percentage, flow rate of stack 3 (q) and ventilation flow rate (fresh air) of the box (qf) against 
temperature difference 
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Figure 5.15 illustrates the dimensionless total flow rate against relative dimensionless wind 
force and buoyancy force. The dashed line indicates what it should be were it for steady wind 
case. The dimensionless total flow rate is defined by 
 
ݍ௙ܣܷ௕ (5.5)  
where ݍ௙ is the total flow rate, ܣ is the area of the opening. ܷ௕ is the equivalent wind speed 
of the buoyancy force, which is defined by 
 ܷ௕ C?ඨ ?ߩ݄݃ߩா଴  (5.6)  
 
The relative dimensionless wind force and buoyancy force is defined by  
 
 ?ܥ௣ܣݎ  (5.7)  
where  ?ܥ௣ is the difference between the wind pressure coefficients of the two openings, since 
there are only two openings here. When there are multiple openings, Figure 5.15 should be 
used to analyse the quantities of each opening, thus in that situation  ?ܥ௣  should be the 
difference between the opening pressure coefficient and internal pressure coefficient. ܣݎ is 
the Archimedes number which is defined by equation (5.3). 
 
Figure 5.15  Dimensionless flow rate against relative wind force and buoyancy force 
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The dashed lines in Figure 5.15 correspond to the transition from wind dominated ventilation 
to buoyancy dominated ventilation. Etheridge (2009) stated that wind fluctuation should be 
severe enough to eliminate the occurrence of multiple solutions when the term 
 ?஼೛ఙ ?಴೛< 1.5, 
where ߪ ?஼೛ is the standard deviation of  ?ܥ௣. In this study, ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ, when  ?஼೛ఙ ?಴೛=1.79, 
which is not satisfying the requirement. However one should still see an effect, i.e. 
௤೑஺௎್ ൐   ? 
for 
 ?஼೛ఙ ?಴೛ ൌ   ? and this is apparent in Figure 5.15. Nevertheless, higher wind speeds are 
suggested to be tested to satisfy the requirement, in which case a greater buoyancy force is 
needed to produce the transition to buoyancy dominated force, which is out of the range of 
the tests in this thesis.  
 
Figure 5.16 presents the results in the form of dimensionless ventilation rate ௤೑஺൫௎ೝ೐೑ା௎್൯ against 1/Ar, which is a way of providing non-dimensional data for design 
purposes (Carey and Etheridge, 1999). It should be noted that, the pressure data used for each 
point in the figures are taken from the wind alone case, when no buoyancy force component 
was present in the pressure measurements.  
 
Figure 5.16 Dimensionless ventilation rate against 1/Ar 
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Figure 5.17 provides an indication of the value of relative wind force and buoyancy force 
 ?஼೛஺௥  
needed to cause flow reversal. The cases of the same opening configuration of two stacks and 
four orifices (2S_4O) have the same 
 ?஼೛஺௥  when flow reversal started to occur. The other two 
lines representing two cases with the same opening configuration of one stack and one orifice 
(1S_1O) but different separation distance of a block used to generate flow reversal in stack 3. 
The spread is due to the buoyancy force. 
 
Figure 5.17 Reversal percentage against relative wind force and buoyancy force for all cases 
 
5.3.2Initialconditioneffects
The aim here was to investigate the effect of initial conditions on the subsequent steady 
conditions.  
 
5.3.2.1Flowdirections
For buildings with multiple stacks, there are uncertainties in the flow pattern arising from the 
effects of initial conditions. The flow directions through stacks in the final steady state with 
the same buoyancy force are likely to depend on the initial conditions such as the gust 
wind. Figure 5.18 shows the flow direction changes of two-stack alone case (stack 1 and 
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stack 3). It started off with upward flow in stack 1 and downward flow in stack 3 when there 
was a constant temperature difference between the box and the room of 36 ԨǤ  wind speed 
of ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ caused the flow directions of the two stacks to completely change to the 
opposites. Ten minutes after the wind was switched off, when the driving force turned back 
to the original buoyancy alone state, the flow directions followed the status when the wind 
was on. This is presumably due to the cooling effect of the downward flow in stack 1. In the 
initial state, upward flow was established in stack 1, due to some asymmetry in the heating. If 
the asymmetry had been such that the flow in stack 1 was downward, there would have been 
no effect of wind.  i.e. the thermal mass of stack 1 is cooled and therefore the flow in stack 1 
remains downward. 
 
Figure 5.18 Initial condition effects of two-stack (stack 1 and stack 3) case 
 
Results of the four-stack case are shown in Figure 5.19. The final flow directions in all four 
stacks follow the directions when the wind was on, ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ   ?݉Ȁݏ. It should be noted that if 
the initial condition effect is due to cooling of thermal mass of the stack, it can not be 
simulated with the salt bath technique. 
 
Figure 5.19 Initial condition effects of four-stack case 
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A question is raised: will the effects be the same when there are lower orifices open? Similar 
tests were carried out for the opening configuration of four stacks and one orifice (orifice 1). 
Results are shown in Figure 5.20. The final flow directions through the stacks do not follow 
the status when the wind was on ( ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?݉Ȁݏ). The flow direction in stack 1 and 4 changes 
when there is wind, but returns to the original direction soon after ௥ܷ௘௙ turns back to 0 m/s. 
This is simply because air could come in the box through the lower orifice due to the pressure 
difference between the orifice outlet and stack outlets driven by buoyancy force alone. 
Bearing in mind the behaviour observed in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, there is a value of the 
lower opening area for which the flow pattern will not return to its original state. The author 
carried out the same test shown in Figure 5.20, but sealed part of the opening area of orifice 1. 
The same flow pattern was obtained as that in Figure 5.19 untill the area was reduced to 
about 2.5 % compared to the stack areas. The porosity of lower orifice area has to be very 
small (less than 0.01%) for which the flow pattern would not return to its original state. 
Additionally, there could be different steady states of different flow directions within the 
stacks for the buoyancy alone case, when the lengths of the stacks are different. Results were 
obtained experimentally and theoretically in literature (Chenvidyakarn and Woods, 2005). 
 
 
Figure 5.20  Initial condition effects of four stack and one orifice (Orifice 1) 

5.3.2.2Flowmagnitudes
Figure 5.21 shows the stack velocities for the three conditions of the first case: i.e. stack 1 
and stack 3 alone (corresponding flow directions are shown in Figure 5.18). 
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Figure 5.21 Velocities of initial condition effects for the case of two stacks (stacks 1 and 3) 
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It should be noted that there are some differences between buoyancy alone cases and wind 
and buoyancy combined cases. In the second graph (wind and buoyancy combined case), the 
velocity magnitude (absolute value) of stack 1 and stack 3 change in a same trend, that is to 
say they increase and decrease simultaneously as expected when wind force is dominant. 
However, the absolute velocities change in opposite ways when there is buoyancy alone, as 
shown in the first and third graphs, which is unexpected. Here follows the explanations 
(see Figure 5.22).  
 
When there is buoyancy only, the box is heated to a constant temperature, and flow directions 
were established as shown in Figure 5.22, i.e. upward flow in stack 1 and downward flow in 
stack 3. Assumptions about temperature are made: the red part is the uniform box 
temperature; the white part is the external uniform room temperature.  The two parts with 
gradient colour are the mixing zones. At time t1, pressure profiles are shown in solid lines, Pr 
is room pressure, Pb is box pressure, Ps is stack pressure (red for stack 1, blue for stack 3). At 
time t2, the heat fluctuates, generating a trivial temperature increase in the coloured areas, 
hence the pressure profiles of the stacks turn to the dashed lines. dP in Figure 5.22 is the 
pressure difference across the stack outlet/inlet (outlet of stack 1, inlet of stack 3). As one can 
see, dP increases for stack 1, whereas it decreases for stack 3. In other words, the temperature 
increase enhances the driving force of stack 1, yet weakens the driving force of stack3. 
Therefore, the magnitudes of velocity 1 and velocity 3 change in opposite directions (one 
increases, the other decreases). It should be noted that continuity (mass conservation) should 
still apply.  
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Figure 5.22 Effect of heat source fluctuation 
 
In order to check mass conservation, i.e. the changes in stack flow rates correspond with the 
temperature fluctuation. Figure 5.23 shows the temperature and velocities fluctuations for the 
case when there was buoyancy only, and an expanded period of 5 s. The following 
explanations are for the consequence of temperature fluctuation (heat source fluctuations) on 
the sum of the velocity fluctuation. 
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Figure 5.23 Temperature and velocity fluctuations of buoyancy alone two-stack case (stacks 1 and 3) 
 
Relations between internal density fluctuation and total flow rate is  
 ݍଵߩଵ ൅ ݍଷߩଷ ൌ ܸ ݀ߩூ݀ݐ  (5.8)
where ߩூ is the internal air density, ݍଵ and ݍଷ are the flow rates through stack 1 and 3. The 
values of ߩଵ and ߩଷ depend on the flow directions through individual stacks.  
The relationship between ߩூ and internal temperature ூܶ is  
 
݀ߩூ݀ݐ ൌ െߩூഥܶூഥ ݀ ூܶ݀ݐ  (5.9)
 
Substituting equation (5.9) into equation (5.8) gives 
 ݍଵߩଵ ൅ ݍଷߩଷ ൌ െܸߩ௜௜ܶ ݀ ௜ܶ݀ݐ  (5.10) 
 
Ignore the differences between ߩଵ, ߩଷ and ߩூ,  
 ݍଵ ൅ ݍଷ ൌ െ ܸܶூഥ ݀ ூܶ݀ݐ  (5.11) 
 ݑଵ ൅ ݑଷ ൌ െ ܸܶூഥܣ݀ ூܶ݀ݐ  (5.12) 
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When 
ௗ்಺ௗ௧ >0, ݑଵ ൅ ݑଷ ൏   ?, which is shown most of the time in the graph, take the period 
between 17 s and 19.5 s for example. For ݀ ூܶ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ?Ԩ, ݀ݐ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?ݏ, ܸ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ൈ  ?Ǥ ? ൈ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉ଷ, ܣ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?݉ଶ , ூܶഥ ൌ  ? ? ?ܭ. The term െ ௏்಺തതത஺ ௗ்಺ௗ௧ ൌ െ ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ, which is just about the 
average value of ݑଵ ൅ ݑଷ shown in the second graph of Figure 5.23. Therefore, the mass 
conservation is satisfied. Therefore, it is concluded that the unexpected observation in the 
first and third graph of Figure 5.21 is due to the temperature fluctuations for the buoyancy 
alone case. However, for the buoyancy and wind combined case in the second graph, in 
which the fluctuations of wind dominates, the effects of temperature fluctuations on stack 
flow rates are eliminated.  
 
5.4Summaryandconclusions
Tests have been carried out to investigate the hysteresis effects, the effects of turbulent wind 
pressure fluctuations on stack flow rates, and the initial condition effects on the final flow 
pattern through multiple stacks. Main conclusions are as follows. 
1) During the transitional process between buoyancy dominated and wind dominated 
states, the reversal percentage change relatively smoothly when wind force was fixed 
than when buoyancy force was fixed.  
2) When transitions between different ventilation statuses happen in a model with long 
openings, there is no obvious hysteresis effect like what was stated in the literature, 
probably because the long opening could mitigate the transitioning process. More 
tests might be needed to prove this hypothetic conclusion. 
3) In the one stack and one orifice tests when transition from wind dominated to 
buoyancy dominated ventilation happens, the influence of wind fluctuation eliminates 
the zero ventilation rate point, which in theory should exist regardless of the 
fluctuation of the driving forces.  This supports the observation in Carey and 
Etheridge  (1999) 
4) When there are only stacks open with a fixed buoyancy force, the flow directions 
through the stacks could change due to an outside perturbation which could cause a 
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new initial condition, like a gust wind (lasts long enough to change flow directions). 
However this will not happen when there are lower level openings of sufficient area. 
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
6 Theoreticalcalculationsandcomparisonswithmeasurements
 
 
6.1Introduction
The envelope flow models were introduced in Chapter 2. The testing results were presented 
in Chapters 3 and 4. In this chapter, theoretical calculations are carried out using both steady 
and unsteady models; pressure data inputs are from testing results. The steady model 
calculations are solved in dimensional forms, whereas the QT model calculations are solved 
in nondimensional form using Matlab. The calculated results of opening flow rates and 
internal pressure are compared with measurements in nondimensional forms for consistency. 
Exceptions are comparisons of instantaneous values, which are made in dimensional forms.  
 
6.1.1Structureofchapter
Two methods of determining flow direction from pressure measurements alone are examined. 
Firstly, given the mean values of wind pressure coefficient of each opening, is it possible to 
determine the flow direction of each opening? Secondly, if given both the measured pressure 
coefficients of openings and the internal pressure coefficient, will it be more accurate in 
determining flow directions? These two methods and results are given in Section 6.2. 
 
Given the wind pressure coefficients, envelope flow models can be used. Steady model and 
QT model calculations of wind only cases and comparisons with measurements are presented 
in Section 6.3. 
 
Section 6.4 presents comparison of instantaneous values of QT model and measurements. 
Prediction of full scale reversal percentage using QT model is also described. Comparison of 
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measurements and QT model of the relations between reversal percentage and 
nondimensional pressure difference across an opening are given. 
 
Steady model and QT model calculations for the wind and buoyancy combined tests and 
comparisons with measurements are presented in Section 6.5. 
 
Finally, comments are made on all methods based on their complexity and accuracy (Section 
6.6). 
 
6.1.2Rangeofcalculations
The following tables show the range of theoretical calculations. Table 6.1 shows the range of 
calculations of determining flow directions from external pressure measurements. Table 6.2 
shows the calculations of wind alone cases. Table 6.3 shows the calculations of wind and 
buoyancy combined cases.  
 
Table 6.1 Determination of flow direction from pressures 
Case No. 
 
Opening configuration Wind direction Wind speed 
(m/s) Stack Orifice
1 1,2,3,4  0,45,90 6.5 
2 1,2,3,4 1,2 0,45,90 6.5 
3 1,3 1,2,3,4 0,45,90,135,180 6.5 
Results of stacks 1 and 3 will be presented in Section 6.2 for all building configurations. 
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Table 6.2 Steady model calculations of wind alone cases (high-lighted cases are also calculated with QT model) 
Case No. Opening configuration Wind direction Wind speed 
(m/s) Stack Orifice
1 1,2,3,4  0,45,90 6.5 
2 1,2,3,4 1,2 0,45,90 6.5 
3 1,3 1,2,3,4 0,45,90,135,180 6.5 
4 1,2,3,4  0 1.5  ~ 6.5
5 1,2,3,4 1,2 0 1.5  ~ 6.5
 
Table 6.3 QT model calculations of wind and buoyancy combined cases  
Case No. Opening configuration Wind Speed (m/s) Temperature (Ԩ)
Stack Orifice
1 3 1 0.6 Increasing 
2 1,3 1,2,3,4 1.2 Increasing  
 
The steady model is also used for the highest temperature case in Table 6.3, when there is no 
reversing flow. 
 
6.2Determinationofflowdirectionfrompressures
Two possible methods for determining stack flow direction from external wind pressure 
coefficients are considered here.  
Method 1 Measurement of mean wind pressure coefficients ܥ௣ of each opening. With this 
information and with an estimated value for the mean internal pressure coefficient, ܥ௣ூ, the 
mean pressure difference across each opening is obtained e.g.  
Stack  ?ܥ݌ݏ ൌ ܥ݌ݏ െ ܥܫ (6.1)  
Orifice  ?ܥ݌݋ ൌ ܥ݌݋ െ ܥܫ (6.2)  
 
By assuming that the sign of the flow rate is the same as the sign of  ?ܥ݌ (which is a valid 
assumption, except possibly when intermittent flow reversal occurs), the flow direction is 
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immediately obtained. If the only concern is to maintain a fixed flow direction in the stacks, 
this information may be all that is required. This is the simplest technique, but it requires an 
estimate of ܥܲܫ and the results are sensitive to the chosen value.  
The estimated value of ܥܲܫ   is taken as the weighted arithmetic mean of the ܥ݌݅ . The 
weighting uses the product ܥ௭௜ܣ, where ܥ௭ for the stacks has been taken as one-half that for 
the orifices.  
 ܥܲܫ ൌ෍ቆܥ݌݅ ܥݖ݅ܣ݅ ? ܥݖ݅ܣ݅݊݅ൌ ? ቇ݊݅ൌ ?  (6.3)  
 
Method 2 Measurement of mean wind pressure coefficients and the internal pressure 
coefficient. This is the same technique as method 1, except ܥܲܫ  is measured, and in that sense 
the values of  ?ܥ݌݅  are accurately known. However, ܥܲܫ is likely to be dependent on ܴ௘௢ (the 
dependence of ܥܲܫ on ܴ௘௢ is investigated in more detail in Chapter 7). 
 
Since the principle of a steady envelope model is to determine ୔୍ by iterations till the mass 
conservation is satisfied, then this ୔୍  is used to calculate  ?୮୧  and ୧ . As long as the 
measured ୔୧ is obtained from the wind-tunnel, one can use the steady model to calculate the 
flow rate through each opening including both magnitude and direction. It is unlikely that one 
would go to the expense of wind tunnel testing just for the purpose of applying methods 1 
and 2 to determine flow directions. In this sense, methods 1 and 2 are of little practical 
significance. Nevertheless it is of interest to see how they compare with steady envelope 
model in determining flow directions. It should be noted that equation (6.3) is not the only 
way for estimating ୔୍. One can use other estimating methods e.g. just taking the mean of the ୮୧ values. 
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Figure 6.1 Calculated 
piC'  and measured ui/Uref of stack 1 (S1234)  
 
 
Figure 6.2 Calculated 
piC'  and measured ui/Uref of stack 3 (S1234) 
 
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show the measured values of 
௨೔௎ೝ೐೑ and calculated values of  ?ܥ݌݅ 
using method 1 and 2 respectively for stack 1 and stack 3 of Case 1 in Table 6.1.  If the 
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two methods could correctly detect the flow directions, the measured 
୳౟୙౨౛౜ and calculated  ?୮୧ should have the same sign, i.e. when flow reversal occurs, both of the two parameters 
should be positive. It can be seen from Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, both methods 1 and 2 
correctly determine flow directions for the four stack and no orifice case.  
 
Figure 6.3 Calculated 
piC'  and measured ui/Uref of stack 1 (S1234_O12) 
 
Figure 6.4 Calculated 
piC'  and measured ui/Uref of stack 3 (S1234_O12) 
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Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show the measured values of 
௨೔௎ೝ೐೑ and calculated values of  ?ܥ݌݅ 
using method 1 and 2 respectively for stack 1 and stack 3 of Case 2 in Table 6.1. There is 
one error (marked by dashed line circle) in Figure 6.3: method 1 (using estimated ୔୍ 
values) fails to estimate the flow direction for stack 1, wind direction 0 degree.  
 
Figure 6.5 Calculated 
piC'  and measured ui/Uref of stack 1 (S1234_O1234) 
 
Figure 6.6 Calculated 
piC'  and measured ui/Uref of stack 3 (S1234_O1234) 
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Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the measured values of 
௨೔௎ೝ೐೑ and calculated values of  ?ܥ݌݅ 
using method 1 and 2 respectively for stack 1 and stack 3 of Case 3 in Table 6.1. In Figure 
6.5, method 1 fails to show the flow direction of stack 1, wind direction 0 degree. In Figure 
6.6, both methods 1 and 2 fail to determine the flow direction of stack 3, wind direction 90 
degree.  
In summary, with the increasing number of sharp-edged orifices, both methods become more 
unreliable. However, method 2 using the measured ୔୍ performs better than method 1 using  
the estimated ୔୍.  
 
6.3EnvelopeflowmodelcomparisonsǦwindalonetests
As stated in Chapter 2, the flow characteristics of the stacks are taken from a quadratic curve-
fit to the still-air measurements i.e. 
 
 ?ܥݖ ?ൌ ܥ ܮܴ݁ݏݐ݀ ൅ܦ (6.4)  
where L is the length of the stack and ݀ is the diameter of the stack. C and D are factors 
obtained from steady calibration (See Chapter 3), which relate to stack geometry and flow 
directions. For upward flow, C=153.07 D=5.7391, for inward flow, C=140.08 D=3.6929. 
Except where stated otherwise, the discharge coefficient of the orifices is taken to be 0.68.  
 
6.3.1Variationofnondimensionalflowratewithwinddirection
In the figures, calculated means using the steady envelope model, calculated QT means 
using the QT model. Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 compare the calculated and measured stack 
flow rates for the two configurations: (S1234) and (S1234_O12). QT model results are 
presented for the second configuration, which is case 2 in Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.7 Variation of q/AUref (S1234) – steady model 
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Figure 6.8 Variation of q/AUref (S1234_O12) – steady model and QT model 
 
For both configurations the agreement is fairly good, but it is better with four stacks alone (no 
orifices). At all wind directions, including 45 degrees where intermittent flow reversal occurs, 
the sign of the flow is accurately calculated. 
 
Figure 6.9 shows the case of two stacks and four orifices (S13_O1234). The discharge 
coefficient of the orifices were set as constant ܥ௭ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ?  ?. The steady model gives wrong flow 
directions for stack 1 for the case of 0 º and stack 3 for the cases of 90 º and 180 º.  
Figure 6.9 Variation of q/AUref (S13_O1234) – steady model 
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It is known from previous tests on a similar model (Chiu and Etheridge, 2007) that the 
discharge coefficient of a sharp-edged orifice can be significantly affected by external cross 
flow (wind component parallel to the envelope), particularly when the flow is inward. The 
evidence from previous work is that ܥ௭ can be reduced by 50 % or more depending on the 
ratio of cross flow velocity and mean velocity through the opening. Figure 6.10 shows the 
discharge coefficient of the orifice for still-air and wind-on cases (Carey and Etheridge, 1999). 
Values of ܥ௭ for wind on conditions (wind direction  ? ?Ǥ ? ?) were calculated from tests with 
one stack and one orifice, in which the volume flow rates of the orifice and the stack are 
equal. It can be seen that ܥ௭ is reduced by the wind. 
 
Figure 6.10 Cz of sharp-edged orifice for steady (still-air) and unsteady (wind) conditions 
 
Therefore different ܥ௭  values were chosen to obtain a better match between calculation and 
measurement. Since in theory ܥ௭  can be as low as 0.1 due to cross flow effect, one can 
assume that ܥ௭ ൌ   ? when v/u= as an extreme case. The best results obtained are shown 
in Figure 6.11. ܥ௭ values used are listed in Table 6.4. 
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Figure 6.11 Variation of q/AUref (S13_O1234); changed Cz – steady model and QT model 
 
Table 6.4 Cz values of orifices 
Wind direction Orifice 1 Orifice 2 Orifice 3 Orifice 4 
0 0 0 0.5 0.5 
45 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
90 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
135 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
180 0 0 0.5 0.5 
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The main conclusion for the above is that the best agreement is observed when there are no 
orifices and seems to deteriorate with the increasing number of orifices. This could reflect the 
greater sensitivity of sharp-edged orifices to crossflow effects. 
 
6.3.2VariationofnondimensionalflowratewithbuildingReynoldsnumber
(windspeed)
Calculations were carried out to see if the observed variations with ܴ݁௕ could be calculated/ 
Most of the calculations are with the steady model. Results with the QT model are given at 
the end.  
 
Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 compare the calculated and measured stack flow rates for the two 
configurations (S1234) and (S1234_O12). 
 
Figure 6.12 Effect of Reynolds number (S1234) – steady model 
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Figure 6.13 Effect of Reynolds number (S1234_O12) – steady model  
 
Again it is clear that the agreement is good for the stacks alone case, but relatively poor for 
the configuration with two orifices. There are two likely reasons for this, one associated with 
crossflow effects and the other with intermittent flow reversal. To appreciate this, Figure 6.14 
shows the flow directions for the two cases.  
            
Figure 6.14 Flow directions for two cases (S1234) and (S1234_O12) 
 
From Figure 6.13 one can see that the calculated flow rates through stack 2 and 3 (outward 
flows) are larger than the measurements. Since the ܥ௭  of stack with upward flow only 
depends on the flow through the stack, it is likely that the error comes from the chosen orifice 
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ܥ௭ values. If the chosen orifice ܥ௭ value is larger than the actual value, resulting in larger 
flow rates of orifice 1 and 2, then the flow rates of stack 2 and 3 would be larger than the 
measurements to satisfy mass conservation. Therefore calculations were carried out with (i) ܥ௭ of both orifices reduced from 0.68 to 0.5 and (ii) with one ܥ௭ଵ = 0.5 and the other ܥ௭ଶ= 
0.61. The results are shown in Figure 6.15. 
 
As one can see from Figure 6.15, there is a very small improvement in the agreement of 
calculated and measured values of volume flow rate of stack 3 and 4 for both ܥ௭ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ?  ? and 
0.5. The decrease of Cz from 0.68 to 0.5 marginally (at low reference wind speed) improved 
the results of stacks 2 and 3, but worsened the results of stacks 1 and 2 (wrong directions). It 
suggests that lower Cz values should make the agreements of stacks 2 and 3 better. However, 
that will influence the agreement of stacks 1 and 2 in the opposite way. Does it indicate that 
one should use different values of Czo for the two orifices, of which one is sited in the 
windward wall; the other is sited in the leeward wall? Because the values of wind on cases 
were obtained from an orifice on the windward wall, there are no suggested values to use for 
the other orifice.  
 
There is another possible reason causing the inaccuracy of stacks 1 and 4. For stacks 1 and 4 
the reversal percentage was around 30 % and the still-air relationship may well be invalid.  
Figure 6.15 Calculated effect of Reynolds number (S1234_O12) wieh changed Cz – steady model 
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Figure 6.16 presents the results of QT model for the same case, the discharge coefficients for 
the orifices are ܥ௭ଵ = 0.1 (leeward), ܥ௭ଶ = 0.68. Two types of pressure inputs were used, the 
first one calculated QT mean was using the mean measured pressure (input the mean value 
at each instantaneous time); the second one calculated QT instantaneous was using 
instantaneous measured pressures. It shows that the improvements on stacks 2 and 3 still 
exists, yet the results of stacks 1 and 4 stay correct, showing the right directions. This is the 
advantage of QT model, which can calculate intermittent reversing flows.  
  
Figure 6.16 Calculated and measured effect of Reynolds number (S1234_O12) with changed Cz - QT model 
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6.4ReversalflowpredictionusingQTmodelforwindaloneventilation
6.4.1Comparisonsforinstantaneousflowrateandinternalpressure
The solutions of the QT model are the instantaneous flow rate of each opening, and the 
internal pressure. Examples of comparisons between QT model and measurements are given 
in Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 for the case of (S1234_O12), wind direction 0 
degree, ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ, which is one of case 2 in Table 6.2. Figure 6.17 shows the results 
for stack 1, whose measured reversal percentage is 35.5 %. Figure 6.18 shows the results for 
stack2, which is unidirectional upward flow (flow sign negative). Figure 6.19 shows the 
results of internal pressure. It is safe to say that QT model is an accurate ventilation 
prediction method. It offers accurate instantaneous flow rate for unidirectional flow, and also 
reliable solutions for reversing flow, which can not be treated in the conventional steady 
model.  
 
Figure 6.17 Comparison for stack flow rate; stack 1 (S1234_O12) 
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Figure 6.18 Comparison for stack flow rate; stack 2 (S1234_O12) 
 
 
Figure 6.19 Comparison for internal pressure (S1234_O12) 
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6.4.2Flowreversalandwinddirection
Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21 show the comparison between QT model and measurements for 
(S1234_O12) with different wind directions (case 2 in Table 6.2). Again, the QT model 
accurately predicts the reversal percentage for all four stacks with different wind directions.  
 
Figure 6.20 Reversal percentage from measurements (S1234_O12) 
 
 
Figure 6.21 Reversal percentage from QT model (S1234_O12) 
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6.4.3FlowreversalandReynoldsnumber
In Section 6.4.2, comparisons were made with different wind direction. In this section, Figure 
6.22 shows the comparisons for reversal percentages of stack 1 and 4 of (S1234_O12) with 
different wind speed (building Reynolds number), which is Case 5 in Table 6.2. The QT 
results present the correct trend and reversing range, but there are significant differences at 
the higher wind speeds. The most likely explanation for this is that the values of ܥ௭ used in 
the QT model are not appropriate when the flow is reversing.  
 
Figure 6.22 Comparison of reversal percentage of scale model (S1234_O12) 
 
For design purposes, the interest lies in using the QT model at full-scale ܴ݁௕. Figure 6.23 
presents the predicted reversal percentage for a 20 m high full scale building, which is 100 
times the model scale. As stated in Chapter 2, different flow equations are used for turbulent 
flow (full scale), which are equations (2.42) and (2.43). The same orifice discharge 
coefficients are used for full scale. A range of wind speeds are used, from ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ to ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ, wind direction 0 degree. It shows that there is a higher reversal percentage 
for the full scale building. Figure 6.24 plots out both model scale and full scale results in 
logarithmic form, which shows an increasing trend with the increasing Reynolds number. 
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Figure 6.23 Predictions of reversal percentage for full scale cases (1:100) 
 
Figure 6.24 Variation of r with log(Reb) for model scale and full scale. 
 
Comparison of the values measured at very low ܴ݁௕ in the wind tunnel (Figure 6.22) with the 
full-scale values in Figure 6.24, shows that the wind tunnel technique gives a reversal 
percentage of about 35 % compared to about 65 % for full-scale. Whether this error in the 
wind tunnel technique is significant for design is open to question.  
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6.4.4Reversaland'Cp/V'Cp
Figure 6.25 shows the relationship between reversal percentage and pressure parameter 
'Cp/V'Cp as obtained from the QT model and measurements. Measurement data is from 
different opening configurations, but with the improved pressure measurements (see Chapter 
7, Section 7.4). QT model is used for two types of model configurations. One is for the case 
of (S1234_O12) with increasing wind speed, in which stacks 1 and 4 have reversing flows. 
The other is for a 1 stack and 1 orifice model (for the interest of comparing the present QT 
model results with those obtained by Cooper and Etheridge (2007)). One can see that the 
results in this figure are consistent with the measured results shown in Figure 3.34. e.g. for 
'Cp/V'Cp ൏ െ  ?, no reversal occurs. 
 
Figure 6.25 Variation of r with 'Cp/V'Cp – measurement and QT model 
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two calculations correspond to test 1 ( ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ) and test 3 ( ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?݉Ȁݏ) in Table 
6.3. For both opening configurations, the wind speed is fixed; internal temperature was 
increased till the system turned to buoyancy dominated ventilation. Wind pressures input 
were taken from the wind alone case before the heater was switched on (When the model is 
heated, some of the pressure tubing is heated because it lies inside the model. This introduces 
errors in the pressure measurements). The total driving force includes both buoyancy and 
wind forces. Since the internal temperature is stratified, yet the buoyancy term in equation 
(2.33) assumes that the internal temperature is uniform; there are assumptions made for this 
term, which will be explained in the next section for the QT model. As shown in Figure 6.26, 
the results of steady model are not entirely accurate, yet still show reasonable agreement with 
the measurements. It should be noted that the flow rate of orifice 1 (marked with dashed line 
circle) was not measured (because there were no direct measurements of flow rates through 
orifices). It was obtained from mass conservation (same magnitude of the flow rate through 
stack 3, but opposite sign).  
  
Figure 6.26 Comparison of flow rate between steady envelope model and measurements for two opening 
configurations (S3_O1), (S13_O1234)  
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6.5.2QTmodelcalculations
6.5.2.1Buoyancytermassumptions
As shown in Figure 6.27, the averaged temperature of the two internal layers భ்ା మ்ଶ  is used to 
represent the mean uniform model temperature to calculate the temperature difference 
between the internal and outside (݀ܶ ൌ భ்ା మ்ଶ  - ௥ܶ௢௢௠ ). For the term ݄  there are three 
possibilities.  
1) When flow through the stack is outward, ݄ଵ is adopted 
2) When flow through the stack is inward, ݄ଷ is adopted 
3) When flow through the stack is fluctuating, ݄ଶ  is calculated based on the 
reversal percentage ݎ. ݄ଶ ൌ ܪ െ ௅ଶ൅ ܮሺ  ? െ ݎሻ 
                          
Figure 6.27 Assumptions about buoyancy term 
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6.5.2.2ComparisonofinstantaneousvaluesbetweentheQTmodeland
measurements
The QT model was used to calculate two opening configurations: (S3_O1) and 
(S13_O1234). Figure 6.28 shows the flow rate of the wind alone case (S3_O1). Figure 6.29 
shows another comparison for when the flow through stack 3 is fluctuating (ݎ ൌ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?). 
The comparison of instantaneous internal pressure between QT model and measurements is 
shown in Figure 6.30, which is the same case as in Figure 6.29. Better agreement is observed 
in the wind alone case. For the wind and buoyancy combined case, the mean values seem to 
match, yet not the instantaneous values. This is not surprising simply because the pressure 
input is taken from the wind alone measurement. Although they satisfy the mean value of the 
wind and buoyancy combined case (since the wind speed was fixed), one can obviously not 
expect good agreement for instantaneous values. The other reason is that there are 
assumptions made for the buoyancy term, i.e. not taking into account the effects of 
stratification and temperature fluctuations. One can see the effect of using the wind pressure 
of the wind alone case as an input for the wind and buoyancy combined case: in Figure 6.29. 
the fluctuations of the calculated flow rate has the same shape as in Figure 6.28, but the 
magnitude is shifted. In addition, as shown in Figure 6.30, the calculated internal pressure of 
the wind alone case shows a reliable match with the measurements.   
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Figure 6.28 Comparison of instantaneous flow rate of wind alone case (S3_O1) 
 
 
Figure 6.29 Comparison of instantaneous flow rate of wind and buoyancy combined case (S3_O1) 
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Figure 6.30 Comparison of instantaneous internal pressure (S3_O1); Second graph x axis expanded 
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Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.32 present the comparisons between the QT model and 
measurements of instantaneous flow rates through stacks 1 and 3, and the instantaneous 
internal pressure for the case of (S13_O1234). Measured P1 and P3 are also shown in Figure 
6.32 for comparison. Again the case of fluctuating flow through stack 3 is chosen (ݎଷ ൌ  ? ? ?) 
(wind and buoyancy combined case). One can see that the QT model does not perform as 
well as that for the above case of one stack and one orifice, i.e. the calculated flow rate 
(magnitude) of stack 1 is smaller than the measurement. Similar as wind alone cases, the 
accuracy decreases with the increasing number of sharp-edged orifices. However, the match 
of the mean flow rate of stack 3 which is the fluctuating one is not bad. This may be an 
indication that QT model is reliable in terms of predicting flow reversals.  
 
 
Figure 6.31 Comparison of instantaneous flow rates (Stack 1,3; Orifice 1,2,3,4) 
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Figure 6.32 Comparison of instantaneous internal pressure (S13_O1234), measurements of P1 and P3 are presented as 
reference. 
 
6.5.2.3ComparisonofreversalpercentagebetweenQTmodelandmeasurements
Figure 6.33 shows the comparison for the case of one stack and one orifice. The wind speed 
was fixed; the reversal percentage of stack 3 decreases with the increasing buoyancy force till 
the system becomes buoyancy dominated ventilation. Figure 6.34 shows the comparison for 
the case of two stacks and four orifices. Measurements are taken from the internal 
temperature decreasing period when fewer uncertainties occur. Seen from the good 
agreement between the measurements and QT model, the later is proved to be a useful tool to 
predict flow directions. However, during the calculation process, it was found that the results 
are very sensitive to the chosen ݄ଶ values in Figure 6.27. It means one can trust QT model to 
detect the flow direction, but not the exact value reversal percentage. This may not be a 
crucial defect of QT model, since the flow direction is of most interest in terms of natural 
ventilation design. 
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Figure 6.33 Comparison of reversal percentage of stack 3 as a function of dT (S3_O1) 
 
 
Figure 6.34 Comparison of reversal percentage of stack 3 (Stack 1,3; Orifice 1,2,3,4) 
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6.6Summaryandconclusions
In this chapter, three methods are used to obtain flow patterns. The first one aims at 
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mean internal pressure or using measured mean internal pressure. They both correctly predict 
the flow directions for the case when there is no orifice. Errors occur with the increasing 
number of orifices. Using the measured internal pressure performs better than the other. Due 
to the accuracy of this method, it is of limited practical use.  
 
The second and third methods are the steady and unsteady envelope flow models.  The QT 
model gives promising agreement with the measurements, yet it is discovered that this 
theoretical model is also sensitive to the chosen Cz values, which is similar to that for steady 
flow model. The steady model performs equally well with QT model for mean values of 
unidirectional flows. The advantage of QT model is that it can be used for reversal flow; and 
predict flow reversal percentage for full scale buildings. This indicates that the inertia of air 
mass in the opening and the compressibility of the air in the envelope flow model are less 
important for unidirectional flow; yet have to be considered for fluctuating flows.  
 
In terms of design guidance, to get reliable predictions, three important data sources are 
needed: instantaneous pressures, precise Cz values, and correct estimation of the height term 
in buoyancy force. Thereby it may be difficult to totally rely on theoretical calculations for 
design purposes. Wind tunnel testing or computer simulation should still play important roles. 
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7 Improvementsinexperimentaltechniques
 
 
7.1Introduction
This is a relatively independent chapter. It presents some of the developments and 
investigations of the experimental techniques. Individual sections are also independent. 
Section 7.2 describes the checking of the consistency of simultaneous pressure and velocity 
measurements, in relation to the effect of the stiffness of the model box. Section 7.3 describes 
the improved unsteady calibration method. In section 7.4, a hot-film probe is tested for 
measurement of bi-directional flow through the stack, including comparisons with the dual 
hot-wire probe. Section 7.5 describes the investigation to improve pressure measurements.  
 
7.2ComparisonofinstantaneouspressureandhotǦwiremeasurements
In Chapter 3, Section 3.4.1, the mean flow balance was checked with the two-stack model. 
Ideally the volume reversal percentage ݎ௩ of the two stacks should sum up to zero over a 
period of time. It was discovered that the sum is less than 100 % for most cases, especially 
when the individual ݎ is around 50%, the sum is about 90%. After fixing a rod within the 
model to keep the walls stiff and the volume fixed, the error was reduced from 10% to 3%. In 
order to prove the effect of the stiffness of the model, and to check the consistency of 
simultaneous pressure and velocity measurements, instantaneous measurements are compared 
here.   
 
As illustrated in Chapter 2, in the QT model, the continuity equation for the case of two 
openings is  
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 ܸߛ  ?ܲூ ݀ ூܲ݀ݐ ൌ ݍଵሺݐሻ ൅ ݍଶሺݐሻ (7.1)  
where ߛ is the ratio of specific heat, ߛ ൌ   ?Ǥ  ? ܲܫ is the time averaged internal pressure ܸ  is the volume of the box 
From the measured results of instantaneous internal pressure, the left side of equation (7.1) 
can be calculated. From the measured results of instantaneous velocities of the two stacks, the 
right side of equation (7.1) can be calculated. One example of the results for the case ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ,  ׎ ൌ  ? ? ?, block distance S=140 mm is shown in Figure 7.1. The whole 
test period is 34 seconds, but results of the first two seconds are shown in Figure 7.1 
 
Figure 7.1 Comparison of pressure and velocity measurement 
 
The two independent measurements agree qualitatively. There is encouraging agreement in 
the shapes of the two curves with the same trend of fluctuation. However, the curve 
calculated from the internal pressure measurement, which is ܸߛ  ?ܲܫ ݀ܲܫ݀ݐ  shows a damping and a 
slight time lag behind the curve ݍ ?ሺݐሻ ൅ ݍ ?ሺݐሻ. That could be because the response of the 
pressure transducer is slower than the hot-wire. In this case, the time reversal percentages of 
the two stacks are 82.2 % and 20.6 %, the volume reversal percentages of the two stacks are 
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90.0 % and 8.1 %. The maximum sum flow rate during the test period of 34 seconds of the 
two stacks is less than 1.0h10-4 m3 /s, comparing with the volume of the box 0.025 m3. That 
means the change in air density is less than 1 %. Thereby, it might be possible to consider the 
air incompressible for ventilation purposes at low wind speed.  
 
7.2.1Effectoffixingtherod
The volume changes of the box due to vibrations of the envelope and the stacks could have a 
big effect on the results. When intermittent flow reversal occurs in the stack, the magnitude 
of the mean velocity can be very low, which could possibly make the influence of the 
vibration of the box and the stack more severe on the testing results. To detect the possible 
vibration source of the model box before putting in the rod, three parts of the model were 
gently tapped during the zero run (zero flow velocity). The three parts in turn are the surface 
of the rectangular stack, the outer surface of the wall, and the surface of the circular stack. 
Results are shown in Figure 7.2. 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Velocity and pressure signals from tapping different parts of the model 
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It can be seen that the velocity result is more sensitive to the tapping on the box and the 
rectangular stack. Therefore, a metal rod was fixed between the two parallel walls inside the 
box (figure 3.20) to keep the volume of the box relatively more constant, and the rectangular 
stack was screwed to the box more rigidly.  
 
Figure 7.3 shows the comparisons of pressure measurement (ܸߛ  ?ܲܫ ݀ܲܫ݀ݐ ) and velocity measurement 
(ݍ ?ሺݐሻ൅ ݍ ?ሺݐሻ) before and after the rod was fixed in the model. With the rod and the rectangular 
stack fixed, the value of ݍ ?ሺݐሻ൅ ݍ ?ሺݐሻ has been effectively shifted closer to the value of ܸߛ  ?ܲܫ ݀ܲܫ݀ݐ , especially for the cases of I 90, and a low  ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ, in which the wall of 
the box is perpendicular to the wind.  
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Figure 7.3 Comparison of pressure measurement and velocity measurements (graphs in the right column are with the 
rod fixed) 
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The results obtained from two independent measurements agree better after the rod is fixed in. 
This is a proof of the importance of the stiffness of the model; and a demonstration of the 
consistency of the simultaneous pressure and velocity measurements.  
 
7.3PreciseunsteadycalibrationofhotǦwire
Conventional calibration may be performed in a precision calibrator or in a wind-tunnel, with 
a pitot-static tube as the velocity reference (Jorgensen, 2002). However, the most satisfactory 
arrangement is to calibrate in-situ (Bruun, 1995, pp. 93-94). This is particularly true for the 
current application, where the interest lies in volume flow rate rather than the local velocity. 
It is recognized that the relation between the local velocity and the volume flow rate will 
depend on the instantaneous velocity profile in the venturi, due to unsteady effects, and for 
this reason each wire has been calibrated with steady and unsteady flow. Both the steady and 
unsteady calibrations are carried out in-situ, using different devices: a small fan with a gas 
flow meter for measuring the flow rate for steady calibration; a specially designed piston 
calibrator. With the original piston calibrator, the rotational speed was assumed to be constant 
and the frequency was determined by measuring the time for one complete cycle. There was 
some evidence that the assumption of constant rotational speed was introducing avoidable 
errors into the calibration. Thus an improved version of the calibrator was developed, to 
measure the instantaneous rotational speed of the motor.  
 
For this purpose a disc was attached to the drive shaft. The disc contained one hundred laser-
cut slots, through which an LED generating a constant voltage pulse each time the slot passes 
by (Figure 7.4). In terms of data acquisition, the sampling frequency is set high enough (5000 
Hz) to detect the voltage change of the sensor (Figure 7.6). Thereby, one can acquire 100 
instantaneous rotational speeds of the stroke, providing the genuine flow rate of the piston, 
which is used to calculate the air velocity of the venturi area of the stack where the hot-wire 
is mounted. What is more, a powerful motor is used to generate a broad range of frequencies 
of the stroke, so the velocity range of unsteady calibration could be enlarged to merge with 
the steady calibration. 
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Figure 7.4 New sensor for unsteady calibration 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Photo of the piston with the new sensor 
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Figure 7.6 Signal from the sensor over a period of 0.02 s 
 
Table 7.1 shows the frequencies and corresponding maximum velocities obtained with the 
improved calibrator. 
 
Table 7.1 Oscillation frequency and maximum velocity of unsteady calibration 
Oscillation frequency (Hz) 1.39 2.11 2.95 4.86 
Maximum velocity (m/s) +/- 0.55 +/- 0.85 +/- 1.2 +/- 2.0 
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Figure 7.7 Curve fittings of four different oscillating frequencies of the piston 
 
Figure 7.7 shows the calibration curves obtained for one wire at the four frequencies. It can 
be seen that the calibration deteriorates as the frequency is increased. As noted in (Haddad et 
al. (2010), this is believed to be due to the change in shape of the velocity profile associated 
with the pulsating flow. Different calibrations occur for the acceleration and deceleration 
phases. Near-wall flow reversal occurs with the increasing pulsating frequency. In this thesis, 
the highest velocity encountered is less than 2 m/s, the stack Reynolds number is 2200, which 
is laminar flow, thereby similar phenomena can occur with a high oscillating frequency of the 
piston.  
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Figure 7.8 Velocity profile of accelerating and decelerating period within a half oscillating circle (accelerating: solid 
line; decelerating: dashed line) 
 
The hot-wire goes through each velocity apart from the maximum value twice during the half 
cycle, first one within the accelerating period, and the other one within the decelerating 
period. Figure 7.7 shows the profile of the two periods within one half oscillating cycle. 
Assume the two velocity profiles show the same average velocity, the hot-wire should have 
the same voltage outputs. However, the hot-wire is located in the centre of the stack, 
measuring the middle part of the velocity profile, thereby the measured velocity in the 
accelerating period is higher than that of the decelerating period.  
 
Although the calibration at a frequency of 4.86 Hz is poor, this is not representative of the 
calibration errors that occur in the measurements. A frequency of 4.86 Hz corresponds to 
9.72 zero crossings per second. The flow produced by the piston is a sinusoidal oscillation 
(zero mean). In the model tests, this corresponds to a reversal percentage of 50 %. Figure 7.9 
shows a stack velocity (Stack 4) record with r = 53.9 % of (S14_O34), 90 degree wind 
direction, wind speed 5.3 m/s. The number of zero crossings is 175 over the measurement 
period i.e. 5.15 per second. On this basis, a calibration frequency of 2.67 Hz would be more 
representative. In fact the situation is probably better than this, because many of the zero 
crossings are associated with small-scale turbulence (see Figure 7.9). On this basis the 
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calibration frequency of 1.39 Hz is probably more appropriate. The final calibration was in 
fact obtained using the unsteady calibration for 1.39 Hz and the steady calibration, as shown 
in Figure 7.10. 
 
Figure 7.9 velocity signal of (S14_O34_90) 
.  
 
Figure 7.10 Final curve fitting 
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To sum up, the final calibration is a combination of unsteady and steady calibrations, at lower 
and higher velocities respectively. For unsteady calibration, the instantaneous velocity at the 
hot-wire location is calibrated against the precise flow rate obtained from piston signals. The 
oscillating frequency used for the final curve fit was chosen based on the maximum 
fluctuating frequency that occurs in the measurements.  
 
 
7.4Testsofsplitfilmprobe
The sensitivity of the probes is mostly concerned when fluctuation occurs within the stacks. 
Standard parallel hot-wires and modified 5 degree hot-wires (Costola and Etheridge, 2007) 
have been used effectively to detect the direction changes when the air fluctuate within the 
stacks. A different type of probe named split film probe was tested in order to see if it could 
give more accurate measurements of fluctuation. As shown in Figure 7.11, the upper film 
detects flow in downward direction, the lower film detects upward flow. In principle voltage 
difference should be greater than that of the hot-wire probe, thereby increasing sensitivity to 
flow direction. 
 
55R55 
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Figure 7.11 Split-film probe 
Figure 7.12 Hot-wire and split-film probe fitted in the stack box 
 
As shown in Figure 7.12, the split film probe was mounted in stack 1, the 5 degree hot-wire 
probe was mounted in stack 3. Firstly the oscillating piston was connected with orifice 2, 
which was closer to stack 3 (hot-wire probe), and all the other stack outlets and openings 
were sealed rigidly. The piston was run at two different voltages 7.5 volts and 15 volts, 
providing different rotational speeds of 0.76 Hz and 1.56 Hz. Results are shown in Figure 
7.13 and Figure 7.14. E-zero denotes the voltage output of individual wire/film, E1-zero-
(E2-zero) denotes the difference between the voltage outputs of the two wires/films of a 
probe, which determines the flow direction. When the piston was nearer to the hot-wire probe, 
results show that the hot-wire probe responded slightly more quickly than the split-film probe. 
Since the hot-wire is nearer to the piston, the same tests were carried out with the piston 
connected to opening 1, which is closer to the split-film probe. But the hot-wire probe still 
responded more quickly. 
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Figure 7.13 Results for 0.76 Hz 
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Figure 7.14 Results for 1.56 Hz 
 
For both positions of the piston, the hot-wire probe always responded more quickly than the 
split-film probe. Since the flow reversal is detected by the changing of the sign of the voltage 
difference between the two wires/films, the slope and the magnitude of the voltage difference 
across 0 volts is of most importance. In terms of this, the hot-wire probe performs better than 
the split-film probe. Although the split-film probe gives a bigger voltage difference at uni-
directional flow, it is not beneficial. 
 
In order to find out the exact time lag of the probes, a sensor was fixed at one end of the 
piston to detect the position of the piston, from the on-off signal of which the flow directions 
within stacks 1 and 3 can be determined. Results of the 1.56 Hz tests are shown in Figure 
7.15.  The middle point of the on/off signal of the sensor is the time when flow reversal 
occurs. If there is no time lag of the probe, the difference of the voltage outputs from the two 
wires/films of a probe should cross zero. In practice, the probe signal crosses zero slightly 
after the middle point of the on/off signal of the sensor, which is the time lag (see the third 
and fourth graph in Figure 7.15 for example). 
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Figure 7.15 time lag of the probes 
 
In the 1.56 Hz tests, both the hot-wire probe and the split-film probe responded behind the 
piston (when the piston changes direction, the wires detect the flow reversal shortly after). 
However, the hot-wire probe responds slightly more quickly than the split-film probe. The 
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time differences are shown in Table 7.2  (Down means flow direction changes from inward 
to outward). The hot-wire probe responded 0.019 s more quickly than the split-film when the 
flow direction changes from inward to outward, and 0.014 s more quickly when the flow 
direction changes from outward to inward. 
Table 7.2 Time lag to detect flow reversal for the two probes 
 Hot-wire probe (s) Split-film probe (s) Time difference (s) 
Down 0.006 0.025          0.019 
Up 0.002           0.016           0.014 
 
 
It was concluded that the hot-wire probes perform better than the split film probes, for the 
following reasons:  
1) The hot-wire zero crossing time agrees better with the pulse output from the piston.   
2) The hot-wire zero crossing voltage difference slope is higher than that of the split film 
probe 
 
It seems therefore that the hot-wire probe is better at detecting flow reversal (where the 
velocities are low) than the split-film probe.  This could be due to the fact that the split-film 
sensors are mounted on the same cylinder i.e. they are directly connected in terms of heat 
transfer. Heat transfer between the films could be significant at low velocities where the 
cooling effect of the flow is small.  
 
With the hot-wire we have the opposite problem  the voltage difference due to upstream 
heating becomes relatively small at high velocities, compared to the cooling effect of the air 
flow. This problem can be seen with uni-directional flow  where it can be eliminated with 
software, because the indicated 
t
u
'
'
exceeds what is physically possible. 
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7.5Improvementsofpressuremeasurements
7.5.1Introduction
Since the model is equipped with small openings, it is assumed that the pressure inside the 
model is uniform, which means the internal pressure tapping could be put anywhere on the 
internal surfaces of the model (for wind alone tests). In all the previous tests, the internal 
pressure tapping was put in the centre of the floor. Similarly, a pressure tapping is put close 
to the outlet of the stack to measure the static pressure of the stack outlet. The difference 
between the two measurements of internal pressure and stack outlet pressure is used as the 
driving force of the flow through the stack. However, some of the TPU results show 
inconsistency between the flow direction through the stack and the direction of the pressure 
difference, which indicates inaccurate measurements of either of those two static pressures. 
Therefore, some repeat tests were carried out in the Nottingham wind tunnel to investigate 
the accuracy of the pressure measurements. The contents of this section are presented in the 
sequence of the exploration process.  
7.5.2Inaccuracyinpressureparameterandpossiblereasons
 
Figure 7.16 Variation of r with 'Cp/V'Cp for two –stack and four-stack cases compared with Ref  (Cooper and 
Etheridge, 2007) 
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In Figure 7.16, the upward flow results in TPU show overall agreement with the results of 
Cooper and Etheridge (2007). Yet for ݎ  above approximately 30%, there are some 
disagreements. For a certain number of downward flow results, the values of 
pCp
C '' V lie 
between -1 and -0.5, which in theory should be positive. pC'  is defined by 25.0 ref
inst
p
U
pp
C U
 ' , 
where stp  is the stack pressure and inp  is the internal pressure. The actual pressure difference 
that determines the stack flow rate is ଶܲ െ ଵܲ where ଶܲ is the pressure in the region of the 
lower part of the stack (see Figure 7.17). To reduce the number of pressure transducers, ଶܲ is 
assumed to be equal to ௜ܲ௡ (for wind alone case). 
 
There are two possible reasons for the differences in Figure 7.16: 
1) One pressure tapping at a fixed position of the stack outlet is not an accurate 
measurement of the average static pressure at the outlet. 
2) For certain opening configurations and wind directions, the internal pressure tapping 
might be affected by the internal flow e.g. the higher internal flow rates with the 
increased number of openings, will increase the pressure difference between 2P  and inP  
in Figure 7.17, especially when the opening facing the approaching wind is open.  
Figure 7.17 Pressure measurement 
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If the measured stack outlet pressure were less than the appropriate average value, or the 
measured internal pressure were higher than ଶܲ, or both of them happen, pCpC '' V  could 
turn negative when ଶܲ െ ଵܲ is positive. 
 
The following methods were used to investigate the reasons, while repeating some of the 
inconsistent points observed at TPU. The first three were experimental tests, the fourth one 
was CFD simulation. 
1) The effect of taking the average of the four pressure tappings at the stack outlet. 
2) The effect of changing the opening configuration (e.g. closing the orifice facing the 
approaching wind, or increasing the number of orifices) 
3) The effect of fixing a topless cover over the internal pressure tapping in order to keep 
away the approaching flow through the opening to reduce any vertical momentum 
component going into the internal pressure tapping.  
4) CFD simulation to investigate the flow pattern around the internal pressure tapping. 
 
7.5.3Investigationofthepossiblereasons
Test 1) Taking Average stack outlet pressure 
                
Figure 7.18 Pressure measurements and wind direction 
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As shown in Figure 7.18, the red one of the four pressure tappings at the stack outlet was 
used in the wind tunnel measurements, e.g. position 2 of Stack 4 was always used. It is found 
that most of the unexpected points are cases when the pressure tapping were back to the 
approaching wind, which is in accordance with the assumed reason 1). For example, as 
shown in Figure 7.18, the pressure tapping used was Pst2 with a 90 degree wind direction.  
 
To check the assumed reason 1), average pressures of the four tappings of Stack 4 were taken, 
while repeating certain TPU tests. Results are listed in Table 7.3. All the 2stP  values are less 
than aveP (comparing the highlighted rows in the table). The ones facing the approaching wind 
have the highest value of the four pressure tappings, indicating that the pressure tappings 
facing the wind might be measuring partly dynamic pressure of the wind.  Though taking the 
average pressure makes a small improvement, it is not a complete explanation. 
 
Table 7.3 Comparison of average pressure measurements with the one fixed position measurements 
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Test 2) Effect of opening configurations  
1) Effect of orifice facing the approaching wind on Pin. 
It is possible that the opening facing the approaching wind might result in a downward 
momentum component at the position of the internal pressure tapping. That is to say, the 
measured Pin has some dynamic pressure included, causing the measured value to be larger 
than ଶܲ.  
 
The envelope flow model assumes that the room pressure is uniform, which permits the 
position of the internal pressure tapping to be set anywhere inside the box. However, in real 
cases, the difference between different measuring points might be significant (e.g. the 
difference between the floor and wall pressure tappings ௜ܲ௡ െ ௪ܲ௔௟௟, where ௪ܲ௔௟௟ was taken at 
the internal surface beside the Orifice 1). Comparison was made between these two cases: 
(S3*4_O1234_90) and (S3*4_O123_90), in the latter case the orifice facing the wind (Orifice 
4) was sealed.  
Table 7.4 Pressure difference between Pin and Pwall 
   ݎሺ ?ሻ   ௜ܲ௡ െ ௪ܲ௔௟௟ (Pa) 
S3*4_O1234_90 99.4 0.14389 
S3*4_O123_90 100 0.01034 
 
The results in Table 7.4 show that 
1) When opening 4 is closed, ௜ܲ௡ െ ௪ܲ௔௟௟ reduces significantly. 
2) Since the driving force of stack 3, ଷܲ െ ௜ܲ௡, is less than 1 Pascal, ௜ܲ௡ െ ௪ܲ௔௟௟ accounts for 
more than 10% of the total pressure difference, which is significant for the case of 90 
degree.  
Therefore, it is concluded that the opening facing the wind can have a significant effect on ௜ܲ௡.  
For the case of 0 or 180 degree, the distance between the opening facing the wind and the 
internal pressure tapping is larger than the case of 90 degree, the effect of the approaching 
wind should have less effect on ௜ܲ௡.  
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2) Effect of number of orifices 
With the earlier tests with only one sharp-edged orifice and one stack, when the pressure drop 
across the stack is small, the flow rate through the opening is also small. Thus the internal 
velocities are small and internal pressure changes are small. With more than two orifices, one 
can have a small stack flow rate (and pressure difference), but larger flows through the other 
orifices. Hence the effect is probably going to be worse as the number of orifices increases.   
 
Table 7.5 Comparisons between two TPU tests (S14*_O12_90) and (S14*_O1234_90) 
 in
P  
(Pa)
1P  
(Pa)
4P  
(Pa)
inPP 4  
(Pa)
inPP 1  
(Pa)
ݎ ሺ  ?ሻ  
Stack1
ݎሺ ?ሻ  
Stack4
S14_O12_90 -5.793 -9.960 -5.568 0.225 -4.167 0 100
S14_O1234_90 -3.735 -9.980 -4.053 -0.318 -6.244 0 93.97
 
Seen from Table 7.5, increasing the number of orifices from two to four has the following 
effects: 
1) No obvious change in stack pressure of outward flow (Stack1) 
2) Both inP  and 4P  (reversal flow) increase, yet the effect on inP  is bigger, causing the 
driving force inPP 4  to change sign. 
3) To maintain upward flow (stack1), there was a large inPP 1 . However, the pressure 
difference between inP  and stP  is very small when the flow is downward (stack4), 
which causes the effect of increasing the orifice number on inP  to be relatively more 
significant. 
 
Again, it supports the conclusion that the approaching wind has an effect on ௜ܲ௡, especially 
when the number of opening increases.  
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Test 3) Effect of putting a topless cover above the internal pressure tapping.  
In order to keep away the dynamic pressure component at the internal pressure tapping, a 
plastic cup without top was fixed over the tapping. The following tests were made to 
investigate the effect of the cup (Figure 7.19).  
 
Figure 7.19 Model with the cup with no top above the internal pressure tapping 
 
 
 
Table 7.6 Comparisons of Po-Pin between Pin covered and Pin exposed  
 Wind direction Stack ݎ ሺ  ?ሻ ܲ݅݊െܲݓ݈݈ܽሺܲܽሻ
S3*4_O1234_90 90 3 99.4 0.144
S3*4_O123_90 90 3 100 0.010
Pin Covered
S3*4_O1234_90 90 3 100 0.061
S3*4_O123_90 90 3 100 0.057
 
As can be seen in Table 7.6, when there was no cup, ௜ܲ௡ െ ௪ܲ௔௟௟ reduced significantly after 
opening 4 was closed. However, when the internal pressure tapping was covered by the cup, 
the decrease of ௜ܲ௡ െ ௪ܲ௔௟௟ was less than 10%. That is to say, the cup reduced the influence 
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of the opening facing the wind on the internal pressure tapping. It is worth nothing that the 
values of ܲ݅݊െܲݓ݈݈ܽ are small (<0.2 Pa) and place demands on the measurement technique, 
yet they are important because with flow reversal the pressure differences across the stacks 
are inherently small.  
 
Test 4) CFD simulation 
In view of the results in Table 7.6, two-dimensional CFD simulation was carried out to study 
the flow field within the box. The cross section of the wind tunnel is set into a domain of  
6.25mh1.5m. The dimension of the cross section of the model is 0.25mh0.2m. There are 
approximately 71000 meshing cells (Figure 7.20). The inlet and outlet of the wind tunnel 
were set as uniform velocity inlet and pressure outlet respectively, all the other boundaries 
were set as walls. The standard ݇ െ ߦ turbulence model was used. These simulations were 
primarily intended to provide a qualitative indication of the internal flow field. Three-
dimensional simulation of the internal flow field was carried out using the actural model 
geometry, but it was not possible to model the external flow field due limitation on the 
nunber of cells. The 3D results are given in Appendix IV. 
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Figure 7.20 Meshing of model section 
 
 
Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 show the flow field of the cross section of the model. The 
velocity inlet of the wind tunnel was 5m/s ( ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?݉Ȁݏ).  
 
Figure 7.21 Velocity vectors of the flow field with no cover above internal pressure tapping 
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Figure 7.22 Velocity vectors of the flow field with a cover above internal pressure tapping 
 
It can be seen that, when there is no cup, the internal pressure tap is located in the attaching 
area of the air coming in through the orifice facing the approaching wind.  
 
Vertical velocity component (v) of the bottom line of the model, v is taken at a 0.002 m 
distance near the inner surface of the model box. For the case of Uref =5 m/s, the velocity at 
the orifice uop=3 m/s, and vmax=0.025 m/s when there is no cup. v=0 m/s when the internal 
pressure tapping was covered. Thereby, the results from two dimensional simulations support 
the conclusion that the cover could block away the vertical velocity component at the internal 
pressure tapping.  
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7.5.4ImprovementsmadebycoveringPinandtakingtheaveragepressureofPst.
In view of the results in Section 7.4.3, tests were carried out using the improved pressure 
measurements, i.e. putting a topless cover over the internal pressure tapping, and taking the 
average pressure of the four pressure tappings at the stack outlet.  
 
Figure 7.23 r against 'Cp/V'Cp with Pin covered and the average pressure of Pst was taken, compared with results 
from TPU 
 
Figure 7.23 compares the results obtained at Nottingham with the results at TPU, for the four-
stack case over a range of wind directions. The values shown are for stack 4. Encouraging 
improvements are observed. It is clear that the modifications to the pressure measurement 
have significantly reduced the scatter. It is now at the level observed with the early single-
stack model. This suggests that the main cause is the higher internal velocities that occur with 
multiple orifices.  
 
In addition, to generate a range of flow reversal percentage through Stack 4, the wind 
direction was slightly changed. It was found that the reversal percentage ݎ is very sensitive to 
wind directions. A slight change of wind direction as low as 1 degree could result in a big 
change in reversal percentage.   
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The above results are relevant to the Cz variations discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.3. 
Plotting the improved measurement results in the form of Cz variation with Rest could provide 
some insights into the question: whether the peak is caused by the influence of external flow, 
or the position of the stack pressure tapping? In Figure 7.24, the peak value is reduced to less 
than 1 (red dots) with the improved pressure measurements. This indicates that the peak is 
most likely due to the internal velocity effects on the internal pressure tapping. The external 
flow has some effects, but can not cause a peak Cz value as high as 2.5. However more tests 
are desirable for this conclusion. In Figure 7.25, zC  outward flow results (blue cross) are 
consistent with former tests as well.  
 
Figure 7.24  Cz variation with Rest compared with steady state (still-air) result of inward flow; Ref 1 (Costola and 
Etheridge, 2007), Ref 2 (Cooper and Etheridge, 2007) 
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Figure 7.25 Cz variation with Rest  compared with steady state (still-air) result of outward flow; Ref 1 (Costola and 
Etheridge, 2007) 
 
 
7.6Summaryandconclusions
Firstly the mass balance was checked by comparing the simultaneous pressure and velocity 
measurements. Secondly, an improved calibration method for due the due-hotwire was 
introduced. Thirdly, a different type of probe (split-film probe) was tested. Finally, 
improvements were made in pressure measurement. Main conclusions are as follow. 
1) The simultaneous pressure and velocity measurements demonstrate consistency. The 
better agreement of the two independent measurements proved the importance of the 
stiffness of the model (after a rod was fixed in the model).  
2) The unsteady calibration for the hot-wire was improved, the instantaneous velocity at 
the hot-wire location is calibrated against the precise flow rate obtained from piston 
signals. 
3) The hot-wire probe is better at detecting flow reversal than the split-film probe.  
4) The pressure measurements were improved using the following methods: 
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Firstly. when orifice 4 is facing the wind, the air flow through orifice 4 could 
influence the internal pressure tapping. A topless cover above the internal pressure 
tapping reduces the dynamic pressure component at the testing point ௜ܲ௡. 
Secondly, taking the average of the four pressure tappings at the stack outlet gives a 
better result than just one pressure tapping. 
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8 Conclusions,discussion,andsuggestionsforfuturework
 
8.1Overviewofchapter
This chapter includes four parts: 
1) Summary of the whole thesis 
2) Originality and contribution to knowledge 
3) Discussions about possibilities of integrating the findings of this thesis into design 
guides/tools. 
4) Suggestions for future work 
 
8.2Summaryofthethesis
This thesis is an investigation of unsteady natural ventilation based on the envelope flow 
theory, with special focus on stack ventilation. Both theoretical models and direct wind 
tunnel measurements were described, with comparisons made between theoretical 
calculations and measurements.  
 
Main conclusions corresponding to the tasks listed in Chapter 1, Section 1.1.2 are:  
8.2.1Improvementsofexperimentaltechniques
1) A precise unsteady calibration method of a hot-wire probe was developed, resulting in a 
relatively precise measurement of the fluctuating flow through a stack.  
2) The split-film probe was tested. It was found that the hot-wire probe performs better in 
detecting flow reversal.  
3) Improvements were made to the pressure measurement by taking the average pressure of 
the stack outlet and by shielding the internal pressure tapping to reduce the effect of the 
internal velocity. 
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4) Tests with multiple stacks and no other openings provide a stringent check on the 
accuracy of the hot-wire technique for both mean and instantaneous flow rates. The error 
of the mean flow rates is less than ±10 %. In terms of the instantaneous flow rates, it is 
important for the model box to be rigid. 
 
 
 
8.2.2Wideningthescopeofthetechniquetomultiplestacks,andbuoyancyand
windcombinedtests
5) The hot-wire technique works for multiple openings for both wind alone and wind and 
buoyancy combined cases.  
6) Flow reversal was observed at some wind directions for all the opening configurations 
tested even though the stack outlets are situated at high lever. It is not easy to prevent 
flow reversal. Increasing the number of orifices has some effect in reducing the 
reversal percentage, yet it depends on the size the orifices relative to the façade area 
(porosity). 
7) For long openings, a dependence of r on Reb was observed, which indicates that a 
higher r is expected at full scale. This is supported by theoretical calculation of a full 
scale building. 
8) The process of transitions between wind dominated ventilation and buoyancy dominated 
ventilation were produced by gradually changing either of the two driving forces. No 
obvious hysteresis effect was observed, possibly because the long opening could mitigate 
the transitioning process. It has been confirmed experimentally that when the wind and 
buoyancy forces are in opposition and nominally equal, the turbulent wind fluctuation 
could cause effective ventilation rates. When there are only stacks open with a fixed 
buoyancy force, the flow directions through the stacks depend on the initial conditions.  
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8.2.3Theeffectsofopeningconfigurationonpressurecoefficientandtheeffects
ofexternalflowondischargecoefficient
1) With small openings, the mean pressure coefficients are expected to be independent of 
opening configurations. It is true for sharp-edged orifices; however it was found that ܥ௣ 
and ܥ௣  correlations of stacks have some dependency on opening configurations. This 
could be significant for design.  
2)  The observed variation of ܥ௭  with opening Reynolds number for multiple stacks is 
consistent with previous results for a single stack. For inward flow, some of this variation 
is due to external flow conditions at the inlet to the stack. 
 
8.2.4Assessmentoftheoreticalmodels
1) Predictions of flow directions were made using the pressure coefficients of the openings. 
This simple method could correctly predict the flow directions for the cases of stacks 
alone. Errors occur with the increasing number of orifices.  
2) The steady envelope flow model and QT model perform equally well in calculating mean 
flow rates for the cases of unidirectional flows. Both models are sensitive to the chosen ܥ௭ values. The advantage of QT model is that it can be used for reversal flow. There are 
good agreements between QT model and measurements of flow reversal percentage 
through long openings at model scale. Therefore, it is believed to be reliable to use the 
QT model to predict the reversal percentage at full scale. This could be useful for design 
purposes. 
 
 
8.3Originalityandcontributiontoknowledge
1) The hot-wire technique has been successfully extended to multiple stacks for the cases of 
wind alone and wind and buoyancy combined. It is believed that this is the first time that 
detailed information on unsteady multiple stack flows has been obtained.  
2) The effects of opening configuration on mean ܥ௣  and ܥ௣  correlations are investigated, 
which could lead to future research of unsteady wind effects on ventilation rates. Further 
information on the effects of external flow on ܥ௭  with multiple openings is provided. 
Additionally, the provisions of very detailed data on instantaneous and simultaneous 
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pressure and flow rates are suitable for validating unsteady flow models (e.g. envelope 
models and Large Eddy Simulation in CFD).  
3) New information on the detailed transitional process between wind dominated and 
buoyancy dominated ventilation modes, and the effects of initial condition has been 
obtained.  
4) Predictions of flow directions through openings are made using ܥ௣ data alone. The steady 
model and the QT model have been extended to multiple openings and have been shown 
to work reasonably. Comparison of QT model with measurement for multiple openings 
was made with and without buoyancy.  
5) Improvements have been made to the experimental techniques. Precise checks on the 
accuracy of the techniques with multiple-stack model with no orifices have been made. A 
more precise unsteady calibration technique has been developed. It was found that the 
higher internal velocities associated with multiple openings can affect the internal 
pressure measurements when there is flow reversal. Therefore, the pressure measurement 
technique has been improved to remedy this problem. 
 
 
8.4Discussionaboutpossibilitiesofintegratingthefindingsofthisthesis
intodesignguides/tools.
Natural ventilation is a broad topic. In terms of initial design process of a natural ventilated 
building, it can be treated as simple as using an empirical theoretical model given pressure 
input from secondary source regardless of any uncertainties encountered in practice. One can 
also carry out wind tunnel tests to obtain the pressure source for the conventional theoretical 
calculations. Additionally, CFD simulation is a powerful tool to acquire detailed flow pattern 
of a ventilated building, yet in some extent rely on the users level of experience; it is more 
suitable for later stage detailed design. There are many ventilation design guides, i.e. (Allard, 
1998; Liddament, 1996; CIBSE AM10, 2005). The design procedure was also reviewed by 
many researchers, i.e. (Chiu, 2004; Carey, 2005). However they all require that the designers 
be familiar with basic physical knowledge of ventilation. How to link the research outcome 
and the design guidance? As an effective solution, software is a convenient tool for designers 
such as architects and engineers.  
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There are numerous building simulation software, some concentrate on ventilation (e.g. 
COMIS), more of them incorporate natural ventilation in whole building energy simulations, 
such as IES, ESP-r, etc. There are basically two main types of calculation methods for natural 
ventilation, which are CFD and envelope flow model (conventional steady model). The 
former is time consuming and more suitable for detailed design stage. The latter is more 
applicable for initial design stage. As stated in Chapter 6, the envelope flow model results are 
sensitive to the chosen discharge coefficients and pressure coefficients. Yet, the uncertainties 
of these are represented in the software which uses simplified data of those two important 
parameters. Take ESP-r for example, a fixed ܥ௭  of 0.65 is used for all openings. ܥ௣  only 
relates to the building aspect ratio and wind direction. It is straightforward how to improve 
the accuracy of this kind of software.  
 
In terms of ܥ௣, wind tunnel measurement is preferable yet expensive and time consuming. It 
is worth a once for all efforts to measure ܥ௣  of various building shapes, surrounding 
building densities and wind directions, etc. An adequate database of pressure coefficients is 
needed e.g. (Tamura, 2010). These databases could be developed into software like a ܥ௣ 
generator; or they could go directly into ventilation or building simulation software. In terms 
of ܥ௭, for sharp edged openings, wind direction should be required as an input from the user. 
For long openings, the curve fit of Figure 4.18 could be used as a simple source. For special 
openings, the software could function a shape factor or installation factor to formulate the 
user input of the physical descriptions of the opening such as hung window shape, cowl 
length and angle, etc., linking the built in data source of special opening ܥ௭.  
 
Certain nondimensional graphs can be used as a diagnosis tool, for example Figure 6.25 
could be used to detect flow reversal of stacks in extreme weather conditions. In a word, the 
principle is to limit the user input to the description of the building and the local climate, 
make the input of the two parameters ܥ௣ and ܥ௭ as an optional function for people who know 
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the physical details. The ideal situation would be: the user input a building and local climate, 
the flow pattern of natural ventilation is correctly presented to the user.  
 
The conventional steady model is mostly adequate for the initial design stage, yet if the 
steady model predicts possible undesirable flow reversals, one may need to use the QT model 
to investigate the flow reversal in more detail. If details of flow pattern of a natural ventilated 
building are required, wind tunnel measurement is still a preferable way.  
 
In addition, there is a design warning for stack ventilation. As discovered in Chapter 5, 
Section 5.3.2, for multiple stack ventilation without lower orifices, the flow pattern through 
the stacks could change due to an initial perturbation, thus a mechanical system can be 
installed to assist establishing an initial condition to avoid any undesirable flow patterns.  
 
8.5Suggestionsforfuturework.
1) Test ܥ௭ of sharp-edged orifice in the leeward wall. 
2) There are uncertainties about the effect of external flow on ܥ௭ of sharp-edged orifices. e.g. ܥ௭ relates with the local cross flow velocity, which changes with the wind direction, and 
the values are different for different façade. Therefore more information is needed. ܥ௭ of 
leeward side orifice be treated separately based on future testing results.  
3) Investigate the effect of correlation of pressures coefficients on ventilation rates 
theoretically. One can also look into the measurements: are there any effects of the 
pressure correlation on flow patterns? 
4) Buoyancy and wind combined tests are still in preliminary stage, in future studies one 
could use a heater and temperature probes of broader capacity to reach steady states, e.g. 
to reach higher internal temperature to satisfy similarity requirement. 
5) The datasets in this thesis maybe used to test the role of CFD as a method to predict 
ventilation, to validate CFD as a reliable tool for the purpose of natural ventilation design. 
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AppendixIMatlabprogramme
 
I.1Mainprogramme 
%  EUS2TH5lap.m   
%  2 sharp-edged orifice (1) and 4 stack (2) with non-constant Cz. 
%  The Cz coefficients for the stack depends on flow direction. 
%  Cp from Time History.  "1" for orifice, "2" for stack  
 
global A1 A2 B1 B2 D1Windward D1Leeward D2  
global runn yinit tinit hr 
global tcp 
global npoints 
global pc11 pc12 pc13 pc14 
global pc21 pc22 pc23 pc24 
global jperiod 
global mqf11 mqf12 mqf21 mqf22 mqf23 mqf24   mq11 mq12 mq21 mq22 mq23 mq24   mcomp mabsc  
global mcp11 mcp12 mcp21 mcp22 mcp23 mcp24 mdelcp11 mdelcp12 mdelcp21 mdelcp22 mdelcp23 mdelcp24    
global mrtdelcp1   
global t1 kdum 
global CZREL2  CZREL1 CZINF1 CZINF1Windward CZINF1Leeward CZINF2 
global KC2 KBb2 
global m1 m2 m3 m4 r1 r2 r3 r4 
global tcp pc11 pc12 pc13 pc14 pc21 pc22 pc23 pc24 
 
% Basic properties 
dynam=25.18; 
%dynam=input('Enter dynamic pressure in Pa  ') 
density=1.207; 
%density=input('Enter density  ') 
kinv=0.000015; 
ur=sqrt(2*dynam/density); 
volume=0.02275; 
speedsnd=340; 
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% Input data Opening - sharp edge 
dh1=0.0163 
l1=0 
%CZINF1=input('Enter CZINF1  ') 
CZINF1Windward=0.1; 
CZINF1Leeward=0.68; 
% Input data Stack - long opening 
dh2=0.0168; 
l2=0.188; 
%C2=input('Enter C for stack opening 2 upward flow  ') 
C2=195.57 
%Bb2=input('Enter B for stack opening 2 upward flow ') 
Bb2=6.5305 
%C2rev=input('Enter C for stack opening 2 REVERSED flow  ') 
C2rev=154.88 
%Bb2rev=input('Enter B for stack opening 2 REVERSED flow ') 
Bb2rev=4.0109 
KC2=C2/C2rev 
KBb2=Bb2/Bb2rev 
 
%  Calcs for Stack 
area2=3.1416*dh2*dh2/4 
aa2=density*Bb2rev/(2*area2*area2) 
bb2=density*kinv*C2rev*l2/(2*area2*dh2*dh2) 
ab22=aa2/(bb2*bb2) 
ab2=aa2/bb2 
CZINF2=sqrt(1/Bb2rev) 
CZREL2=0.5*sqrt(1/(0.5*density*ur*ur*ab22)); 
 
% Other data 
%H=1.0; 
B1=0.0; 
B2=0.0; 
% h ref = length of stack l2 
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hr=l2; 
 
% Calcs from input data 
le1=l1+dh1; 
A1=hr/le1; 
%A1=input('Enter A1 = H/Le  ') 
area1=3.1416*dh1*dh1/4; 
 
le2=l2+1.67*dh2; 
%le2=l2+dh2; 
A2=hr/le2; 
%A2=input('Enter A2 = H/Le  ') 
area2=3.1416*dh2*dh2/4; 
D1Leeward=2*CZINF1Leeward*area1*hr*speedsnd*speedsnd/(volume*ur*ur); 
D1Windward=2*CZINF1Windward*area1*hr*speedsnd*speedsnd/(volume*ur*ur); 
D2=2*CZINF2*area2*hr*speedsnd*speedsnd/(volume*ur*ur); 
tinit=0; 
 
%  B1=input('Enter B1 = ArZ/H  ') 
%  B2=input('Enter B2 = ArZ/H  ') 
%D=input('Enter D  ') 
 
% Define Pressure coefficient/time matrices 
npoints=4096 
%npoints=input('Enter number of pressure data points  ') 
pc11=zeros(npoints,1); 
pc12=zeros(npoints,1); 
%pc13=zeros(npoints,1);  not enough PT 
%pc14=zeros(npoints,1); 
pc21=zeros(npoints,1); 
pc22=zeros(npoints,1); 
pc23=zeros(npoints,1); 
pc24=zeros(npoints,1); 
tcp=zeros(npoints,1); 
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% file elp11.txt is dimensional pressure (Pa) for opening 1 
% file elp12.txt is dimensional pressure (Pa) for opening 2 
% file elp21.txt is dimensional pressure (Pa) for Stack 1 
% file elp22.txt is dimensional pressure (Pa) for Stack 2 
% file elp23.txt is dimensional pressure (Pa) for Stack 3 
% file elp24.txt is dimensional pressure (Pa) for Stack 4 
 
[fid,message]=fopen('elp11.txt','r'); 
disp(message) 
[pc11,count]=fscanf(fid,'%g',npoints); 
status=fclose(fid) 
d=size(pc11); 
 
[fid,message]=fopen('elp12.txt','r'); 
disp(message) 
[pc12,count]=fscanf(fid,'%g',npoints); 
status=fclose(fid) 
d=size(pc12); 
 
[fid,message]=fopen('elp21.txt','r'); 
disp(message) 
[pc21,count]=fscanf(fid,'%g',npoints); 
status=fclose(fid) 
d=size(pc21); 
 
[fid,message]=fopen('elp22.txt','r'); 
disp(message) 
[pc22,count]=fscanf(fid,'%g',npoints); 
status=fclose(fid) 
d=size(pc22); 
 
[fid,message]=fopen('elp23.txt','r'); 
disp(message) 
[pc23,count]=fscanf(fid,'%g',npoints); 
status=fclose(fid) 
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d=size(pc23); 
 
[fid,message]=fopen('elp24.txt','r'); 
disp(message) 
[pc24,count]=fscanf(fid,'%g',npoints); 
status=fclose(fid) 
d=size(pc24); 
 
%  Fill the matrix tcp (time) 
fsamp=120 
%fsamp= input('Enter sampling frequency in Hz =  ') 
for j=1:count 
  tcp(j)=(j-1)/fsamp; 
end 
 
%  Nondimensionalise the pressures 
pc11=pc11/(0.5*1.2*ur*ur); 
pc12=pc12/(0.5*1.2*ur*ur); 
pc21=pc21/(0.5*1.2*ur*ur); 
pc22=pc22/(0.5*1.2*ur*ur); 
pc23=pc23/(0.5*1.2*ur*ur); 
pc24=pc24/(0.5*1.2*ur*ur); 
tcp=tcp*ur/hr; 
 
pc11bar=mean(pc11); 
pc12bar=mean(pc12); 
pc21bar=mean(pc21); 
pc22bar=mean(pc22); 
pc23bar=mean(pc23); 
pc24bar=mean(pc24); 
tend=tcp(count); 
 
yinit1=0.02; 
yinit2=-0.02; 
yinit3=0.02; 
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yinit4=-0.02; 
yinit5=0.02; 
yinit6=-0.02; 
yinit7=0.0; 
%runn=1 
runn=input('Enter Run number  ') 
 
ncalc=1 
%ncalc=input('Enter number of calculation periods  ') 
tper=tend/ncalc; 
nperiod=(npoints)/ncalc; 
 
% main loop.  End comes at end  
for jperiod=1:ncalc 
clear t y 
 
t2=jperiod*nperiod; 
t1=(jperiod-1)*nperiod; 
if t1==0 
  t1=1 
end 
 
kdum=t1+2; 
tspan=tcp(t1:t2); 
 
% options=odeset('reltol',1e-2,'abstol',1e-4); 
[t,y]=ode45('EUS2T5',[tspan],[yinit1 yinit2 yinit3 yinit4 yinit5 yinit6 yinit7]); 
 
n=size(y,1) 
jperiod 
 
% initial values for next period 
yinit1=y(n,1) 
yinit2=y(n,2) 
yinit3=y(n,3) 
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yinit4=y(n,4) 
yinit5=y(n,5) 
yinit6=y(n,6) 
yinit7=y(n,7) 
tinit=t(n) 
 
q11(t1:t2,1)=y(:,1); 
q12(t1:t2,1)=y(:,2); 
q21(t1:t2,1)=y(:,3); 
q22(t1:t2,1)=y(:,4); 
q23(t1:t2,1)=y(:,5); 
q24(t1:t2,1)=y(:,6); 
cpi(t1:t2,1)=y(:,7); 
end  
 
% Allocate arrays to q1, q2 and comp etc. to speed up calculation    
n=npoints 
delcp11=zeros(n,1); 
delcp12=zeros(n,1); 
delcp21=zeros(n,1); 
delcp22=zeros(n,1); 
delcp23=zeros(n,1); 
delcp24=zeros(n,1); 
 
qf11=zeros(n,1); 
qf12=zeros(n,1); 
qf21=zeros(n,1); 
qf22=zeros(n,1); 
qf23=zeros(n,1); 
qf24=zeros(n,1); 
%rtdelcp=zeros(n,1); 
%rtdelcp1=zeros(n,1); 
comp=D1Leeward*q11+D1Windward*q12+D2*q21+D2*q22+D2*q23+D2*q24; 
 
delcp11=pc11-cpi; 
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delcp12=pc12-cpi; 
delcp21=pc21-cpi; 
delcp22=pc22-cpi; 
delcp23=pc23-cpi; 
delcp24=pc24-cpi; 
 
%  Calculation of Qfresh1 and Qfresh2 
qf11 = q11; 
for i=1:n 
  if q11(i) < 0 
     qf11(i)=0; 
  end 
end 
 
qf12 = q12; 
for i=1:n 
  if q12(i) < 0 
     qf12(i)=0; 
  end 
end 
 
qf21 = q21; 
m1=0; 
for i=1:n 
  if q21(i) < 0 
     qf21(i)=0; 
  else m1=m1+1; 
  end 
  end 
r1=m1/npoints 
 
qf22 = q22; 
m2=0; 
for i=1:n 
  if q22(i) < 0 
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     qf22(i)=0; 
  else m2=m2+1; 
  end 
  end 
r2=m2/npoints 
 
qf23 = q23; 
m3=0; 
for i=1:n 
  if q23(i) < 0 
     qf23(i)=0; 
  else m3=m3+1; 
  end 
end 
r3=m3/npoints 
 
qf24 = q24; 
m4=0; 
for i=1:n 
  if q24(i) < 0 
     qf24(i)=0; 
  else m4=m4+1; 
  end 
  end 
r4=m4/npoints 
 
mq11=mean(q11)*CZINF1Leeward 
mq12=mean(q12)*CZINF1Windward 
mq21=mean(q21)*CZINF2 
mq22=mean(q22)*CZINF2 
mq23=mean(q23)*CZINF2 
mq24=mean(q24)*CZINF2 
 
mqf11=mean(qf11); 
mqf12=mean(qf12); 
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mqf21=mean(qf21); 
mqf22=mean(qf22); 
mqf23=mean(qf23); 
mqf24=mean(qf24); 
 
mcomp=mean(comp); 
mabsc=mean(abs(comp)); 
mcp11=mean(pc11) 
mcp12=mean(pc12) 
mcp21=mean(pc21) 
mcp22=mean(pc22) 
mcp23=mean(pc23) 
mcp24=mean(pc24) 
 
mdelcp11=mean(delcp11); 
mdelcp12=mean(delcp12); 
mdelcp21=mean(delcp21); 
mdelcp22=mean(delcp22); 
mdelcp23=mean(delcp23); 
mdelcp24=mean(delcp24); 
%mrtdelcp1=mean(rtdelcp1); 
 
%  Plot results 
figure(1) 
subplot(2,1,1) 
US2THQPL 
subplot(2,1,2) 
US2THCPL 
 
[fid,message]=fopen('thres.txt','wt'); 
disp(message) 
count=fprintf(fid,'%g\n',tcp,q11,q12,q21,q22,q23,q24,cpi,pc11,pc12,pc21,pc22,pc23,pc24) 
status=fclose(fid) 
 
fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t',t(k)); 
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fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t',y(k,1)); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t',y(k,2)); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t',y(k,3)); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t',y(k,4)); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t',y(k,5)); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t',y(k,6)); 
fprintf(fid,'%10.8f\t',y(k,7)); 
end 
fclose(fid) 
 
 
I.2Nondimensionalequations 
% 2 sharp-edged and 4 long openings in UNSTEADY flow with Cz dependent 
% on flow direction for long opening 2 
function dy = EUS2T5(t,y); 
global A1 A2 B1 B2 D1Leeward D1Windward D2 t1 
global CZREL2   CZINF1 CZINF1Leeward CZINF1Windward CZINF2 
 
dy=[0.5*A1*(-y(7)-2*B1 + cp11th(t,t1)-(y(1)/abs(y(1)))*y(1)^2)/CZINF1Leeward; 
    0.5*A1*(-y(7)-2*B1 + cp12th(t,t1)-(y(2)/abs(y(2)))*y(2)^2)/CZINF1Windward; 
    0.5*A2*(-y(7)-2*B2 + cp21th(t,t1)-kflowb(y(3))*(y(3)/abs(y(3)))*y(3)^2-kflowc(y(3))*2*CZREL2*y(3))/CZINF2; 
     0.5*A2*(-y(7)-2*B2 + cp22th(t,t1)-kflowb(y(4))*(y(4)/abs(y(4)))*y(4)^2-kflowc(y(4))*2*CZREL2*y(4))/CZINF2; 
     0.5*A2*(-y(7)-2*B2 + cp23th(t,t1)-kflowb(y(5))*(y(5)/abs(y(5)))*y(5)^2-kflowc(y(5))*2*CZREL2*y(5))/CZINF2; 
     0.5*A2*(-y(7)-2*B2 + cp24th(t,t1)-kflowb(y(6))*(y(6)/abs(y(6)))*y(6)^2-kflowc(y(6))*2*CZREL2*y(6))/CZINF2; 
+D1Leeward*y(1)+D1Windward*y(2)+D2*(y(3)+y(4)+y(5)+y(6))]; 
 
I.3Importofpressures
%  cp11th.m    for time history values 
function cp11th = cp11th(tpres, kinit) 
% defines mean and fluctuating pressure as function of time 
 
global tcp pc11 pc12 pc21 pc22 pc23 pc24 
global kdum 
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if tpres <=tcp(kinit+1) 
   k=(kinit+1); 
   else k=kdum; 
end 
 
while tpres>tcp(k) 
  k=k+1; 
  kdum = k; 
end 
 
I.4Flowsignfunction
function kflowb=kflowb(flowsign); 
%Functions for determing flow coefficient B to be used in 
%differential equations 
global KBb2 KC2 
 %flowsign 
     kflowb=1; 
     if flowsign<0 
         kflowb=KBb2; 
     end 
%kflowb 
 %end  
 
function kflowc=kflowc(flowsign); 
%Functions for determing flow coefficient C to be used in 
%differential equations 
global KBb2 KC2  
kflowc=1; 
if flowsign<0 
      kflowc=KC2; 
end 
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AppendixIIDeductionofnondimensionalequationsofQTmodel
 
 Introduced in Chapter 2, the set of dimensional equations of QT model are:  
Long opening ߩ ݀ݍ௜ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ݈௘௜ܣ௜ ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ  ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ െ ܽݍ௜ሺݐሻଶ െ ܾݍ௜ሺݐሻ (9.1)
Sharp-edged 
opening 
ߩ ݀ݍ௜ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ݈௘௜ܣ௜ ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ  ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ െ ܽݍ௜ሺݐሻଶ (9.2)
Mass conservation 
ܸ݊  ?݌ூ଴ ݀݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ൌ෍ݍ௜ሺݐሻ௡௜ୀ଴  (9.3)
 
1) Long opening: Equation (9.1) 
For long opening, using different ܽ and ܾ for different flow directions, inward flow is defined 
as positive, equation (9.1) becomes (9.4) and (9.5) for different directions 
Inward flow ߩ ݀ݍ௜ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ݈௘௜ܣ௜ ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ  ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ െ ܽାݍ௜ሺݐሻଶ െ ܾାݍ௜ሺݐሻ (9.4)
Upward flow ߩ ݀ݍ௜ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ݈௘௜ܣ௜ ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ  ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ ൅ ܽିݍ௜ሺݐሻଶ െ ܾିݍ௜ሺݐሻ (9.5)
The sign before ܽି  changes because for upward flow, flow rate ݍ௜ሺݐሻ  and total pressure 
difference are all negative. ȁ ? ȁܲ ൌ െܽିݍ௜ሼݐሽଶ ൅ ܾିݍ௜ሼݐሽ 
Define two nondimensional terms: 
Nondimensional flow rate ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ C? ݍ௜ሺݐሻܥ௭ஶܣ௜ܷ (9.6)
Nondimensional time ݐN?C ? ܷݐܪ (9.7)
 
where ܪ is the reference height 
           ܥ௭ஶ is the discharge coefficient when ܴ݁௦௧ is infinity in equation (9.8) and (9.9) 
Inward flow 
 ?ܥ௭ଶ ൌ ܥା ܮܴ݁௦௧݀ ൅ ܦା (9.8)
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Upward flow 
 ?ܥ௭ଶ ൌ ܥି ܮܴ݁௦௧݀ ൅ ܦି (9.9)
where ݀ is the diameter of the long opening 
An arbitrary ܥ௭ஶ is set to use the value when ܴ݁௦௧ is infinity for either directions (in theory 
they should not be of much difference), but this has to be consistent through the calculation 
process. Here it is defined to use the inward flow value: 
 ܥ௭ஶ ൌ  ?ඥܦା (9.10)
 
Substituting equation (9.10) into (9.6) 
 ݍ௜ሺݐሻ ൌ ܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ (9.11)
 
Differential of equation (9.6)  
 
݀ݍ௜ ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ൌ ܥ௭ஶܣ௜ܷܷܪ ݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ ܥ௭ஶܣ௜ ܷଶܪ ݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN?  (9.12)
 
Substituting (9.11) and (9.12) into equation (9.4) and (9.5) 
ܥ௭ஶ ݈௘௜ܪ ߩܷଶ ݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ  ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ െ ܽାܣ௜ଶܷଶ  ?ܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܾାܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ (9.13)ܥ௭ஶ ݈௘௜ܪ ߩܷଶ ݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ െ݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ െ  ?ߩ݃ݖ௜ ൅ ݌௪௠ሺݐሻ ൅ ܽିܣ௜ଶܷଶ  ?ܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܾିܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ (9.14)
 
Divide equation (9.13) and (9.14) by 
ఘ௎మଶ , and substituting 2UghAr UU '  ݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ  ? ?ܥ௭ஶ ݈ܪ௘௜ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ ܣݎ ݖ௜ܪ ൅ ܥ௉௜ െ ܽା  ?ܣ௜ଶߩ  ?ܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܾା  ?ܣ௜ߩܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሻ (9.15)
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݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ  ? ?ܥ௭ஶ ݈ܪ௘௜ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ ܣݎ ݖ௜ܪ ൅ ܥ௉௜ ൅ ܽି  ?ܣ௜ଶߩ  ?ܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܾି  ?ܣ௜ߩܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሻ (9.16)
 ܽ, ܾ are the same things as ܥ, ܦ, but they are used in different equations: the former used in 
envelope flow equation, the latter in the curve fitting of discharge coefficient as a function of 
opening Reynolds number. For deduction process, see later part of this appendix.  
 ܽା ൌ ఘ஽శଶ஺మ                   ܾା ൌ ஼శ௅ఘజగ଼஺మ  (9.17)
 ܽି ൌ ఘ஽షଶ஺మ                   ܾି ൌ ஼ష௅ఘజగ଼஺మ  (9.18)
where ܮ is the length of the long opening 
Substituting (9.17) and (9.18) into (9.15) and (9.16) ݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ  ? ?ܥ௭ஶ ݈ܪ௘௜ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ ܣݎ ݖ௜ܪ ൅ ܥ௉௜ െ ܦାܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܥା ܮ߭ߨ ?ܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሻ (9.19)݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ  ? ?ܥ௭ஶ ݈ܪ௘௜ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ ܣݎ ݖ௜ܪ ൅ ܥ௉௜ ൅ ܦିܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܥି ܮ߭ߨ ?ܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሻ (9.20)
 
Define another two nondimensional terms 
Buoyancy ܤ௜ C?ܣݎ ݖ௜ܪ (9.21)
Inertia ܨ௜ C?݈ܪ௘௜ (9.22)
 
Equation (9.15) and (9.16) finally become 
 
݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ ܨ௜ ?ܥ௭௜ஶ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ   ?ܤ௜ ൅ ܥ௉௜ െ ܦାܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܥା ܮ߭ߨ ?ܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሻ (9.23)
 
݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ ܨ௜ ?ܥ௭௜ஶ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ   ?ܤ௜ ൅ ܥ௉௜ ൅ ܦିܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܥି ܮ߭ߨ ?ܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሻ (9.24)
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Equation (9.23) and (9.24) are the forms used in Matlab programme for solving QT model set 
of equations.  
 
2) Sharp-edged orifice: Equation (9.2) 
The same process for the long opening applies, yet without the term ܾݍ௜ሼݐሽ. It is easier than 
long opening, will not be repeated here. The final nondimensional equation used in Matlab 
programme is  
 
݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ ܨ௜ ?ܥ௭௜ஶ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ   ?ܤ௜ ൅ ܥ௉௜ െ ௜ܵݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻሻ (9.25)
where ௜ܵ is the sign of flow direction.  
 
3) Mass conservation: Equation (9.3) 
Dimensional mass conservation equation is  
 ܸߛ  ?݌ூ଴ ݀݌ூ଴௠ሺݐሻ݀ݐ ൌ෍ݍ௜ሺݐሻ௡௜ୀ଴  (9.26)
where ߛ is the ratio of the specific heat of the air 
The internal pressure coefficient is defined as  
 ܥ௣ூ ൌ ூܲ െ ௥ܲ௘௙ ?Ǥ ?ߩ ଶܷ ൌ ݌ூ଴௠ ?Ǥ ?ߩ ଶܷ (9.27)ூܲ଴௠ is the measured internal pressure 
Differential of equation (9.27)  
 
݀݌ூ଴௠݀ݐ ൌ ߩܷଷ ?ܪ ݀ܥ௣ூ݀ݐN? (9.28)
 
Substituting (9.28) into (9.26) 
 
ܸߩܷଷ ?ܪߛ݌ூ଴௠ ݀ܥ௣ூ݀ݐN?ൌ෍݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሺ௡௜ୀ଴ ܥ௭௜ஶܣ௜ܷሻ (9.29)
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For an isentropic process 
 
ߩ݌ூ଴௠ ൌ ܿߛଶ (9.30)
where ܿ is the speed of sound 
Therefore equation (9.29) becomes 
 
ܸܷଷ ? ଶܿܪ݀ܥ௣ூ݀ݐN?ൌ෍݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሺ௡௜ୀ଴ ܥ௭௜ஶܣ௜ܷሻ (9.31)
 
݀ܥ௣ூ݀ݐN?ൌ෍݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሺ ? ଶܿܪܥ௭௜ஶܣ௜ܸܷଶ௡௜ୀ଴ ሻ (9.32)
 
Another nondimensional term is defined 
Compressibility  ܦ௜ C? ?ܥ௜ஶܣ௜ܪܿଶܸܷଶ  (9.33)
 
The mass conservation equation finally becomes 
 
݀ܥ௣ூ݀ݐN?ൌ෍ܦ௜௡௜ୀ଴ ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ (9.34)
 
To sum up, the set of nondimensional equations are 
Long opening  
 
݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ ܨ௜ ?ܥ௭௜ஶ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ   ?ܤ௜ ൅ ܥ௉௜ െ ܦାܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܥା ܮ߭ߨ ?ܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሻ (9.35)
 
݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ ܨ௜ ?ܥ௭௜ஶ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ   ?ܤ௜ ൅ ܥ௉௜ ൅ ܦିܦା ݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻ െ ܥି ܮ߭ߨ ?ܣ௜ܷ  ?ඥܦା ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻሻ (9.36)
Sharp-edged orifice 
 
݀ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ݀ݐN? ൌ ܨ௜ ?ܥ௭௜ஶ ሺെܥ௣ூ െ   ?ܤ௜ ൅ ܥ௉௜ െ ௜ܵݍ௜N?ଶሺݐሻሻ (9.37)
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where ௜ܵ is the sign of flow direction.  
Mass conservation 
 
݀ܥ௣ூ݀ݐN?ൌ෍ܦ௜௡௜ୀ଴ ݍ௜N?ሺݐሻ (9.38)
 
 
4) Transform between ܉, ܊ and C?, C? 
 
 ?ܥ௭ଶ ൌ ܥ ܮܴ݁௦௧݀ ൅ ܦ (9.39)
 ܥ௭ C?ȁݍȁܣ ඨ ߩ ?ȁ ? ȁܲ (9.40)ȁݍȁܣ ൌ ݑ,  ܣ ൌ గௗమସ , ܴ݁௦௧ ൌ ఘ௨ௗఓ  
Substituting (I.40) into (I.39) 
  ?ܲ ൌ ߩܦ ?ܣଶ ݍଶ ൅ ߨܮߤܥ ?ܣଶ ݍ (9.41)
Therefore 
 ܽ ൌ ߩܦ ?ܣଶ (9.42)
 ܾ ൌ ߨܮߤܥ ?ܣଶ  (9.43)
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AppendixIIIThreeǦdimensionalCFDsimulation
 
 
Three-dimensional CFD simulations were carried out in order to get some insights of the flow 
field within the box. The two dimensional simulation is to investigate the influence of the 
opening facing the approaching wind on the internal pressure tapping. The three-dimensional 
simulation is to study the flow field within the box (with and without the internal pressure 
tapping cup cover), and the variation of internal surface static pressure compared to the 
pressure difference across the openings (without the internal pressure tapping cup cover).  
 
III.1 Case description 
The internal space of the model was set as the calculation domain. The inputs for the 
velocities of the openings and the two stacks were obtained from TPU tests results. There 
were approximately 20000 meshing cells (Figure III.1). For example, for the case of  
(S4_O2_0_NoCup), the velocity of orifice 2 is from TPU results˄inward as positive) which 
is 0.62 m/s, stack 4 was set as outflow. Orifice 2 has to be set as a uniform velocity inlet, the 
flow is a forced jet. This is not the true flow pattern through orifice 2 in the wind tunnel. 
Therefore in addition to the coarse meshing, the 3D simulation results should be treated 
qualitatively rather than quantitatively. N.B. due to the capacity of the computer, the 
simulation domain was set to be the space within the box, rather than the wind tunnel;  ݇ െ ߦ 
model was used rather than Large Eddy simulation. 
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Figure III.1 Meshing cells of three dimensional model 
 
Figure III.2 and Figure III.3 show the flow field with and without the topless cover of Pin, for 
two cross sections (combined), one is orifice 2 cross section, the other is the stack 4 cross 
section.  
Stack 4 
Orifice 2 
Orifice 2 
Cross section 
Stack 4 
Cross section 
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Figure III.2 Flow field of two cross sections of (S4_O2_0_NoCup) 
 
Figure III.3 Flow field of two cross sections (S4_O2_CoverPin) 
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III.2 Investigation of the location of the internal pressure tapping by   studying 
the static pressure distribution within at the internal surface  
III.2.1 Static pressure across the internal surface  
 
 
 
Figure III.5 and Figure III.6 show the static pressure of the bottom line and the top line of the 
central cross section (orifice 2 cross section Figure III.4) with a change of opening flow rate. 
Velocities of orifice 2 are 0.62 m/s, 1.24 m/s, and 2.48 m/s. They also show the increasing 
factors of the static pressure, e.g. Increase Factor 1.24 vs 0.62 means the static pressure of ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ divided by the static pressure of  ௥ܷ௘௙ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?݉Ȁݏ. 
Internal Tapping 4 1 
O1 
2 3 
Orifice 2 Orifice 1 
0 
Figure III.4 Central cross section
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Figure III.5 Comparison of static pressure of the bottom line (0-1, 1-O1, O1-2, 4-0) 
 
Figure III.6 Comparison of static pressure of the top line (2-3) 
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It can be seen from the above two figures that when the flow rate doubles, the static pressure 
of the cross section increases by a factor of approximately 4 (as roughly expected from 
dimensional analysis). Average factors are 4.59 (1.24 m/s vs. 0.62 m/s) and 3.49 (2.48 m/s vs. 
1.24 m/s). 
 
Figure III.7 and Figure III.8 are non-dimensional forms of Figure III.5 and Figure III.6, 
which show the variation of the static pressure coefficient Cp along the cross section surface. 
The three curves of three different opening flow rates partly line up, which indicates that the 
non-dimensional static pressure of the middle part of the cross section is independent of the 
flow rate, whereas it is not the case for the that of the corners, where the opening Reynolds 
number effect occurs. Nevertheless it is clear that the static pressure variation (Pa) increases 
rapidly with the number of openings. Although the pressures are small (see Figure II.05 
where they are all less than 0.1 Pa), theses changes are significant when the stack flow is 
reversing. 
 
Figure III.7 Pressure Coefficient Cp Top line 
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Figure III.8 Pressure Coefficient Cp  Bottom line 
 
III.2.2 Importance of internal pressure tapping location  
From equations: ܥ௭ C?௤஺ට ఘଶห ?௉ห, ȁ ? ȁܲ ൌ ଵଶߩ ௥ܷ௘௙ଶ , one can get that ห ?ܥ௣ห ൌ ൬ ௨௎ೝ೐೑൰ଶ ଵ஼೥మ. When 
the flow is reversing and  ?  ܲis close to zero, the position of the internal pressure tapping 
matters the most, and the problem of the internal velocity is at its most. 
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